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ABSTRACT 
The pas t  few decades have seen a revival of interes t in the social 
philosophy of William Godwin and a revaluation of his works . Although 
Godwin has been viewed as a powerful influence on the works of Words­
worth , Coleridge , and Shelley , little notice has been taken of his 
influence on the work of his daughter , Mary Shelley . It  has , on the 
contrary , been popular to attribute Mary ' s  Frankens tein to the influence 
of her husb and , Percy Bysshe Shelley . Many cri tics have reco gnized 
a close connection between the works of Godwin and Mary , but the 
comments are limi ted and general ; and mos t  s tudies of Mary ' s  novels 
use a biographical or critical approach . 
The primary purpose of this s tudy o f  Mary Shelley ' s  novels , 
however , is to trace the influence that her father and his works had 
upon her wri ting . A writer and his work are so closely intertwined 
that it is no t always possible to separate the one from the other . 
This is especially true of Godwin and Mary because the novels of 
b o th are filled with autobiographical and biographical elements which 
mus t be accounted for in order to reveal the influence they had on 
each o ther . For this reason , the s tudy begins with a biographical 
sket ch of the father and daughter wi th emphasis placed upon those 
events and circums tances in their lives which had an ef fect on their 
writing of fiction . 
The present-day reader who is not familiar with Godwin ' s  
philosophy would not notice the mos t  prevalent similarity between 
the two : the ideas--the philosophies --run very nearly parallel 
iii 
throughout their novels . The comparison between the two thus begins 
wi th Godwin ' s  ideas and shows how they are carried out in his novels 
and also in Mary ' s .  The maj or source used for determining Godwin's 
ideas is his formal treatise , Enquiry concerning Political Jus tice 
and Its Influence on Morals and Happiness ( 1793) . Their aes thetic 
techniques are next analyzed by widely known and used critical 
criteria.  In conclusion , the s tudy reveals a s triking s im�larity 
b e tween both their ideas and techniques , thereby subs tantiating the 
claim of the author of this work that Godwin ' s  ideas , as set forth 
in Political Jus tice , and the literary techniques of his fiction 
f orm the foundation on which his daughter ' s  novels res t.  
iv 
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CHAPTER I 
GODWIN AND HIS AGE 
William Godwin lived mos t  of his life during the reign of 
George I I I , who came to the throne in 1760 .  In the year o f  the accession 
of George III , Thomas Gray and Samuel Johnson were at the zenith of 
their li terary careers ; Hume was at temp ting to dis tinguish between 
sentiment and j udgment ; Burke had j us t  wri t ten his Origin of Our Ideas 
concerning the Sublime and the Beautiful ; and Rousseau , having completed 
his Nouvelle Heloise , was soon to pub lish his Contrat Social . Walpole , 
Percy , Goldsmi t�,  Sterne and Sheridan were shortly to contribute their 
maj or works . In Ameri ca Franklin had dis covered electricity , Jonathan 
Edwards had presented his dis courses on Freedom of the Will and the 
Doctrine of Original Sin , while William Bartram was exp loring the Ameri­
can wilderness and obse rving i ts inhabi tants . Such was the intellectual 
spirit of the times as Godwin grew to manhood and began to conduct his 
own investigations of his age . 
But there were other forces at work whi ch were closer to the 
common man and to the everyday experiences of Godwin and his contempo­
raries . It was these condi tions that chal lenged Godwin and o ther like­
minded individuals to attemp t  to reform their age . 
A,t its beginning , the eighteenth century is des cribed as "a 
b rutal , bawdy , filthy , st inking age . . in whi ch life was terribly 
uncer tain . . . II The death rate was so high that the population' of 
London in 1700 was 6 74 , 350 and in 1750 only 6 76 , 250 . The number of 
infant  deaths was s taggering and terrib le . Thomas Gray ( 1716-1 7 71 ) , 
1 
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the poet, for example, was the only surviving child o f  twelve . Epidemics 
swep t away the poor by the thous ands . Workhouses for the poor and 
indigen t are descr ibed by George Crabbe as con taining o rphans, parents 
separ ated from their children, fors aken wives, unwed mo thers, widows, 
the a ged, the l ame, the blind, and by far, the happ ies t  of the lot, 
1 "The mop ing idiot and the madman gay . " The poor were conside red 
indispens able to the nation as workers and were to be granted only 
a s ubsis tence level o f  life s ince more would demoral ize them . Th is 
at ti tude was rooted in the help lessness of the unpropertied, wh o could 
not vo te, and the dominance of the privileged clas ses . The exp loi ta tion 
of labor was a vital p art o f  the English sys tem of economics . The 
Church was atroph ied and decaden t, o ffering a re li gion of elegance and 
learnin g to the upper c las s es, but to the new indus trial population 
thronging in the ci ties it o f fered nothing . More than two hu�dred 
crimes were punishab le by de ath . If an o f fens e b ecame common, an attemp t 
was made to s top i t  by making it cap i tal . The man who s to le twelve 
and a half pence f rom a pocke t, or cut down trees in an avenue or 
g arden, or counterfe i ted coin was h ange d .  On the other hand, mans laughter 
was me re ly a felony un til 1822 and an attemp t to commit murder only a 
common law mis deme anor . Condi tions in the prisons con tinued to be b ad 
throughout the century, even though the Gaol Dis temper Act, p as s ed in 
1 7 7 4, required th at p ri s ons be cleaned and venti lated and that each 
p rison have a warm and cold bath and separate rooms for the s ick . 
This act, neve rtheless, was se ldom ob serve d .  
1
oscar She rwin, "Crime and Punishmen t in England i n  the Eighteen th 
Century," Ame rican Journal of Economics and Socio logy, 5 (19 45-46 ) ,  16 9-19 9 . 
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By the middle of the century , however , many improvements were 
under way . Progress of this sort was slow ,  but it gave hope and was the 
inspiration for new reforms .  The Gin Act o f  1751  has been hailed as a 
turning point in the social his tory of  London after the incredible 
orgy of gin-drinking during the thirty year s preceding the act , since 
it imposed res trictions on the s ale of liquor and made small tippling 
deb ts irrecoverable by law .  The death-rate began to fall , crimes of 
violence declined , the brutality of the lower classes decreased , and 
London became a healthier , safer place than it had ever been before .  
Some care for the s ick, the young, and the old was being provided by 
hospitals , even though the sanitary conditions were frequently so poor 
that many died as infectious diseases swep t through them . The appoint-
ment of the novelist Henry Fielding in 1749  as chief magis trate for 
Wes tmins ter was ano ther turning point in English social his tory . Five 
years later he was succeeded by his brother John . Between them, the 
police court b ecame an organ of social reform. Juvenile o ffenders were 
treated as cases to be cured rather than as criminals to be hanged . 
John also laid the foundations for a permanent , salaried police for ce 
to replace the swarm of info rmers and bullies who instigated crime in 
order to reveal it . With the spread of education and the civilizing 
influence of  evangelical religion there was a growing sense of  
responsibility on  the par t of  the ordinary citizen . On rare occasions , 
punishment was me ted out to the aristocrat who attacked a commoner . In 
1 7 60 Lord Ferrers was publicly hanged for the murder of his s teward . 2 
2R. J .  White , The Age o f  George III  (London : Heinemann , 1968) , 
pp . 1 8-19 . 
When George the Third be came King o f  England in 1760 , London was 
the ri chest and mos t  progressive capital in the Wes tern world , though 
i t  was , at  the same time , a city o f  crude and tragic  contras ts . The 
government cons idered its function to be mainly j udi cial and executive 
rather than legis lative , and i t  took very little part  in ins t i tuting 
we lfare legislation or social services . Children worked in mills , such 
as the s ilk mill Godwin des cribed in Fleetwood , for fourteen hours a 
day , and were often killed or maimed by the machines when they fell 
as leep on their fee t .  And in some areas not fortunate enough to have 
magistrates like John and Henry Fielding,  lawlessnes s  was rampant .  
Finally , in the 1780 ' s ,  a long overdue re form movement was 
begun . Under Rockingham and Pitt , corrup tion in government was reduced 
and i ts exploitative financial policies cur tailed . Much agi tation and 
deb ate arose to alleviate the condi tions of slaves , p risoners , and 
paupers . But with the erup tion of the French Revolution in 1789 , the 
re form movement came to a complete halt . As the Terror spread in 
France , anarchy and even change were repressed in England .  From 1688 
until about 1 760 the maj ori ty of Bri tish politi cians held no poli ti cal 
convictions or doctrines for whi ch they were willing to figh t .  Their 
main concern was to maintain the s tatus quo , to keep themselves in 
lucrative offices . It was this s tatus quo tha t  Godwin hoped to shake 
with his Political Jus tice . His mess age was a cry for the rights of 
the average man to engage in argument wi th the aristo cracy , to have a 
voi ce in the government . Godwin mus t have hoped that enfranchisement 
fo r the middle clas ses was near , for his hero in Cloudes ley ( 1830) 
was a man of the middle classes to whom he frequently refers as "the 
4 
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English yeoman . " Also published the same year was Mary ' s  Perkin Warbeck ,  
whose hero was executed as the son o f  a Dut ch money-lender . The Great 
Reform Bill of 1 832 disenfranchis ed the "rot ten" boroughs , i t  almo s t  
doubled the electorate , and i t  gave the maj ority vote t o  the middle 
classes . A great victory for the people of England had been won . From 
this point on , all of England ' s  Calebs could hope for a fair chance in 
cour t agains t the Falklands of the land . 
The idea of perfectibility flourished among the "enlightened" 
men of the eigh teenth century ; it was part of the century ' s  concep t o f  
p rogress .  Scientific  development during the eighteenth century had 
contributed greatly to man ' s  welfare , and the eighteenth century looked 
to the improvement of his moral and spiritual s tate .  Two new methods 
for achieving this improvemen t were well under way by 1 7 50 :  the fir s t  
was re ligious and the second was philosophical .  The term Me thodis t 
was the name given to a group of Oxford men including John and Charles 
Wes ley and George Whitefield , who began mee ting for religious exercises 
in 1729 . Since they resolved to conduct their lives and religious s tudy 
by  "rule and me thod , "  they and their societies , whi ch began to spread 
throughout England , were given the name Me thodis ts . Their obj e ct was 
salvation , cont inuing self-improvement , and evangelism . John Wes ley 
ins is ted that reason had a valid but very res tricted role in inte grating 
the s cattered for ces of a man ' s personal life .  But if the individual 
wished to be a "whole" man and improve in the Chris tian virtues , he 
mus t look to his fai th in God and the support of his Chris tian brethren 
for help . Under the influence of Methodism the Chur ch of England began 
to reform itself. By 1 790 near ly five hundred clergy s upported Wes ley , 
whereas only s ix or  seven had done so  in 1750 . 3 Thous ands of  peop le , 
espe cially from the new working classes produced by the Indus trial 
Revolution , had been conver ted to Me thodism . One of the particular 
tene ts of their belief was that man should con tinually s trive to 
improve in Chris tian love and benevolence and avoid s t anding s till , or 
even worse , "backs liding . "  Such was the new religious method for 
attaining a more advanced s tate of perfe ctib ility .  
Several philosophical s chemes aimed at the improvement o f  man 
emerged during the century , but  the mos t  arden t and pers is tent advocate 
of s uch a s cheme was William Godwin . The os tensible function of the 
Church has always been more limited in s cope than the function of the 
government s ince the Church proclaimed perfec tibility and salvation 
for the individual , while government proclaimed per fectibility and 
preservation of socie ty as a whole . Godwin fel t  that s ince the Church 
had failed in its mission to improve individuals , not only had the 
individuals become corrup t , but they had allowed their ins ti tutions 
to become corrup t as well . He therefore looked to a philosophy 
dominated by reason to accomplish what fai th had no t been able to 
achieve . The sour ces o f  Godwin ' s  philosophy have been carefully 
examined by a number of s cholars ; but to des cribe them briefly , they 
resemble nothing so  much as a brightly colored patchwork quilt whos e 
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pieces are fi t ted toge ther from the wri tings o f  such men as Lo cke , Hume , 
Helve tius , Rouss �au , Hartley , Halbach ,  and Robert Sandeman . The grea t ,  
gold s tar of  Reason gleams from the quilt ' s  center , and all i s  encircled 
3 
A. E. Pod�ray, ed,, Godwin and the Age of Trans i tion (London : George G.  
Harrap and Co . , Ltd . , 19 52 ) , p .  19 . 
by the pris tine white border of Chris tian brotherly love . Godwin had 
drawn from the usual sources of  his day , but his synthes is of them was 
sys tematic and unusual . Educa tion , the firs t  s tep in his sys tem , 
p repared man to use his reason-- that is , to carefully consider and 
unders tand the under lying causes of a given situation . Once reason 
was applied , benevolent action would follow , and the man would be able 
to deal j us tly wi th o thers and himself. This chain of mental and 
phys ical endeavor would inevi tably lead man into a more advanced s tage 
of  per fectibility.  In the pages of Godwin we see fai th in the per­
fe ct ib ility of man shining at its brigh tes t and pushed to i ts utmost 
limits . No poli tician in a s tate of  perfectibility would be able to 
hold his seat in Parliament wi thout accepting the res pons ibility of 
bringing j us tice to all the people in England . With his Political 
Jus tice (1793)  Godwin hoped to rouse the thinking men of England to 
action agains t the injus tices of a government that had remained 
relative ly unchanged for more than a century . 
In his dis cuss ion of government , society , and the individual 
in Po litical Jus tice , Godwin at tempts by the pro cess o f  clos e analysis 
to expose the defects in the tr aditions , laws , and opinions that have 
controlled man and his world , and in so doing to compel the reader to 
see his world no t through a film of illus ion and prej udice but as it  
appears to a man of reason who clearly sees " things as they are . "  
Governmen t and society as a whole he despairs of.  Since he can think 
o f  no form o f  government that is without serious faults , he recommends 
tha t society maintain as little government as poss ible . But the 
individual who acquires knowledge and whose voluntary actions and 
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considered opinions are controlled by reason will eventually be led to 
hold benevolent atti tudes whi ch will enab le him to act j us tly toward 
his fellowman . I t  is only as more and more members of a given so ciety 
b ecome benevolent and j us t  that any real advancement can be made wi thin 
that socie ty .  
The basis for this proposed plan of  personal development is 
knowledge . Indeed , in writing Poli tical Jus tice , Godwin ' s  purpose 
was to contribu te to the knowledge of his readers by showing them , as 
his title indicates , how government and poli tics affect not only the 
morality and happiness of men but also their chances for survival . 
I t  is truly a sociological and psychologi cal document as well as a 
political and philos ophical one . 
Given the proper sort of education or knowled ge , the individual 
will then be capable of reason and will re fuse to be mis led by emo tion 
or harmful passion . His j udgments and opinions will b e  founded in fact 
and influenced by those thinkers who have been proved through the ages 
to be the mos t  ab le , the mos t ne arly corre ct , and the mos t  nearly j us t .  
Under this influence , he will b e  imbued with a spiri t o f  disinteres ted 
b enevolence . His principal aim in his contacts with o thers will be 
to do no evil (cause no pain) to any one and to do good (give pleasure) 
to as many as possib le .  He is " to love his neighbor as himself . "  He 
is no t to be benevolent  from any ulterior motive or becaus e of  personal 
ties or preferences , and he is no t to expect good in return . It is 
only as he seeks to attain this high degree of development that he will 
b ecome more able to deal j us tly wi th other men and wi th hims elf. Thus 
he will find himself in a happy s tate of perfectib ility which will 
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continue day by day , and year by year , and will no t cease until the 
d ay of his death .  
The continuous protection and improvement o f  the individual was 
for Godwin the only j us tifiab le reason for government . When governmen t 
failed in this purpose , it should be changed . Men who conduct their 
affairs in a s tate of  perfect ibility will cons tantly inspect and 
analyze their government to detect any necess ity for change that may 
b e  approaching .  In s o  doing they aver t anar chy and revolution by a 
s low and j udi cious introduction of the required change . I t  was this 
function that Godwin hoped to perform for his country--to show the 
need for change and point  the way to it . 
Upon comp le ting Political Jus tice , Godwin next turned to fi ction 
in order to support himself financially and to lend fur ther suppor t 
to his ideas in Political Jus tice . In wri ting Caleb Williams Godwin 
achieved something very difficult in the nove l .  "He . . .  found 
a human si tuation to parallel the impersonal issue o f  revolution:. 
no t a replica of it in miniature , but a psychological analogue . Some-
thing which , unlike the abs trac t  issue , does no t frus trate our 
4 sympathies at every turn . " His aim in this novel as in all his others 
9 
was to give living reality to his theories and in so doing point the way 
to perfectibili ty , an aim whi ch his daugh ter Mary carne , in time , to 
share wi th him .  
4 P .  N .  Furbank , "Godwin ' s  Novels ," Essays in Criticism , 5 
(July , 1955) , 2 1 8 .  
CHAPTER II  
THE LIVES OF WILLI AM GODWIN AND MARY SHELLEY 
William Godwin was b orn in 1756 into a respectab le middle-class 
family res iding near Norwich , a ci ty which had long been an impor tant 
e ccles ias tical and commercial center and had enj oyed the s ame liberties 
as London since the time of Ri chard I. A concern for the rights of the 
working man be came a part of its tradi tion be cause o f  the uns uccessful 
peasant  revo l ts of 1381 and 1549 , and the right of religious dissen t 
was estab lished when groups of  its ci ti zens wi th ardent Puritan convic­
tions migrated to America early in the seventeen th century . During 
Godwin ' s  day it was a thriving cultural , religious , and indus trial 
center , and it continued to be noted for religious and political 
unres t .  
William' s father , John Godwin , was a diss enting minis ter and a 
devout Calvinis t ,  and the prevai ling tone of the Godwin home was pious 
and religious . The family was frequen tly forced to move from one parish 
to another because of the father ' s  involvement in theolo gical disputes . 
Before the age of  eight William was not only possessed by a des ire for 
knowledge , but  he showed a marked interes t in moral and spiri tual 
prob lems and was de termined to be come a dissen ting minis ter ,  like his 
father .  One dominant trai t whi ch all his bio graphers s tress is his 
extreme desire to excel , to make some worthwhile contribution to 
s ocie ty for which he would be Ie cognized by his contemporaries and 
revered by pos te ri ty . Every Sunday afternoon he mounted a child ' s  
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high chair and p reached in his mo ther ' s  kitchen , indifferent to the 
persons p resent and undisturbed by their coming and going . 1 
When he was eleven years of age , his s choolmas ter advised h is 
p aren ts that their child was precocious and in need o f  a more learned 
teacher.  Af ter chose observation of his ab ili ties , the parents sent 
"the li ttle Solomon , "  as his mo ther called him ,  to Norwi ch , where he 
11 
became the s ole pupil of Samuel Newton , the minis ter of the Independent 
congregation . Newton was a religious bigot and a Sandemanian . Sande-
manians , a small Presbyterian sect , followed the example of the early 
Chris tian church in believing that all possess ions were common proper ty 
to be shared by all members of their fai th . They were opposed to 
national churches and civil in terference in religious mat ters since 
neither was authorized by the Scriptures . Many years later Godwin 
used Newton as one of his models for the Reverend Hilkiah Bradford in 
Mandeville , whom he treated in a satiric manner softened by o ccas ional 
pathe tic pass ages . Af ter four years of classical s tudies wi th Newton 
and a year as ass is tan t to his former s choolmaste r ,  young Godwin , a t  
the age of sixteen , was able to  chart his own life wi th greater freedom 
be cause o f  the death of his overbearing father in 1772. In 1773 he 
enrolled at the fine liberal Dissenting academy at Roxton where , under 
the influence of Dr . Andrew Kipp is , a famous philologis t and class ical 
s cholar , he began to question the doctrines of Calvin . Throughou t his 
youth and mos t  of his adult life he was an indefatigable s cholar , and 
in later years he dated the years at Roxton as beginning his sear ch 
1George Woodcock , William Godwin, a Biographical S tudy (London :  
The Porcupine Press , 1946) , pp . 3-9 . 
for truth . 2 His formal education came to an end when he left Roxton . 
His career as a minister las ted less than four years . When he 
accepted his first  appointment at Ware , he was a Sandemanian in 
theology and a Tory in politics . But his religious and political 
convictions began to undergo such a change that he resigned from his 
se cond appoin tment at S towmarke t in Suffolk and took up res idence in 
London , where he began to wri te , partly "spurred by the want of money " 
3 and partly urged by his liberal fr iend the Reverend Joseph Fawcet . 
After this time , 1782 , he had no conne ction wi th any church and earned 
h is living solely by his pen .  In poli tics h e  was no longer a Tory , 
12 
but he was not a thorough going member of any poli tical par ty . He moved 
freely in political cir cles , espe cially radical ones , and even went so 
far as to draft an address of congratulations from Engl ish Republi cans 
to the French Revolution on the fall of the Bas tille . His firs t 
publi cations date from 1873 , when he was twen ty-seven years of age , and 
include Damon and Delia , I talian Letters , and Imogene-- three short 
novels ; The His tory of the Life of William Pitt , Earl of Chatham;  and 
essays on various his torical subjects . In 1 7 85 he contributed art icles 
to the new Whig review , The Polit ical Herald , but de clined the edi tor-
ship for fear that membership in one party would limi t his freedom o f  
j udgment . In 1789 he was well known and respected by printers and 
publishers in London . In 1791 he severed his conne ction wi th the 
2 Ib id . , pp . 10-15 . 
3 Ford K .  Brown , The Life of William Godwin (London : J .  M .  Dent 
and Sons , Ltd . , 1926) , pp . 14-16 . 
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New Annual Regis ter--a liberal periodi cal for which he wro te historical 
art icles--in order to begin wr i ting his great treatise on political 
j us tice , which he completed in 179 3 .  
In 179 7 ,  the year in whi ch Godwin married  Mary Wollstonecraft 
and the year in whi ch their daughter Mary was born, Godwin was indeed 
famous . He had not only comple ted his Political Jus tice and Caleb 
Williams , but he had res cued his friends of the London Corresponding 
So cie ty--Thomas Hardy , Horne Tooke , and Thomas Holcroft--from a charge 
of treason by means of his article " Cursory Strictures on  the Charge 
Delivered by Lord Justice Eyre to the Grand Jury , "  published in the 
Morning Chronicle , October 20th , 179 3 ,  immediately reprinted as a 
pamphle t and dis tributed throughout England .  At firs t ,  Godwin ' s  
authorship o f  the art icle was kep t secre t ;  but when it became known , 
the radicals were grateful for his timely intervention . He was hailed 
by the conserva tives as a sage and as a champion o f  reform by the 
r adi cals , who ignored , for a time , his admoni tions agains t has te and 
4 
anar chy . Be tween 1 79 3  and 1 7 9 7  Godwin had be come "an oracle in an 
ever-widening circle o f  friends , "  p rosperous , and exalted in spir i t .  
"Socie ty was for a moment intimidated by the boldness o f  his at tack" 
and had not ye t "recovered i ts breath and turned to rend him . "5 
The year 179 7  marked the culmination of his career , but i t  was a1so the 
year in which he los t his beloved wife ,  Mary Wollstonecraft , shortly 
a fter the birth of their daugh ter Mary . 
4For a de tailed account o f  the event see Woodcock , pp . 102-111. 
5H .  N. Brailsford, Shelley ,  Godwin and Their Cir cle (London : 
Oxford University Press , 1913) , p .  142 . 
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Godwin , who for many years had been opposed to marr iage on the 
grounds that it cons ti tuted a form of slavery and monopoly , was left 
desolate by his wife ' s  death . According to his own s tatement , they had 
been as happy as it is possible for human beings to b e .  His ideas 
concerning marriage had changed , and he no longer felt that man ' s  
private affections should b e  disregarded and suppressed . In the months 
f ollowing her death he devoted himself to wri ting his Memoirs of the 
Author o f  the "Vindication of the Rights of Women . "  I t  was undoub tedly 
a consolation to him to write of her , but he also felt i t  was his duty 
to  reveal her true meri t to the public,  a duty he explains in the 
introduction .  "Every benefactor o f  mankind i s  mo re o r  less influenced 
by a liberal passion for fame ; and survivors only pay a deb t due to these 
b enefactors , when they assert and es tablish on their par t ,  the honour 
6 
they loved . "  How shocking and ironical i t  mus t have seemed to Godwin 
when the public did not view the Memoirs in this manner but considered 
his revelation of his wife ' s  naive af fair wi th Gilber t Imlay a s candal 
and disgrace not to be borne by decent people . It was this publication 
that turned public opinion agains t Godwin and rendered him and his family 
ob jects of s corn and contemp t . In the Memoirs Mary Wollstonecraf t is 
revealed as being , as John Middle ton Murry says , as "lovely in heart 
as in feature . " 7 One of the closing remarks of the work is represen-
tative of the res trained tenderness with which the entire piece is 
6
william Godwin , Memoirs of Mary Wolls tonecraf t ,  ed . John 
Middle ton Murry (New York : Richard R. Smith , Inc . ,  1930) , p .  5 .  
7
John Middle ton Murry , ed . , Memoirs o f  Mary Wolls tonecraft , by 
William Godwin (New York : Richard R. Smi th , Inc . , 1930) , p .  1 .  
permeated : "This light was len t to me for a very short period , and 
is now extinguished forever ! "8 I t  was this concept of his wife that 
9 
Godwin cultivated in her two young daughters , Mary and Fanny Imlay , 
who was four years old at the t ime of her mother ' s  death . 
In addition to providing a beautiful and remarkably ob jective 
biography of Mary Wolls tone craf t , this li ttle volume furnishes ins ight 
into the more intimate facets of Godwin ' s  character which are not so 
15 
dis cernible in his o ther works--his great capacity for love and f riend-
ship . "To have been the inspiration of Coleridge and Wordsworth in 
one generation , and of Shelley in the next ; to have won the unbroken 
friendship of Lamb and the life-long reverence of Hazlit t ,  is not the 
fate of the commonplace rationalis t ,  or of the calculating sponger 
10 Godwin is so of ten represented to have been . "  All of the children 
in his home , including those of Mrs .  Clairmont ,  his second wife , loved 
him wi th loyalty and devotion . Such s trong family ties could never 
have developed had the children no t sensed in him a deep affection and 
concern for themselves . A rationalis t he cer tainly was , but not the 
cold , unfeeling rationalis t he is sometimes mis takenly thought to have 
b een . His one reques t of Mary She lley and the second Mrs .  Godwin 
concerning his death was that he be buried as close as possible to 
Mary Wolls tonecraf t .  
Li ttle is known of the life of Godwin and the two little girls 
8
eodwin , Memoirs of Mary Wolls tonecraft , p .  126 . 
9
eodwin never legally adop ted Fanny , but she was always known 
to friends and the public as Fanny Godwin . 
10 Murry , ed . , Memoirs of Mary Wolls tone craft , p .  1. 
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who made up his family during the years from 179 7 to 1 801 , but he was 
aware from the very first  that everything that happened to the children 
was of great importance in their deve lopment .  One o f  his f avorite 
theories which is espe cially emphas ized in The Enquirer (179 7 )  was that 
"education cannot begin too ear ly , and that in the very dawn of 
11 infancy the future  character begins to deve lop . "  
When Mary was nearly three years old , Godwin visi ted Ire land 
a t  the invi tation o f  his friend John P .  Curran , who lived in Dublin .  
While there h e  corresponded wi th James Marshal , in whose care h e  had 
left the children . His long letters to Marshal des cribed his 
e xperiences , the people he me t ,  their ideas , and the countrys ide , 
but  he always included a pass age concerning the children or mess ages 
to them. ( The affectionate domestic tone of these le tters clearly 
indi cates how deeply he felt about the li ttle girls and how serious ly 
he took the responsibility of rearing them. On July 11 , 1 800 , he 
wrote to Marshal : 
I received your le tter this morning , four days from its 
date . I forge t now wha t I said in my las t  letter  ab out the 
poor little girls , but in this letter I will begin with them . 
Their talking about me , as you s ay they do , makes me wish to be 
with them , and will p rob ably shorten my vis i t .  I t  is the firs t 
time I have been seriously separ ated from them s ince they los t  
their mother , and I feel it was very naughty in me to have come 
away so far , and to have put s o  much land , and a river sixty 
miles broad , between us , though , as you know , I had very s trong 
reasons for coming . I hope you have go t Fanny a proper spelling­
book . Have you examined her at all , and dis covered what improve­
ment she has made in reading? You do not tell me whe ther they 
have paid and re ceived any vis i ts .  If i t  does no t take much room 
in your next le tter , I should be very glad to hear of tha t .  Tell 
11c. Kegan Paul , William Godwin : His Friends and Contemporaries , 
I (London : Henry S .  King and Co . ,  1876 ) , 2 89 . 
Mary I will not give her away , and s he shall be nobody ' s  little 
girl but papa ' s .  Papa is gone away , but papa will very soon come 
back again , and see the Polygon across two fields from t he trunks 
o f  the trees at Camden Town . Will Mary and Fanny come to mee t 
me? I will write them word , if I can ,  in my next letter or t he 
le tter after that , when and how it s hall be . Next Sunday it 
will be a fortnight since I lef t  them , and I should like if 
possible to see them on the Sunday after Sunday 20th July . .  
He probably refers to Mary and Fanny as " the poor little girls " 
be cause he felt himself inadequate to rear them and had been trying 
12 
1 7  
i n  his direct  and blunt way t o  marry someone who would be a good mo ther 
to them . In the let ter o f  August 2 ,  he assigned the care of t he garden 
to Fanny and Mr .  Collins , the gardener ,  ins tru�ting her that he wis hed 
" to find it spruce , cropped ,  weeded , and mowed at my return . "  He 
promised her six kisses if s he would save him a few s trawberries and 
beans . "But then Mary mus t have six kisses too , because Fanny has six . " 
On the same day , Augus t 2 ,  he wro te another let ter which concludes : 
And now wha t  s hall I s ay for my poor li ttle girls ? I hope 
they have no t forgot  me . I think of them every day , and s hould 
be glad , if the wind was more favourable , to blow them a kiss 
a-piece from Dublin to the Polygon . I have seen Mr . Grattan ' s  
little girls and Lady Mountcashel ' s  li ttle girls , and they are 
very nice children , but I have seen none that I love half s o  
well o r  t hink half so good as my own . I thank you a thous and 
times for your care of them . I hope next summer , if I s hould ever 
again be obliged to leave t hem for a week or two,  that I s hall 
write long letters to Fanny in a fine print hand , and t hat 
Fanny will be able to read them to herself from one end to the 
other . That will be the summer of 1 801 . 13 
As the vis it drew to a clos e he explained that he was br inging each  
of the children a present from their two aunts . " I  love Aunt Bis hop 
as much as I hate (you mus t not read that word) Aunt Everina . "  He 
ins tructed Fanny twice to "Look at the map" in order to explain to  
12 Ib id . , I ,  364-365 . 13Ib id . , I ,  36 7- 3 7 1 .  
her about the "river" that was s ixty miles wide and prevented him from 
coming home to her as soon as he wis hed . 14 
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The primary accomplishment he obviously hoped for in his relation-
s hip wi th the children was to make them feel loved and secure , to teach 
t hem to b e  indus trious and respons ible , to educate t he m ,  to inspire them 
with a concern for o t hers and a pos i tive at ti tude toward others , and to 
develop in them an inquiring mind-- "Look at t he map . " Wi th such wisdom 
and affectionate concern guiding the rearing of the children , much o f  
t heir suf fering and tragedy might have been avoided had Godwin been 
wiser in his choice of a second wife , whom he married four years after 
t he death of Mary Wolls tonecraf t .  
Mrs . Mary Jane Clairmont , a widow wi th two children by a previous 
marriage , followed the pattern o f  the typi cal " Cinderella" s tepmo t her . 
S he was partial to her own children and unkind to both Fanny and Mary . 
Her bad temper was kept frequently on edge because o f  her jealousy of 
Godwin ' s  friends and her anger at the ir lack of interes t in her 
coque ttis h ways . Brailsford ' s  summary of her effect upon the house hold 
may be an exaggeration , but there seems to be much truth  in it . 
No one can . . •  read the documents whi ch this s trange household 
left behind , wi thout feeling that the parent of the disas ter in 
their lives was not their philos ophic  fat her , but this common­
place "womanly woman , "  who flattered , intrigued , and lied . l5 
But Godwin hoped at the outset  that he had found a good mo ther for his 
children and a pleas ant wife and companion for himself . His le tters 
to her a t tes t to the fact that he had a genuine affec tion for her and 
treated her wi th cour tesy and consideration. Two years after their 
14Ibid . , I ,  3 7 3 .  15Brai lsford , pp . 169-170 . 
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marriage their son William was born and the family circle was complete . 
As the children matured , Godwin supervised their reading closely . 
On one occas ion when Mrs . Godwin , Charles ( the eldes t child) , and Mary 
were at the seas ide , Charles expressed a des ire to read Thomas Paine ' s  
Age of Reason . Godwin sent a book on the sub jec t ,  but he ob jected to 
Charles 's reading Paine . 
It [ The Age of Reason ]  is writ ten in a vein of banter and 
impudence , and though I do not wish the young man to be 
�he slave of the religion o f  his country , there are few things 
� hate more than a young man , wi th his lit tle bit  of knowledge , 
set ting up to turn up his nose , and elevate his eyebrows , and 
make his s orry j oke at everything the wises t and bes t men in 
England ever produced have treated wi th veneration [sic ] .  
Therefore I preferred a work by Anthony Collins , the friend of 
Locke , wri tten with sobriety and learning , to the broad grins 
of Thomas Paine . 
Observe , I to tally ob ject to Mary's reading in Charles 's book. 
I think it much too early for him ,  but I have been driven . .  
from the s tanding of my own j udgment by the improper conduct 
of T .  T [urner ] . l6  
What a change had come over the man who , with Thomas Holcrof t ,  revised 
Paine ' s  Rights of Man in order that it be accepted for publication 
twenty years earlier ! 
In the year following (1812)  we have a glimpse of the Godwin 
household at its best  when Mary was fif teen years of age . Aaron Burr 
vis i ted London , dined wi th the Godwins , and made the following entry 
in h is Journal for February 1 5 , 1812 : 
Had only time to ge t to G [ odwin ] 's house where dined . In the 
evening , William , the onl y  s on of W [ illiam ]  Godwin , a lad of 
about 9 years old , gave his weekly lecture ; having heard how 
Coleridge and others lec tured , he would also lecture ; and one of 
his sis ters (Mary , I think) writes a lecture , which he reads 
16 Paul , II , 185 . 
from a lit tle pulpit which they have erected for him.  He went 
through it wi th great gravity and decorum . The sub ject  was , 
"The Inf luence of Governments on the Charac ter of the People . "  
After the lecture we had tea , and the girls s ang and danced an 
hour , and at nine came home . l 7  
20 
These weekly lectures undoub tedly reminded Godwin of his weekly sermons 
in his mo ther ' s  kitchen when he was a lad .  In fact , he may have 
motivated the children to carry out this activity , which evidently 
made an impress ion on the dis tinguished American visitor . 
When Mary was approaching her sixteenth birthday , she was sent 
to  Scotland at the invi tation of Godwin ' s  friend Mr . Baxter , who 
invited her to live with his family in Dundee in exchange for o ccasional 
vis i ts of his own daugh ters to London . In these years of her 
adoles cence Mary could not ge t along wi th her s tep-mother ,  and this 
arrangement was deemed best for her and the family . On the day after 
her depar ture Godwin wrote to Baxter concerning her welfare but explained 
too that he did not consider himself a perfect judge of her character . 
I believe she has nothing of what is commonly called vi ces , 
and that she has considerable talen t .  . I am anxious that 
she should be brought up (in this respe ct) like a philosopher , 
even like a cynic .  It will add greatly to the s trength of 
her character . I should also add that she has no love o f  
dissipation , and will be  perfectly satis fied with your woods and 
your mount ains . I wish too , that she should be excited to 
indus try .  She has occasionally great perserverance , but 
occas ionally , too , she shows great need to be roused . 
Her s tay at Dundee las ted almost  two years , and while there she became 
accus tomed to  a quie t  and contented home atmosphere such as she had 
no t known before . "If  the talk . • .  lacked something of the lus tre 
which she knew at Skinner S tree t ,  it  was compensated for by the 
17  R. Glynn Grylls , Mary Shelley , a Biography (London : Oxford 
University Press , 1938) , p .  1 7 .  
happiness of the hous ehold in general . The inf luence of this is 
important , as it explains a good deal of her outlook af terwards and 
especially that ' conventionality ' which her critics say she pursued 
1 8  in later years . "  
During this period her interes t  in wri ting grew rapidly in the 
manner des cribed in her Introduction to the 1 831 edition of 
Frankens tein . 
I lived principally in the country as a girl , and passed a 
considerable time in Scotland . . . .  I wrote then--but in a 
mos t  co mmon-place s tyle . I t  was beneath the trees of the 
grounds belonging to our hous e ,  or on the bleak sides of the 
woodless mount ains near , that my true compositions , the airy 
flights of my imagination , were born and fos tered . I did no t 
make myself the heroine of my tales . Life appeared to me too 
common-place an affair as regarded myself . I could not figure 
to myself that romantic woes or wonderful events would ever be my 
lot ; but I was no t confined to my own identity , and I could 
people the hours wi th creations far more interes ting to me 
at that age , than my own sens ations . l9 
21  
When Mary re turned to  Skinner S treet early in May , 1814 , she was almost 
s eventeen years of age and a beautiful young woman . Since the relation-
ship between her and Mrs . Godwin continued to be strained , she soon 
began a dai ly walk to her mo ther ' s  grave in S t .  Pancras ' churchyard , 
where she pondered the subj ects her father and his f riends dis cussed , 
read , and buil t her cas tles in the air . It was at this time that she 
b e came acquainted wi th Shelley . In his vis i ts to Skinner S tree t ,  
Shelley soon found out abou t her retreat and met her there daily . 
When Shelley asked Godwin ' s  permission for his union wi th Mary , 
18Ib id . ,  pp . 1 8-19 . 
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Mary W .  Shelley , Frankens tein , ed . M. K .  Jos eph (London : 
Oxford University Press , 1969 ) , pp . 5-6 .  Here af ter cited in the text . 
Godwin made desperate efforts to re concile Shelley and Harriet and 
forbade Shelley his house . But i t  was too late . On July 2 8th , the 
two eloped to  France accompanied by Claire (Jane) Clairmont .  After 
a leisurely tour which las ted until their funds were exhaus ted ,  they 
re turned to London in mid- Sep tembe r ,  where the financial s truggle 
to live began in earne s t .  
_ _  Their reception by the Godwins was hos tile . There was communi-
cation between them and Jane was permitted to come to Skinner Street , 
but the Shelleys were not welcome there . Many conj e ctures concerning 
Godwin ' s  obj ection to this union have been made . One sugges ts that 
Godwin was a thinker who had won a dis ciple , Shelley , who was a doer , 
but the feelings of the f ather about his daughter may not have been in 
agreement wi th the spe culations o f  the philosopher.20 Another sugges-
tion points to the fact that Godwin frequently maintained that public 
ins ti tutions should not be flaunted for private reasons , but only to 
promote the public good . It is also well to remember the s torm of 
22 
abuse that Godwin ' s  candid presentation of  the facts of Mary Wolls tone-
craf t ' s  affair wi th Captain Gilbert Imlay in his Memoir had brought 
down upon the entire family . But whatever his reasons , i t  seems 
relatively certain that he never fully forgave Shelley for this 
s eduction of his young daugh ter . It is also equally certain that 
Shelley ' s  admiration of Godwin was shat tered be cause of Godwin ' s  
hos tile reaction to his union wi th Mary , especially s ince i t  did 
20Elton Edward Smi th and Es ther Greenwell Smi th ,  William Godwin 
(New York : Twayne Publishers ,  Inc . , 1965) , p .  73 . 
2 3  
no t long deter God��n from at tempting t o  extort money from him.
21 
Mos t  of Shelley ' s  efforts at this time were concentrated on 
nego tiating for an income wi th his solicitor and to avoid being arres ted 
for deb t .  The Shelleys ' fir s t  child , a daughter , was born prematurely 
in February , 1815 , but lived only a few days . 
The year 1 816 was filled wi th impor tant developments in the 
Godwin and Shelley households , some of which were tragi c .  It  began 
propi tious ly with the birth of the Shelleys ' firs t son , William , who 
was a thriving , healthy child . The break between the Godwins and the 
Shelleys began to mend when Godwin walked over from Bracknell , where 
he was vis iting , to see the Shelleys , who were at nearby Binfield . 
From this time on  there was frequent communication between t hem. 
An examination of Godwin ' s  Journal reveals that s carcely a mont h  went 
by that did no t contain several entries of letters written to 
"P . B .  S . "22 In May the Shelleys and Claire went to Swi tzerland and 
took a co ttage near Lord Byron's vi lla , where they vis i ted frequently . 
Here Mary conceived the idea for Frankens tein and began her greates t  
work . They returned to England in September and were  at Bath when Fanny 
Imlay commi tted suicide . It  was Shelley who rushed to Swansea , af ter 
Mary received a frightening letter from her ,  to dis cover that Fanny , 
at the age of twenty- two , had deliberately taken an overdose of 
laudanum. Two mont hs later the body of Harriet Shelley was found in 
the Serpen tine , apparently another sui cide . The year came to a close 
21Ibid . 
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william Godwin's Journal , in the Shelley-Godwin Collection of Lord 
Ab inger , the manus cript on microfilm in the Duke University Library . 
with the marriage of Mary W .  Godwin and Percy B .  Shelley on December 
2 9 th (Godwin places it on the 30th) at tended by Mr . and Mrs . Godwin , 
s atis fied witnesses to the ceremony . 
The tragic events of 1 816 being pas t and the Shelleys now 
legally married , 1817 was a year of comparative calm , broken only by 
the disappointment of Shelley ' s  failure to gain cus tody of his two 
children by Harriet .  Mary ' s  firs t published work appeared in 1817 , 
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wi th the ti tle , His tory of the Six Weeks Tour through a Par t of France , 
Swi tzer land, Germany and Holland : with Let te rs Des criptive of a Sail 
round the Lake of Geneva, and of the Glaciers of Chamouni , a thin 
volume compiled from her own and Shelley ' s  journal of their travels . 
Despite the cumbersome title , the work  had simplici ty and charm and 
"made a pleasant lit tle stir in the literary world . "2 3  During this 
year she continued to work on Frankens tein , while her father completed 
Mandeville . Mary comple ted Frankens tein no t long af ter the birth of 
her daugh ter , Clara Everina , in September . Shortly after her com-
pletion o f  the novel , her father sugges ted that she begin another . 
While Shelley was in London attending to the publica tion of "The Revolt 
o f  Is lam , "  Mary wrote to him :  
By the bye , talking o f  authorship d o  get a sketch o f  Godwin ' s  
plan from him--I do not think that I ough t  to ge t out o f  the 
habit  of writing and I think that the thing he talked of would 
jus t sui t me . I told you that after what had passed he wou�d 
be particularly gracious . 24  
2 3Eli zabeth Nit chie , Mary Shelley, Author of Frankens tein 
(1953 ; rpt .  Wes tpor t , Conn . : Greenwood Press , 19 70) , p .  1 43 .  
24  The Let ters of Mary W .  Shelley , ed .  Frederick 
(Norman : University of Oklahoma Press , 1944) , no . 34. 
cited in the text by volume and number of the let ter . 
L .  Jones , I 
Hereaf ter 
Since their house in Marlow , where they had moved in March , was damp 
and unhealthy , Mary and Shelley were contemplating a move to the sea­
shore or to Italy . Mary urged Shelley to make up his mind soon and 
tell her father immediately "as these things are always better to be 
talked of some days before they take place . "  She concluded , "Give 
my love to Godwin--when Mrs . G [odwin ] is no t by or you mus t give it to 
her too and I do no t love her " (I , no . 35 ) . Financial mat ters were 
evidently very critical in Skinner S tree t , for one of Mary ' s  pr imary 
concerns before they left for I taly was that "Godwin mus t  not be left 
unprovided" ( I , no . 41) . 
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On March 11 , 1 81 8 ,  they depar ted for Italy , from which Shelley 
and their two children were never to re turn . Frankens tein was published 
the same day . While in Italy they moved fre quently , some times to be 
near friends or to find a bet ter doctor or a more healthful climate for 
the children . The infant  Clara , only one year old , died in Sep tember 
o f  that year ; and lit tle William ,  age three and a half , died in June 
of the following year (1819 ) . Mathilda , an obviously autob iographical 
novelette wri tten after  the deaths of Wi lliam and Clara , reveals the 
deep depression of spirits into which Mary fell . In this s tudy Mary 
thinly veils the identity of her father by giving �athilda ' s  father an 
aris tocratic background and indulgent parents . But the portrait was 
true to Godwin ' s  na ture : he was "extravagant , generous , vain ,  dogmatic , 
and r igid" in holding to his convictions o f  what was right and jus t .  
Through the influence o f  his wife , Diana , a fictionalized por trait of 
Mary Wolls tonecr af t ,  he came to understand the true purpose of life and 
b ecame a dis tinguished member of society . 25 In this account , Mary 
at tribu ted the decline in his popularity and greatness to the death of  
Mary Wolls tone craft . On November 12 , 1 819 , the Shelley ' s  las t child , 
Percy Florence , was born , but Mary continued to be  melancholy and 
depressed . In this ye ar Godwin ' s  Journal records many more letters to 
Mary than usual , some of which indicate that he was at tempting to 
reconcile her to the loss of  her children and encourage her to write . 
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When Mary did begin to write again in 1 820 , she chose the subj ect 
her father had sugges ted immediately after she completed Frankens tein . 
This was the his torical novel Valperga . During the latter par t  of 1821 
she had spent a gre at deal of time correcting and copying i t ,  and on 
January 25 th , 1 822 ,  she recorded in her Journal that she had f inished . 2 6  
In a let ter t o  Maria Gisborne , a friend of h e r  father ' s  who had turned 
down his propos al of marriage but remained on friendly terms with the 
f amily , Mary wrote on Feb ruary 9 ,  1 822 : 
I have sent my novel to Papa-- l long to hear more news of it-­
as wi th an author ' s  vanity I want to s ee it in print & hear the 
prais es of my friends--l should like as I s aid when you went 
away--a Copy of Mathilda--it might come out with the desk 
( I , no . 132) . 
By April Godwin was reading the novel he  called Cas truccio , 
which Mary had asked him to have published ; but he was to make whatever 
changes he though t  necess ary and keep the pro ceeds of the sale for 
himself . He was in the process of  re-reading portions of  the novel , 
25N. h '  1tc le , p .  9 1 .  
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Mary Shelley ' s Journal , ed . Frederick L .  Jones (Norman : 
Univers i ty of Oklahoma Press , 194 7 ) . Hereafter cited in the text . 
probably with an eye to revis ing it , when the news of Shelley 's death 
arrived and he suspended work on i t . 2 7  
Mary was not only crushed b y  the death o f  Shelley , b u t  she was 
2 7  
also very apprehens ive abou t her own financial secur i ty and that of her 
child. She consulted her father , Lord Byron , and other friends , all of 
whom tried to ass is t her . Peacock wrote  on October 1 8 ,  1822 : 
Your father has communicated to you his op1n1on that a personal 
application from Lord Byron's solicitor to Whit ton [Sir Timothy 
Shelley's solicitor ] on the sub ject o f  a permanen t provision for 
you and your child will be the mos t advisable course .  . . . In 
this opinion I entirely concur (I , no . 154n) . 
Byron had writ ten to his solicitor John Hanson on October 23 , giving the 
above ins tructions as Godwin advised. Sir Timothy did not reply until 
February 6,  1823 ; he of fered no help at all to Mary and only to the chi ld 
if she would give him up and place him under Sir Timothy ' s  protection 
( I , no . 168n) . 
Godwin took up Valperga again in October and worked on it until 
mid-January 1823 .  On February 14 , h e  wrote to his daugh ter , who was 
s till in Italy : 
Your novel is now fully pr inted, and ready for publication . I 
shall send you a copy either by the cock ' s  parcel or John Hunt 's .  
I have taken great liber ties with it , and I fear your amour propre 
will be proportionably shocked. I need no t tell you that all the 
merit of the book is conclusively your own . The whole of what I 
have done is nearly confined to the taking away things that mus t 
have prevented its success .  . . .  I am promised a character o f  the 
work in the Morning Chronicle & the Herald,  & was in hopes to have 
sent you the one or the o ther by this time . I also s en t  a copy o f  
the book to the Examiner for the same purpose . 2 8  
2 7william Godwin ' s  Journal , 1822 . 
2 8william Godwin ' s  Let ter�,  in the Shelley-Godwin Collection of 
Lord Abinger , the manus cript on microfilm in the Duke University 
Library . 
Mary arrived in London on Augus t 25 , 1823 , and was met at the 
wharf by her father and William Jr . Some days later she wrote to 
Leigh Hun t : 
I had a very ·kind recep tion in the S trand [ the new lo cation of 
the Godwin home ] and all was done that could be done to make me 
comfor table . . . .  
But lo and behold ! I found myself famous ! --Frankens tein h�d 
prodigious success as a drama and was about to be repeated for the 
23rd night at the English Opera Hous e .  
On the s trength of the drama my father had published for my 
benefit a new edi tion of F [ rankens tein ]  and this seemed all I had 
to look to , for he despaired utterly of my doing anything wi th 
S [ ir ] T .  S [helley ] (I , no . 194 ) . 
Mary wrote to Sir Timo thy , however , telling him that she had arrived ; 
and his s olicitor ,  Whit ton , invited her to call . When she and her 
father met with Whit ton , he gave her one hundred pounds and told them 
2 8  
that Sir Timothy would probably make an annual settlement of one hundred 
pounds each on both Mary and her son , Percy . With this added financial 
security , Mary lef t her father's house and took private rooms for herself 
and Percy (I , no . 94 ) . 
She renewed old acquaintances and was gracious ly welcomed back to 
her accus tomed place in the cir cle she had known before leaving London , 
b u t  she cons idered herself unhappy and an exile from I taly. From this 
point on throughout her life she stayed in clos e touch with her father , 
either by letters or through visits . When she wrote on June 13 , 1 824 , 
to Marianne Hunt tha t  her father ' s  first volume of The His tory of the 
Commonwealth had come out and was selling well , it  is apparent that 
his success had kindled her interes t ,  for she hoped by next spring 
to publish herself ( I , no . 209) . 
So  close was the ass ociation between the two , par ticularly in 
regard to their writings , that it is dif ficult to be precise about the 
exten t  o f  their influence on each o ther . Since there are f ew entries 
in her Journal after Shelley ' s  death and since Godwin was no t given 
to entering personal matters in his , it is no t possible to trace the 
details of their relationship af ter her return to England in Augus t ,  
1823 .  The let ters are als o  sparse . But they were mutually dependent 
on each other for love and inspiration in their writing . In addi tion , 
Godwin b ecame more dependent on Mary for money as he grew older , while 
she was dependent on him for moral s tamina and fortitude . 
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The timing of the appearance of her novels is not unlike that o f  
her father ' s .  He had written his Memoir of Mary Wolls tonecraf t and 
b rought out a new edition of her Let ters from Norway immediately af ter 
her death . Mary was prevented from writing a biography of Shelley 
b ecause her financial agreement with Sir Timo thy demanded her silence , 
but  she edited his unpublished manuscripts as Pos thumous Poems (1824)  
shortly after her re turn to England . Godwin had eased his grief and 
made public his belief in marriage by writing S t .  Leon and creating the 
peerless wife of S t .  Leon , Marguerite de Damvi lle , as a tribute to 
Mary Wolls tonecraf t . He doub tless encouraged Mary to f ind comfort 
in The Las t Man by creating her mos t  comple te biographical sketch of 
Shelley in the character of Adrian . Whe ther or not their contemporaries 
recognized these portraits was no t essen tial , but the healing power o f  
the wri ting helped res tore Mary t o  a more normal frame of mind that 
permi tted her to function ef fe ctively again . Godwin finished his 
His tory o f  the Commonwealth in 1828 and then began work on an his torical 
novel set  in the early eigh teenth century . This work , Cloudesley , he 
finished in 1830 . I t  is significant that during this same period when 
Godwin was at work on Cloudesley , Mary was at work on her second 
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historical novel , Perkin Warbeck , also published in 1830 . In 1832 when 
Mary had occasion to write to the publisher John Murray concerning 
information about Lord Byron that he hoped to ob tain from her , she took 
the opportuni ty to make a plea for her fathe r .  
You apparently consider the closing o f  your "Family Library" 
as conclusive , on the sub ject  o f  my father ' s  writing to you . 
Is this necessary? You are but too well aware o f  the evil days 
on which li terature has fallen , and how difficult i t  is for 
a man , however gif ted , whose existence depends on his pen , to 
make one engagement succeed ano ther with sufficient speed to 
answer the calls of his situation .  Nearly all our literati have 
found but one resource in this--which is in the ample s cope 
afforded by periodicals . A kind of literary pride has prevented 
my father from mingling in these ; and , never having published 
anything anonymously , he feels dis inclined to enter on a . • •  
new career . 
I feel persuaded that he would render his proposed "Lives of 
the Necromancers "  a deeply interesting and valuable work . There 
is a life and ener gy in his writings which always exalts them above 
those of his contemporaries . If this sub ject , whi ch seems to me 
a fortunate one , does not p lease you , there are many o thers which 
would offer themselves , were he cer tain that you would accede to 
him and give him that encouragement which he has been accus tomed 
hither to to find . He had thought of the "Lives of the English 
Philosophers . "  I should cer tainly be glad that the publisher 
of Byron and Moore , and all the bes t writers , added the name o f  
Godwin t o  the lis t ;  and i f  upon consideration you find that your 
views do not oppose an engagement wi th him , you will perhaps invite 
him to further communication on the sub ject . 29 
At the time this letter was written (May 4 th ,  1832) , Godwin  was at work 
on his las t novel , Deloraine , and Mary was at work on Lodore , both of 
which resemble each o ther in many ways . Godwin was evidently looking 
for ano ther sub ject on whi ch to begin , as was his cus tom , when he 
29
samuel Smiles , A Publisher and His Friends , Memoirs and 
Correspondence o f  the Late John Murray , II  (London : J .  Murray , 1891) , 
3 2 8-329 . 
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finished Deloraine . He had investigated the possibility of writing for 
periodicals , but the editors had required his anonymity which he 
rej ec ted . Murray refused to publish the Lives of the Necromancers , 
which was no t well received because of its irreligious character , a 
pos ition Murray could not tolerate in spite of his kindly f eeling 
toward Godwin . It  was , however ,  published--h is las t  work , written at 
the age of seventy-eight . The let ter cited above as well as o thers in 
the correspondence of the father and daughter reveals their mutual 
concern for each o ther ' s  literary effor ts . If either had difficulty 
in finding a subj e ct or having a work published , the o ther came f or th 
i mmediately with aid and counsel . In 1835 Mary followed his example 
in writing biography with her Lives of the Mos t Eminent Literary and 
S cientific Men of It aly and in 1838 with Lives o f  the Mos t  Eminent 
Li terary and Scientific Men of France . 
Their concern for each o ther was no t ,  of  course , limited to their 
li terary works but included almos t every facet of their lives . When 
Godwin ' s  publishing bus iness went into bankrupt cy in 1 825 , Mary wrote 
to Leigh Hunt that she was employed in raising money for her maintenance 
"of which he mus t par ticipate" ( I , no . 225 ) .  From Mary ' s  letters to 
Jane Williams Hogg and Trelawny we also learn that Godwin was with her 
. 
when she was recuperating from smallpox in June , 1828 and that she was 
paying him a lengthy visit in April , 1829 (II , nos . 312 and 329) . When 
his las t novel came out , Mary wrote to Maria Gisborne on January 16 , 
1 833 : 
Poor dear fellow ! It is hard work for him-- I am in all the tremor 
o f  fearing what I shall get for my novel [Lodore , published in 
1835 ] , which is nearly finished--His and my comfor t depend on it--
I do not know whether you wi ll like it--I cannot guess whe ther 
it will succeed--There is no writhing interes t--no thing wonderful , 
nor tragic--Will it be dull? Chi lo s a !  We shall see--I shall 
of course be glad if it succeeds (II , no . 424) . 
As the Godwins advanced in age , Mary became increasingly attentive 
to both her father and s tep-mo ther . She and Mrs .  Godwin nursed 
Godwin during his final illness , one sleeping or res ting while the 
o ther attended him.  Af ter a short illness (probably pneumonia) he  
died a t  the age o f  eigh ty on  April 7 ,  1836 . 
At the time of Godwin's death Mary was at work on her novel 
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Falkner , published in 1837 , and i t  was her las t .  For a time after this 
she worked wi th She lley's poetry to which she added biographical and 
cri tical notes . This work and his Essays , Letters from Abroad , 
Trans lations and Fragments were published in 1839 and 1 840 . Although 
she left  several unfinished and unpublished works , her only publi cat ion 
af ter this was Rambles in Germany and I taly (1841) , which recounts her 
experiences while traveling wi th her son , Percy , and his friends . 
Cer tain events of Mary's life after the death of her father 
clearly indicate that he had been a s tab ilizing influence on her life . 
Wi th the removal o f  this influence , her impuls iveness and lack of 
judgment involved her in an indis creet friendship with a young Italian 
in P aris , an exiled member of the Carbonari to whom Claire introduced 
her . She became the patron of this penniless , ingratiating young 
man , Gatteschi , by finding pupils for him and by employing him to 
compile the political facts for her Rambles . She wrote him recklessly 
s en timental let ters about her life and inmos t  though ts until she 
dis covered that Gat tes chi had found a richer patron in Lady Sussex 
Lennox, Af ter the death of Sir Timo thy Shelley in 1 844 , when Percy 
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Florence inheri ted the Shelley t itle and es tates , Gatteschi at tempted to 
blackmail Mary by threatening to reveal or even publish her letters . 
Sir  Percy ' s  friend Alexander Knox reported Gatteschi ' s  secret  political 
activities to the French police and persuaded the prefect , by means 
o f  a cons iderable sum of money , to seize Gat tes chi ' s  papers for politi cal 
reasons . Mary ' s  letters were thus re trieved (II , no . 554n) . Other 
unsuccess ful attempts at blackmail harrassed her , but she would probably 
have been spared the ordeal of the Gat teschi af fair had her f ather 
b een alive to advise her . In 1848 S ir Percy married Jane S t .  John , 
a young widow who proved to be an excellent wife to him and the rare 
30 d aughter-in-law who truly loves her husb and ' s  mo ther .  The closing 
years of Mary ' s  life were happily and peacefully spent wi th the young 
couple . She died after a short  illness on February 1 ,  1851 , surviving 
h er father by only fif teen years . 
The ties which bound Godwin and Mary were very close , closer 
perhaps than those of the typi cal father and daughter , and there were 
many circums tances which drew them together more and more as the 
years went by . Their mutual love and reverence for Mary Wolls tone-
craf t was a s trong bond between them , especially s ince Mary and the 
s e cond Mrs .  Godwin were never amicable until af ter the death o f  
Fanny Imlay . The portrai t  of Mary Wolls tone craft , whi ch hung over 
the fireplace of Godwin ' s  study as long as he lived , he bequeathed 
to . Mary . Resembling her mo ther  in both appearance and d isposition , 
Mary was reared by Godwin to be like her ;  and af ter Shelley ' s  
3 0Mur ie 1 Spark , :...:C;:;h;.::;i:.::l:..::d:........::o:...:f:........::L::..:i;:,.<g::>.:hc;.t::...z..., -'a::__::..:R:::.e.::a:::.s:::.s-=e-=s-=s.::.:m;.::e:.;;:n::..:t::.......:o:...:f::.......:Ma=r::..y<---:-W.;.;.o.:...l�l7s-='t-='"o7n=e­craf t Shelley (Hadleigh , Essex : Tower Bridge Publications Ltd . , 1951) , 
p .  119 . 
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death she provided him wi th the in telle ctual companionship and gentle 
affection of which Mrs . Godwin was not capab le .  Mary ' s  life as a young 
widow was a model of propriety , and even though the American actor 
John Howard Payne b ecame her devoted suitor , she preferred to remain 
the widow of Percy Bysshe Shelley than to become the wife of the 
a ttractive but  improvident Payne . At the time of Shelley ' s  death , 
Godwin was s ixty-s ix years of age and Mary nearly twenty�six.  They 
had lived through two suicides and three natural deaths together ; they 
had als o  known the s corn and abus e of the world . At his first mee ting 
wi th Shelley , Trelawny was sho cked to find a beardless , gentle youth-­
not the mons ter at war with the world that Shelley was reputed to be . 
Mary and Godwin had had enough of infamy and both grew conservative . 
Within a few years af ter her return to England , Godwin was virtually 
unknown ; but Mary became a well-known and highly respe cted member o f  
society .  She enj oyed the association with upper-class acquaintances 
to  such an extent  that some of her critics have called her a snob . 
Mary had not the dar ing and freedom o f  her mother-- traits 
whi ch b o th Godwin and Shelley at temp ted to cul tivate in her ,  and she 
was in no sense a feminist like her mother . She always maintained her 
own residence apart from the Godwins and enj oyed an active social 
life after her return to England . But the s tab i lizing force in her 
life and work was her father , who , with dogged determination , never 
laid down his pen except in death and never permit ted Mary to lay 
hers down while he lived . The maj or ideas set forth in Godwin ' s  
Enquiry concerning Political Jus t i ce and its Influence on Morals and 
Happiness are inculcated in his novels , and it is no accident that his 
ideas with whi ch Mary concurred are also set forth in hers . 
CHAPTER III  
THE ROLE OF EDUCATION IN THE NOVELS 
The only hope for mankind , according to Godwin , lay in 
involving as many individuals as possible in a ques t for their own 
p erfectib ility . The problem of injus tice , as set for th in my intro­
duction , does no t originate in so ciety and its institutions , but in 
man himself . S ince the emphas is in Political Jus tice is placed on 
showing what is unj ust in society and how this inj us t ice af fects the 
individual , this paper will approach i ts thesis by attemp ting to 
demons trate that Godwin applied the theories of Politi cal Jus tice 
in his novels by depict ing characters under the influence of the 
inj us tices of his day .  He does no t limit the s cope of e ither 
Political Jus tice or the novels to eighteenth and nineteenth-century 
England , but constantly reminds his readers that many injus tices have 
exis ted for centur ies . In Political Jus tice he shows the timelessness 
of inj us tice by citing examples from the histories of many dif feren t 
persons , countries , and centuries ;  in the novels he uses this same 
device and o thers as well . 
The audience for whom Political Jus t i ce was intended was the 
intellectual elite , who were best  sui ted , so Godwin though t , to lead 
the peop le in reform to a be tter so ciety . This small group--Godwin 
calls them "men of s tudy and reflection"--were the true agents of 
improvement .  In spite of the high cost of the b ook , three guineas , 
i t  s old well ; and a se cond edition was b rought out for fourteen 
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shillings in 179 6 .
1 But Godwin was realistic in his asses smen t of 
the s i tua tion : 
Books have by their very nature but a limited operation ; though 
they are enti tled to the foremost place . The number of 
those that almost wholly abs tain from reading , is exceedingly 
great . 2 
The nove l had become one of the mos t  popular forms of literature in 
England , and with this in mind Godwin began to proj ec t plans for 
a work of fi ct ion as soon as he completed Political Jus tice . He 
had not writ ten a novel s ince 1 7 83 , a period of ten years , and in 
returning to fiction he hoped not only to increas e his income but 
to give living reality to his theore tical principles in a genre that 
would appeal to a larger number of readers . That his novels were 
novels of purpose is rarely ques tioned , and the consensus of 
opinion is that each of his novels , including the earlies t ones 
before Political Jus tice , clearly shows Godwin deliberate ly fashion-
ing characters and events to i llus trate his convi ctions and theories 
b h d . l  f . . . 
3 
a out t e l emma o man ln an unJ us t socle ty .  Upon comple ting 
Political Jus tice , he had a wri t ten s tatement o f  his theories which 
had been in the process of developing for many years , and he was 
careful in his at tempts to adhere to them in all the works which 
1 Burton R. Pollin ,  Education and Eniightenmen t in the Works of 
Wil liam Godwin ( New York : Las Amer icas Pub lishing Co . ,  19 6 2 ) , p .  1 6 9 .  
2
william Godwin , Enquiry Concerning Political Jus tice and Its 
Inf luence on Morals and Happiness , I ( 1 7 9 8 ; rpt . 3 vols . , Toronto : 
University of Toronto Press , 19 4 6 , ed . F .  E .  L .  Pries tley) ,  2 9 4-295 . 
Hereaf ter cited as PJ in the text .  
3Harold Victor Weekes in "Godwin as Novel ist " (Dissertation , 
Universi ty of Toronto , 19 6 1 )  expresses an opinion no t in agreement 
wi th this j udgment .  
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followe d .  There are excep tions , o f  course , b ecaus e h i s  ideas about 
s ome mat ters changed , the mos t  obvious b eing his denouncement of 
marriage and the personal sentiments of man . His very concep t of 
perfectibility j us tifies the right of a man to change his mind , for 
this is the inevitab le consequence of a s incere quest for perfec tion . 
Caleb Williams (1794 ) , the novel writ ten immediately af ter Political 
Jus tice , follows more closely perhaps than any of the o thers the 
p rinciples of the treatis e .  
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A brief res t atement of the s teps in Godwin ' s  plan for the 
attainment of a s tate of perfectibility should b e  made  before b eginning 
a dis cuss ion of their application in the novels .  They are : education , 
reason , b enevolence , j ustice , and perfectib i lity .  In ef fect , they 
consti tute a circle ; for when one h as arrived at a more advanced 
s tage of perfectibility he is able to advance in knowledge , reason , 
and the o thers , until he has comple ted the cycle again . To Godwin , 
reason was man ' s  bas i c  quality , and since it  is susceptible of un� 
limited improvement ,  this quali ty is the key to man ' s perfectib ility . 
But reason cannot b e  improved without knowledge , and becaus e  o f  this , 
education is an underlying theme in all of his works and one which he 
never fails to emphasize . In fact , education is the cornerstone of 
his theoretical s tructure , the key to j ustice and perfectib ility . 
By the term education le t us assume that Godwin does no t mean formal 
education alone but rather anything that contributes to the knowledge 
of man . And he considered that this educa tion b egan a t  b ir th .  
Nothing , in his opinion , was more important in determining the 
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char acter of man th an the e ar ly ye ars o f  his  life . 4 But edu cation does 
not s top with youth . 
Education , in one sens e ,  is the af f ai r  o f  youth ; but in a 
s t ri c ter and mo re accurate s ens e , the education of an 
inte lle ctual b eing can terminate only with his l i fe . Every 
inciden t th at be falls us , is the paren t of a sentimen t ,  and 
e i the r confirms or counteracts the p re con cep tions of the 
mind (PJ , I I , 21) . 
In Caleb Wi lliams , i t  be comes clear r ather early in the s to ry 
th at the flaw in Mr . Falkland ' s  charac te r , wh i ch is responsib le 
for all his crimes , is a resul t o f  only one mis t ake in his educat ion . 
In all respe cts excep t th is one , Falkland ' s  background had caus ed him 
to be r at ional , benevo len t and j us t . Fa lkland had a cquired an 
e xcess ive admi ration for chivalry and knightly honor . His goal of 
perfect chivalry had made him the idol of near ly all who knew h im .  
As Godwin might h ave s aid : h e  be came a ver i t ab le en gine o f  bene-
volence and j us t i ce throughout the community . The approval and 
admirat ion o f  the communi ty were everything to him ,  and he was deter-
mined to preserve his honor at any cos t .  Caleb Wi lli ams , a poor young 
o rphan emp loyed as his s e cretary , at temp ted to leave his s e rvice 
b e cause he frequently los t  his s e l f- cont ro l  and ven ted his anger on 
Caleb when that young man arous ed his gui l ty cons cience with p robing 
ques tions and ove r- ze alous curios i ty . Falkland ' s  erratic behavior , 
in turn , made Caleb suspi cious and eage r  to find out the reas on b ehind 
i t .  Upon le arning that Caleb desired t o  leave , Falkland raved menacingly : 
"Do you not know , mis erab le wre t ch ! "  added he , suddenly al tering 
his tone , and s t amping upon the ground wi th fury , " that I have 
sworn to p res e rve my repu tation whatever be the expens e ,  that 
4 Paul , I , 2 89 . 
I love it more than the whole world and i ts inhab itan ts taken 
together ?  And do you think that you shall wound i t ?  Begone , 
mis crean t ! rept ile ! and ce as e to contend wi th insurmoun t able 
power .  "5 
In fact , an e ar lier at tack upon Falkland ' s  honor is respons ib le 
·, 
for the awes ome s e cret that he is at temp t ing to con ce al from the 
world . Squire Tyrell , a con ce i ted and e go tis t ical bully , be came 
madly j e alous of the gentlemanly Falkland . When the Squire learned 
tha t  his young cous in Emily Me lvi lle , an orphan unde r  his p ro te ct ion , 
was in love with Falkland , he de termined to subdue and humi li ate her 
by mar rying her to a rough f armhand name d Grimes . When the mar riage 
was ab out to b e  for ced on he r ,  she ran away . She was caught , however ,  
and put in p rison on f alse charges that Tyrell brought a&ains t her . 
Before her trial could take place , she die d .  The en tire neighborhood 
was aroused agains t Tyrell and treat ed him with contemp t .  In an 
at tempt to re- ins tate hims elf in the community , he attended the 
assemb ly .  S ince i t  had b een agreed upon unanimous ly tha t Tyrell was 
to be re fused admi t tan ce , an e f fo r t  was made to prevent him f rom 
en terin g .  Bu t his deme anor was s o  f ie rce and commanding that no 
one had the courage to s top him. At th is moment Falkland entered and 
ordered him to leave in a leng thy Godwinian speech whi ch concluded : 
"Go , shr ink into your mis erable s el f ! Be gone , and let me never be 
b l as ted with your s i ght again . "  Tyrell lef t ,  but re turne d af ter a 
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sho rt time and knocked Falkland to the floor , ki cked him , and at temp ted 
to drag him from the room . The o ther men p re s ent seized Tyrell and 
5
william Godwin ,  Caleb Williams , ed . David McCracken (London : 
Oxford Unive rs i ty Pres s , 19 70) , p .  15 4 . Hereafter cited in the text . 
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and threw him out of the hall . When the mee ting f inally adj ourned s ome 
time l ater , Tyrell was found murdered near the as semb ly hall . Falkl and 
h ad commi tted the murder but was tried and acqui t ted . A f ew months 
l ater an innocen t farmer and his s on , whose lives Falkl and could h ave 
s aved , were found guilty and h ange d .  
This , then , was the s e cret f o r  whi ch Caleb was s e arching and for 
whi ch Mr .  Falkl and was to pursue him throughout the res t of the book . 
Haunted and tor tured by his cons cience , Falkland did no t wish to 
commi t ano ther murder but wishe d only to keep Caleb completely in 
his power so that the tru th co uld no t be dis covered by the res t o f  
the wo rl d .  
In wo rking o u t  the p at tern o f  cause and e f fe ct in the act ions 
of the Squire and Falkland , Godwin ' s  principle o f  ne ces s i ty p lays 
a maj or role . Falkland , wi thout realizin g  i t ,  was a threat to Tyrell ' s  
s upremacy in the community ; and under this p ressure Tyrel l ' s  actions 
b e came more and more unreasonab l e  and brutal . Bo th were very j ealous 
of their honor , but Tyrel l ' s  character was far less perfect than that 
of Falkland . Tyre ll ' s condi tion was a direct resul t o f  his e arly 
l i fe and education . The only ch ild of a widowed mothe r ,  he had 
b een spo\led and indulged since e arly ch ildhood.  Every thing and 
everybody mus t  give way to h is wishes ; he was not even made to learn 
to read and write wel l .  Becaus e o f  his s e l f- confidence , athletic 
f igure , and l ar ge es tate , he be came the mos t  popular young man at 
the weekly assemb l ies and was much admired by the ladies . But wi th 
the coming o f  Falkland , all this was changed ; for in comparison the 
young s quire appeared to be exac tly wha t  he was--boo rish , uneducated , 
spoiled.  His p opularity waned , wh ile tha t  o f  Falkland increas ed . 
Every new suc cess of Falkland ' s  was a challenge and insult to Tyrell , 
even though none was intende d .  Falkland was ab le t o  con trol hims e l f  
and keep pe ace unt i l  Tyrell phys i cally attacked him. The two men , 
s o  much alike in temp erament but differen t in background and educa­
tion , woul d inevi tab ly clash for the highes t place in the community . 
Violence and murder ensued--of ne ces s i ty .  
S t .  Leon , a Tale of the Sixteenth Century provides many ex­
amples o f  the des tructive ef fects of a f aulty education upon the 
lives of individuals . Here again , a false s ense of hono r ,  ins tilled 
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in S t .  Leon s ince childhood , is the cause of great mis ery and suffering . 
S t .  Leon los t his ent ire fortune , as wel l  as that o f  his wife , in 
gamb ling . For ced into a s imple l i fe of pover ty and hard wo rk , the 
f amily f inds happ iness and pe ace unt il an aged , dying man comes 
to their iso lated co ttage and o ffers S t .  Leon the philosopher ' s  
s tone and the e lixir of life . This s tranger , S i gnor Zampieri , has 
s uffered so much and so long that he wishes to die and leave his 
treasures wi th S t .  Leon . Seeing the mise rab le condition o f  Zamp ieri , 
S t .  Leon fears the gif t , but he accepts i t  b e caus e he wishes to 
res tore himself  and his family to a place o f  honor in France . He 
r ea cquires the los t estates and provides lavishly for his family , 
but his neighb ors and friends b e come suspi cious o f  him .  He even 
loses the respect and confidence of his wife and s on .  I t  becomes 
imp os s ib le for him and his family to remain long in one pl ace b e caus e 
he is inevi tab ly s uspected o f  inf amy . On one oc casion he is thought 
to be an evil magi cian be cause of s cientific  expe riments he was 
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conduc ting in a cave near his  home . The ignorance and supers titu tion o f  
the masses  is  demons tra ted when the towns people mar ch o n  his home , 
b urn i t  to the ground , and murder his inno cen t black servant . He 
learns too late that the love of weal th and honor , whi ch was bred 
into him as a par t of his ar is tocratic he rit age , has des troyed his 
f ami ly . 
Af ter the death of his wife , he is made a prisoner o f  the 
S p anish Inquis i tion . In order to es cape being burned at the s take , 
he mixes and drinks the e lixir o f  immortality , wh i ch trans forms him 
from a middle-aged man to a you th o f  twenty . As he lives thr ough 
one and a hal f  life- times , almos t all the con cepts o f  honor and 
weal th that he had b een t aught are proved to be wrong . 
The next novel , Fleetwood , or the New Man of Feel ing ( 1805 ) , 
is an attack upon the over-emphasis on s ensib i l i ty in polite 
society .  Ch ildren should b e  taugh t  to b e  sens i tive , but no t 
unre as onably s o , nor should they b e  shielded too long from the 
realities of society .  Their sensibilities should no t b e  unduly 
deve loped to appre ciate thos e things that will b e  of no advan tage 
in d aily l i f e  and c ontacts wi th o ther people . Nature and s o l i tude 
are s plendid but they are no s ubs titute for man . "The magnifi can ce 
of nature , after a time , will produce much the s ame effect upon him , 
as i f  I were to s i t  down a hungry man to a sump tuous s ervice of 
p la te , where all that presen ted itself on every s ide was mas sy silver 
f d , .6 and burnished gold , but ther e was no oo . 
6william Godwin , Fleetwood , Standard Novels , no . 22  (London : 
Ri chard Bentley , 1 832 ) , p .  199 . Her eaf ter cited in the tex t .  
The novel shows p recisely and in de tail how a mis anthrope o f  
s ensibility is formed . Le t him be the only son o f  a me l­
ancholy , grieving father , and live amids t  wi ld and magnificen t 
s cenery in Wales . Make him a solitary wanderer , a climbe r  of 
mountains . Give him a tutor he can respect but no t love , and 
surround him with peasants whom he may s ave from drowning but 
with whom he can s car cely identify himself . 7 
Next le t him go to Oxford whe re his s tronge s t  recollect ion wi l l  b e  
o f  a cer tain Wi thers whose ridiculous ep i c  poem on the f i f th labor 
o f  Her cules made him the obj e c t  of a crue l , practical j oke devised 
by his fellow s tudent s .  The pathe tically naive and s ens i tive poe t-
au thor was so c rushed by the expe rience that he drowned hims elf in 
the I s is . 
Dis gus ted by the callous insens i tivi ty of his c lassmates and 
the immor ali ty and hypocrisy o f  the Fren ch cour t , where he next 
j ourneyed ,  he wandered ove r  England and Europe s eeking true fr iend-
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ship and a sense of use fulness .  Finally at forty-five , a disillus ioned 
mis anthrope , he found a fr iend in Macneil , a Rous s eauian lover of 
mankind , and married his younges t daughter , Mary . Be cause o f  his 
excess ive sens ibility , many trivial circums tan ces thre atened the 
happiness o f  the marriage . In the mids t o f  these tr ifling worries , 
a young fortune-seeking s coundrel impli cates Mary in supposed inf ide l i ty 
with his own b rother , and Mary is cas t out by her husband . The tru th 
is finally dis closed and Fleetwood and Mary are r e-united . The evil 
brother is executed while the innocent one is given a four-hundred-pound 
annui ty j us t  bef ore his wedding day . "Af ter an extraordinary complexi ty of 
8 trials , Fleetwood , the mi san throp e ,  finally rej oins the human race . "  
7smi th and Smi th , p .  9 7 .  8 Ib id . , pp . 9 7-9 8 . 
Mandeville (181 7 ) , Godwin ' s  f our th nove l , makes use o f  the s ame 
theme of sensibility and mis an thropy , but with gre ater power and 
ar tis try . I t  is a brilliant s tudy o f  the e ffects of educat ion and 
environment on the lives o f  men , b ut b e caus e o f  i ts morb idi ty and 
preo c cup ation wi th the psy cho logical analysis of characte r , it was 
not as p opular as Caleb Wi lliams and S t .  Leon . The two p rincipal 
characte rs are a nephew , Charles Mandeville , and his uncle Aud ley 
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Mandeville . The s tory opens in Ireland with the reb e llion of the Irish 
agains t their English oppres sors in 1641 , when the entire fami ly of the 
three-ye ar-old Charles we re mas s ac red . Char les was s aved by his Irish 
nurse and then taken by a P resby terian minis ter to En gland to live wi th 
his un cle , the head of the Mandevi lle family . The hous e of the unc le 
was l oc ated in a remo te spot of wes tern England by the s e a .  Part o f  
i t  was in ruins , and the uncle was a complete re cluse i n  the portion 
of i t  that was hab i tab l e .  The minis ter who had brough t  Charles from 
I reland was employed as the chil d ' s tutor . The elder Mandeville 
was in this neuro t i c  s tate as a result of the cruelty and s tupidity 
o f  his father , Commod ore Mandeville , a dar ing s e aman who had s ailed 
twi ce wi th Sir Francis Drake around the worl d .  He was profi cient 
in his p rofess ion , "bu t  in all o ther matters he was as ignoran t  as 
a Ho ttentot" and held every kind of knowledge and refinement with wh i ch 
h . d . 
9 
e was unacqua1n te 1n con tempt . Char les ' s  uncle , Audley , born 
p rematurely , was not s trong and was de formed . He was despised and 
9
william Godwin , Mandevi lle : a Tale of the Seventeenth 
Cen tury in Engl and , I (London : Longman , Hurs t ,  Rees , Orme and Brown , 
1817) , 5 2 . Hereaf ter cited in the text . 
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neglected by his father , but loved and tende rly reared by his mother .  
A cous in o f  the s ame age , Amelia Montfor t ,  his mo ther ' s  orphaned niece , 
was also reared by his mother .  The two children grew up toge ther and 
eventually fell ve ry mu ch in love . The mo ther died and the Commodore , 
in order to p revent a marr iage , s ent Aud ley to London and married 
Amelia to a dis ab led seaman . When Audley re turned and learned of the 
marr iage , he was so enraged that he became temporarily ins ane , lingering 
for mon ths between life and death . When Amelia died in ch ildb irth , 
he re tired into his personal quar ters and never came out again . 
Godwin maintained that the heal th o f  an individual af fe cted 
his characte r ,  and in the por trayal of Audley we are led to b elieve 
that had he been phys ically s trong , the out come of the s to ry would 
have been entirely dif feren t . He was no t wel l , he had b een overly 
shel tered by his mo the r  and abused by his father , his s tudies had 
cons is ted of theoreti cal and roman tic works --all these produced an 
e xces s ively sens itive young man compl etely incapable of cop ing wi th 
life . Af ter young Charles came to the Mandevi ll e  home , the reader 
is not given any further insights into the thinking of Audley . He 
was a quie t ,  comple tely broken man whose interes t in life was no t 
s tirred by the coming o f  his young nephew into his household , even 
though he is des cribed as being rational . 
Into this dark , unwholes ome atmosphere the three-year-old child 
came . The novel is narr ated in the firs t person by Charles Mandeville , 
who wrote i t  af ter the concluding episodes o f  the book . He re calls 
that as he began to grow up he fell into hab its of reverie and loved 
a hazy r ather than a sunshiny day .  He loved " the p atter ing o f  the rain , 
the roaring o f  the waves , and the pelting o f  the s torm . " The s ight 
o f  a b are and gloomy he ath fas cinated and delighted him more than 
that of a green and fer tile me adow . Godwin felt that concentration 
upon such Roman ti c e lement s as these was inj ur ious to char acter . The 
narra tor con tinues : "Perhaps all this proves me to b e  a mons ter , 
and unwor thy to l ive . I canno t help i t .  The purpose o f  these pages 
is , to be made the record of tru th" (I , 113-114) . Love of the Go thic 
and the s trange had come very ear ly into the life of the l ad and was 
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the be ginning o f  a mis anthropic attitude that was to dominate his adu l t  
years . 
His e arly educat ion , pres ided over by the s tern , emacia ted 
Bradford , he des cribes as dis torted , like that of his teacher who 
h ad b rought him to England . Bradford ' s  charac ter had b een formad 
by colleges and books , monas tic dis cipline , and theological deb ates ; 
and it was therefore unnatural , s tr ained , and ar tifi cial . The 
inf luence of this gloomy , an ti- Catholic , mar tyr-like individual was 
cut short by the dea th o f  Bradford when Charles was eleven year s  of 
age . The boy was then s en t  to Winches ter Coll ege , where he me t young 
Lionel Clifford , who was a t t r ac t ive i n  every way a s  w e l l  a s  gay , w i t ty , 
and benevolen t .  He came o f  a poor branch o f  a good family but 
laughed at pover ty and declared that the r i ch man was a s l ave , one 
of Godwin ' s  favorite themes ( I ,  239) . For a t ime Char les delighted 
in the friendship o f  Clifford and learned a humane and b enevo lent 
philosophy from him . In a dis cuss ion con cerning inheri ted wealth 
and nob il i ty , C lifford , the mouthpiece of Godwin , declared : 
There is but one true nob ility , and that is bes towed by the 
Almighty ruler o f  the univer s e .  I t  has i ts s eat in the soul . 
I t  is that inspiration , that makes the generous man , the in­
ventor of ar ts , the legis l ator o f  the mind , the spirit formed 
to act greatly on the the atre of the wo rld , and the poet who 
records the deeds of these spirits ( I ,  251) . 
But Charles , who held the s ame convi ct ions as Cli fford , " could no t 
put [his ] s oul into [hi s ]  tongue " and began to grow envious of 
Clifford . The envy grew and , aggravated by o ther unfavorable cir-
cums tances at s chool , it f inally developed into hatred , a hatred s o  
morb id that Char les imagined that Clif ford was h i s  enemy . 
A very evi l young man , appropr iat ely named Mallison , s tarted 
a mal i cious rumor that Charles was a Whig s py and could no t b e  
trus t e d .  When Charles heard of this lie , h e  b e came hys t er ical , 
wandered o f f  into the woods , and los t cons ciousnes s .  When he • re-
gained cons ciousness he was in "a r e cep ta.cle f or lun atics , "  and his 
s i s ter Henrietta was by h is s ide . The exis tence o f  this s is ter 
was no t reve aled until well into the book . Henrie tta was as 
charming ,  swee t-s pirited , and good as her mas culine counterpart 
Clif ford . She had b een s aved from the mas s acre of 1641 becaus e 
she was wi th a friend of her mo ther ' s ,  a Mrs .  Wi llis , the wife of 
a re tired s ailor , and they had reared Henr ietta in their modes t 
cottage . 
In re trospect Char les sees the cot t age and i ts inhab i tants 
as for tunate and happy . 
I could not be ins ens ible to the quie t contentmen t , the 
cheer ful tone , and the alacr i ty of kindnes s , of Beaulieu 
Co ttage , so opposite to every thing I could rememb er to have 
seen ( I ,  202) . . . .  Oh , had I spent my early years at 
Beaulieu , had I passed a p ar t  of every day wi th Mrs .  Willis , 
a woman whose eve ry word was a s park de tached from the s to re­
hous e of wisdom , whos e every look was b enevolence , who had 
that grace forever attending her , that won your conf idence , 
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and wi th an irresistable power drew forth your s oul , --had 
I l ived wi th my Henrie t t a , had I asso ciated wi th the nob le 
s cions of the hous e of Montagu , and the respec tab le f amily 
tha t  dwel t  at the pr iory , [neighb ors and friends of the 
Willises ] I should have been a human creature , I should have 
b een the memb er of a community , I should have lived wi th my 
fellow mor t al s  on peaceful terms , I should have b een as 
frank , as I now was invincib ly r eserved , suspicious , and 
forever disposed to regard my neighbo r  with though ts o f  
hos tility ( I , 209-210 ) . 
Dnder the kind , wholesome influence of Henrietta and her 
fr iends , Char les regained his s anity . Henriet ta ' s  conversat ion 
r evealed a reli gion of love , but Hilkiah ' s  [ Bradford ] revealed a 
religion of hatred . Unfor tunately this as s o ciation with Henrietta 
and the Willises soon came to an end . When Charles heard that the 
rumor that he was a s py had reached the king in France , he secluded 
himself in a farmhouse , where his hatred of Clif ford re turned . The 
news tha t Clifford and Henr ietta were to b e  married inf lamed i t ,  
and h e  at tempted t o  kidnap Henrie t ta .  However , h e  was prevented 
from ac complishing this by C lif ford who , in def ending Henrietta , 
s lashed Charles ' s  face wi th his sword . The lef t eye was gone and 
a gap ing s car was lef t on the cheek. The s car was l ike a perpe tual 
4 8  
gr in . " I t  ate into my soul . . . . Even as cer t ain tyr annical planters 
in the Wes t  Indes have set a red-ho t iron upon the negroes they have 
pur chas ed , to denote that they are irremediab ly a proper ty , s o  
Clifford had s e t  h i s  mark upon me , as a token that I was his 
forever " (III , 366-367 ) .  
The troub les and dis tres ses o f  the young Mandevilles obvious ly 
exceed the bounds of probability , but there is enough real truth in 
each s i tuat ion to enable Godwin to make his point . These young men 
were des troyed , o f  necessity , because o f  their l ack of knowledge 
and because o f  the crue l and inhuman treatment they received in 
childhood and you th . Charles b e came a s lave of p ass ion , Audley a 
s lave of apathy . One was inflamed by the inj us tice done him ,  the 
o ther crushed by i t .  The theme o f  the impor tan ce o f  educat ion is 
a dominant one in this novel , for there is s car cely an individual in 
the s tory whos e  charac ter is not revealed to be a direct  resul t o f  
h is e arly l i f e  and educat ion . The maj or less on to be learned here 
is tha t  adequate amoun ts of knowledge and benevolence at work in 
the lives of the young will eventually lead to a swee t  and equitable 
reasonableness as they mature , the pos s ib l i ty of perfectibility . Be­
caus e of this lack of b enevolence in their environment and education , 
tragedy s talked them throughout their lives . 
The con temporary reviewer s of Mandeville would have agreed 
with John Wilson Croker ' s  opinion that it was " a  very dull novel 
and a very clever b ook . Mandevi lle is one of those unhappy beings 
whose minds ar e so irri table and liable to diso rder , as never to b e  
clearly and securely r at ional , nor , except i n  an oc cas ional par­
oxysm , wholly and decidedly mad . "  Thos e  of us who are of more 
s ob er sense cannot comprehend the operation of  minds of this class 
"nor explain by wha t  s trange p ervers ion o f  intellect they see in 
all mankind a consp iracy agains t them . " Such a char act�r , however , 
i s  only too common in Engl and and Mr . Godwin ' s  delineation is 
admirable--"faithful in its conception , for cib le in its  exp ression �  
and , in a word , the mos t lively and tangib le image wh i ch we have 
ever s een of the waywardness of a self ish tempe r  and the wander ings 
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o f  a depraved unders tanding . "
lO 
One o f  the chief arguments that Harold V. Weeks presents in 
" Godwin as Novelis t" in . defense of h is _ _p�it_ion th at Godwin ' s  novels 
are no t novels of purpose is that Godwin ' s  theory concerning educa-
t ion is not obs e rved in them . He maintains tha t  the education o f  
Falkland , of S t .  Leon , of Mandeville did not prepare them t o  cope 
with the experiences that were to come . We have seen that this is 
t rue , but it is t rue be cause there was at l eas t one maj or flaw in 
the educat ion and ear ly environmen t o f  each o f  the thre e  men . With 
Falkland and St . Leon the flaw was their concept of honor , with the 
Mandevilles the flaws were many but convincin g .  I t  hardly seems 
pos s ible that Godwin could have shown the dele terious e ffects of an 
improper educat ion more clearly in a negative way ! For examp les o f  
education that is adequate to produce good results , w e  can turn to 
the minor figures : Mr .  Clare in Caleb Williams , Mar gueri te in S t .  
Leon , and Henr ietta and Clif ford in Mandeville--all o f  thes e illus-
trate the development of s ound and b eautiful char acter under the 
influence of good educat ion and environment . To f ail to see this 
is to mis s the main point of the novels . 
When Mary b e gan work on Frankens tein dur ing the summer of 1816 , 
she had r ead Poli tical Jus tice , Caleb Williams , and S t .  Leon . Even 
though she was greatly under the influence o f  She lley at th is time , 
her f ather was a succes s f ul noveli s t , which Shelley was no t ,  and 
she re-read all three of these works as well as many o thers while 
10
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she was wr iting her fir s t  novel .  At the s ame time , her father 
was a t  work on Mandevi lle . The s trength o f  Godwin ' s  influence on 
the wri ting o f  Frankens tein is no t immediately obvious , a s i tuation 
wh i ch has led s ome cr it ics to s ta te that his influence on that novel 
was less than that which he had on the sub s equent ones . But the 
ideas concerning educa tion tha t  appear in the work dis tinc tly 
p arallel those of Godwin . 
At the beginning o f  Vi c tor Frankens tein ' s  narration of his 
l ife-s tory to Robert Wal ton , he des cribes himself as having a great 
deal o f  cur iosity about the c aus es of things : "While my companion 
[Elizabe th Beaufo r t ]  contemp lated wi th a serious and s atisf ied spirit 
the magnificen t appearan ces of things , I delighted in the inves ti ga-
t ing their causes . "  He was "more deeply smi t ten with a thirs t for 
knowledge , "  than h is dear Elizabeth . The s ame thirs t for knowledge 
is exhib ited in b o th Frankens tein and Walton as that wh i ch exi s ts in 
b o th Caleb and Mr . Falkland in Caleb Williams . Henry Clerval , 
ano ther friend o f  Frankens tein ' s ,  has the same intellectual interes ts 
and mo t ivation as Falkland and S t .  Leon . 
He loved enterpris e ,  hardship , and even danger , for its own 
s ake . . . .  He composed heroic  songs , and began to  wri te many 
a tale o f  enchan tment and knight ly adven ture . He tried to 
make us act p lays , and to enter in to mas querades , in whi ch 
the char acters were drawn from the heroes of Roncesvalles , of 
the Round Tab le o f  King Ar thur , and the chivalrous train who 
shed their b lood to redeem the holy s epulchre from the hands 
of the inf idels (p . 37 ) . 
All of this came as a r esul t o f  his being "deeply read in books of 
chivalry and romance . "  The principal sub j ect , however , whi ch s o  
a t tracted and fas cinated b o th Frankens tein and Walton was s cience . 
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This interes t is obvious ly more closely associated with Shelley , 
who had great intere s t  in and cons iderable knowled ge of s cience , 
than it is wi th Godwin . Al though Godwin manif es ts an intere s t  in 
s cience , he appears to know very l i t tle about i t . S t .  Leon ' s  
favor i te hobby was conducting s cientific exper iments , which were 
viewed wi th such suspi cion by the neighbors tha t  he conduc ted them 
in a s e cret place ; and we are given an interes ting des crip t ion of 
S t .  Leon ' s  mixing the e lixir of  life and trans forming himse l f  from 
a fifty-ye ar-old man t o  one who is twen ty years of a ge . During his 
early years of s tudy , Victor Frankens tein sear ched for the phil-
os opher ' s  s tone and the e lixir of life , but s oon abandoned them. 
There is an in terweaving o f  Godwinian details of  this kind through-
out Frankens tein whi ch Mary adapts to her purposes in various ways . 
These , however , are ins i gnifican t when one examines the mos t  
dominan t examp les o f  Godwin ' s  thoughts on education-- the educat ion o f  
the mons ter . The intelle ctual development o f  th is b lighted be ing 
is proj e cted in true Lo ckean fashion on a tabula ras a : firs t con-
fused , then dis t inct s ensat ions ; next s oc ial affections ; and f inally , 
mor al and intellectual j udgments . 11 He begins his tale to Fr anken-
s tein by des cr ib ing his phys i cal adj us tmen t to life immediately 
after h is creat ion . His s o cial development be gan with his fir s t  
contacts wi th men , who shr ieked and ran when they s aw him .  On one 
o c cas ion a whole village was aroused by the s ight of him :  "some 
f led , s ome attacked me , until gr ievous ly bruised by s tones and 
1 1  
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many o ther kinds o f  mis s ile weapons , I es caped to the open coun try , 
and f earfully took refuge in a low hovel , quite b are , and making a 
wre t ched appear an ce af ter the palaces I had b eheld in the village " 
(p . 106) . Through a small chink in the wall be tween the hut and the 
cot tage he was ab le to ob serve the daily l ives of the inhab i tants 
of the cot tage . The DeLaceys --f ather , s on , and daugh ter--were a 
good French family fallen on hard t imes because of the ir efforts 
to s ave a Turkish inhab itant o f  Paris from unj us t execution . From 
these persons , he learned a s imple , affectionate , cour teous way o f  
l if e .  When h e  dis covered that they were s o  poor that they did not 
h ave enough f ood , he ceased s tealing from them , secre tly p rovided 
them with wood for the f ire , and helped wi th the dai ly chores . 
During the winter months , the young man frequently read to his 
f ather and s i s te r , the mons ter lis tening at the chink . When the 
b eautiful Turkish girl , Safie , arr ived , the son ins tructed her in 
French and in Volney ' s  Ruins of Empires (a  favorite of b o th She lley 
and Godwin) , and the mons ter was ab le to learn French , his tory , 
politics , and government .  "While I lis tened to the ins tructions 
whi ch Felix bestowed upon the Arabian , the s trange sys tem of human 
s o cie ty was exp lained to me . I heard of the divis ion o f  prope rty , 
o f  immense weal th and s qualid pover ty ; o f  rank and descen t , and _nob le 
b lood" (p . 120) . He later accident ally found copies o f  three of 
Godwin ' s  favorite books : P aradise Los t , a volume of Plutarch ' s  Lives , 
and The Sorrows o f  Werter , whi ch he read with great at tention . 
Af ter a long , soli tary res idence in the hovel , he longed for human 
companionship and at temp ted t o  r eveal h imself to the DeLaceys . The 
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b l ind father accep ted him kindly ; but when the 9hildren r e turned 
and saw him ,  the daughter f ainted , the Turkish girl ran shrieking 
out o f  the hous e ,  and the son at tacked him .  They moved away and he 
never s aw them again . He had learned the mos t  terrib le les s on of 
all : s ociety had r ej e cted him , and his isolation f rom human love 
and companionship was permanen t .  His loneliness and frus trat ion led 
h im to try to capture a small b oy to be his f riend , but the terrified 
child resis ted him .  In an ef fort t o  silence the l i t tle b oy , Frank-
ens tein ' s  brother William ,  the mons ter accidentally choked him to 
death . This incident marked the b eginning o f  his vio lent and 
murderous career .  Toward the conclus ion o f  his t ale , h e  b egged 
Frankens tein t o  fashion a mate for him ,  exp laining tha t  the love 
and companionship of another b eing l ike himself would make him benef i-
cen t and good . "My vices are the children of a for ced so litude that I 
abhor ; and my vir tues will necess ar ily ar ise when I live in com-
munion with an equal" (p . 14 7 ) . The mons ter ' s  ugly deeds were a 
result of Godwinian neces s ity j us t  as Tyre ll ' s  at tack of Falkland 
was a neces s i ty when Falkland a t temp ted to drive the s quire from 
the Ass emb ly and alienate him from his fellowman . At his creation 
the mons te r ' s life was a p lain page on which e i ther good or evil 
could be wr i tten . 12 His education prepared him to be good but his 
environmen t ,  his recep tion by his f e llowman , p roduced evi l . 
Mary ' s  s e cond nove l , Valperga : or The Life and Adventures o f  
Cas truccio , Prince o f  Lucca , should be viewed as a partial collabo-
r at ion wi th Godwin s ince he provided her with a plan for it in 1 81 7 
1 2N .  h .  1tc 1e , p .  34 . 
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and revis ed and edi ted it af ter its completion . This , her first 
his tor i cal nove l , was set in I t aly . The following translation o f  
a biographical excerp t taken f rom a n  I talian s ource was included 
in the Preface . 
Cas truccio Cas tracani , one of the mos t  celebrated cap tains 
of his time , lived in the four teenth century . He was of the 
family of · the Anteminelli of Lucca ; and , having at a very early 
age borne arms in favour of the Ghibelines , he was exiled 
by the Guelphs . He served not long af ter in the armies of 
Philip king of France , who made war on the Flemings . 
having j oined Ugo ccione Faggiuo la , chief o f  the Ghibelines 
o f  Tus cany , he reduced Lucca , Pis toia , and several o ther 
towns . He b ecame the ally of the emperor Louis o f  Bavaria 
[who ] gave him the inves titure of Lucca under the 
denomination of Duke , toge ther with the title of Senator of 
Rome . Nothing seemed ab le to oppose his courage and good 
for tune , when he was taken o f f  by a p remature death in 1 330 , 
in the forty-seven th year of his age . 
The ti tle Valperg5 was the name o f  the es tate belonging t o  the 
b e au ti ful Euthanas ia , whom Cas truccio loved and wished to marry . 
Cas truccio was eleven year s  o f  a ge when his f amily was 
dr iven by the victor ious Guelphs from their home , Lu cca , and 
forced to seek protect ion in the mo ther ' s  native city . On the 
j ourney the child s aw many of his dearest friends broken and heart-
s ick in their exile , and he "b ecame inflamed with rage and des ire 
for vengeance . "  The author p oints out the effect o f  these cir cum-
s tances on its  vi ctims . 
I t  was by s cenes such as these , that p ar ty s pirit was genera ted , 
and b ecame s o  s t rong in I ta ly .  Chi ldren , wh ile they were yet 
too young to feel their own dis grace , s aw the mis ery of their 
p ar en ts , and took ear ly vows of imp lacab le hatred agains t their 
persecutors : these were remembered in af ter times ; the wounds 
were never s eared , but the f resh b lood ever s treaming kep t 
alive the f ee lings o f  p as s ion and anger whi ch had given rise  
to the f ir s t  b low . l 3  
1 3  [Mary Shelley ] , Valperga , I (London : G .  and W .  B .  Whi ttaker , 
182 3 ) , 1 2 .  Hereaf ter cited in the text . 
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The dearest pleasure o f  Cas truccio ' s  father was the education of 
his s on , who "was an ap t and sprightly boy , bold in action , careless 
of cons equences ,  and governed only by his af fec tion for his p aren ts "  
( I , 13) . The f ather encouraged his adven turous s piri t ,  but s aw that 
he was trained and dis ciplined in all the ar ts and duties o f  a 
s oldier . His favor ite pas time was to s tage a mock b at tle with an 
enthus ias t i c  troop o f  lads , bese iging an imaginary cas tle . His 
e arlies t years had b een spent in Luc ca , where his close s t  comp anion 
was the daugh ter o f  the mas ter of Valperga . They had b een educated 
toge ther from e arly chi ldhood . "They had wandered hand in hand 
amon g the wild mountains and ches tnut woods that surrounded her 
mo ther ' s  cas tle . Their s tudies , their amusements , were in common ; 
and it was a terrible blow to each when they wer e separated . . •  " 
( I , 26 ) . 
The fami lies o f  the two children b elonged to opposing political 
p ar t ies , but b ec ause of the peaceful , magnanimous spir i t  o f  
Euthanas ia ' s  father there was friendship between them . Af ter the 
depar ture of Cas truc cio and his f amily , the father , a s tudious , 
s chol arly man , began to go b lind ; and even though much of Eu thanas i a ' s 
time was occup ied with the priest who was engaged to tutor her , she 
s pent many hours , s omet imes whole days , in reading to her father . 
The effect  o f  this education on her mind was advantageous and 
memorable ; she did no t acquire that narrow idea o f  the p re s en t  
times , as i f  they and the world were the s ame , whi ch char ac ter­
izes the unlearned ; she s aw and marked the r evolutions that had 
b een , and the present seemed to her only a point of res t ,  from 
whi ch time was to renew his fligh t , s cattering change as he 
wen t ;  and , i f  her vo i ce or act could mingle augh t of good in 
these change s , this it was t o  whi ch her imagination mos t 
arden tly asp ired . She was deep ly pene t rated by the acts and 
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though ts of those men , who despised the spirit of par ty , and 
grasped the univer se in their hopes o f  vir tue and indep endence 
( I ,  2 8-29 ) . 
Her f ather had allied hims elf wi th the Guelphs "becaus e he though t  
he s aw in the des igns and principles of its leaders the germ o f  
future independence for I taly" ( I , 29) . As he t alked to his 
daughter , he of ten forgot her youthfulness and spoke as to an 
adu l t  in "hi gh s trains of that ennob ling spirit wh ich he felt  in 
his inmos t  heart . Eu thanasia heard and unders tood • •  Her young 
thoughts darted into futurity , to the hope of freedom for I taly , of 
r evived le arning and the reign of p eace for all the wor ld . • .  " 
( I ,  30) . 
After a f ew ye ars Cas truccio and Euthanasia me t again in 
Floren ce and eventually were b e tro thed to each o ther . But there 
was to b e  no marr iage f or thes e  two . Even though they l oved each 
o ther deeply , their loyal ties and convi ct ions were comple tely 
oppos ed . Sin ce nei ther would compromis e his politica l  position ,  
they grew farther and far ther apart as the years went by . Cas truc-
cia b e came the tyr anni cal leader of his p ar ty , and Euthanasia one 
of the chief advisors of hers . Even though he was amb i tious and 
warlike , his , love for Euthanas i a  made him willing on s ever al 
o ccas ions to reach a compromis e .  He even tried t o  explain to her 
that if she were always by his s ide that he would be kinder and 
more generous in all his ways . But Euthanas i a  would not yield and 
she b e came s o  power ful in her p ar ty that when Cas truccio ' s  p arty 
gained con tro l , his associates asked for her exe cu tion . He p leaded 
with Eu thanas i a  to marry him and ac cep t his p arty , for in th is way 
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he could save her life and b e  uni ted wi th her . When she r efused , 
she was put in a small boat that was to sail to Sici ly , where 
she would live in exile . But the b oat was los t and Euthanas ia 
drowned .  Party loyalt ies , conceived in youth , deprived these two 
o f  any pers onal happiness . 
The au thors make it very clear throughout the third volume 
o f  the novel that neither p ar ty accomplished any good f or the people 
and that the ul timate aim of b o th p arties was pract i cally the s ame , 
even though Euthanas i a ' s p ar ty claimed falsely to be r epub l i can . 
There were trai tors and dedi cated men , devo ted to the wel fare of 
the people , in b o th groups . "At no time did either par ty cle arly 
r epresent any p ar t i cular politi cal doctrine or s o cial c lass . " 14 
In fact , Euthanas ia ' s  p ar ty split and her in fluence then coun ted 
for lit tle . Her inab i lity to compromise caused her unnecess ary 
anguish and led her to her death . She sacrificed her self f or an 
ideal which could never in reality b e  accomp lished . Her education 
had led her to expect the impossib le , which the author descr ibes as 
a "wi ld dream" (I , 30 ) . Her life and influence , as well as that o f  
Cas truccio , would have counted f o r  much more had she marr ied Cas-
truccio and j o ined forces with him .  
Mary f inished Valperga in January 1 822 and Shelley was 
drowned the following July . She did not comp lete her next nove l , 
Th e  L as t  Man , until 1 826 . Three o f  the intervening four y ears 
b e tween the two novels she had s pen t in London in close asso ciation 
14 "Guelphs and Ghibellines , "  Columb i a  Encyclopedia (19 50) , 
p .  830 .  
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with her father . The impor t an ce of education is eviden t in The Las t 
Man , the events of which were s e t  in the twenty- firs t century , but 
there is less dir e c t  emphasis upon it than in any of the o ther 
novels . The narrator , for example , briefly s tates that his s is ter 
Perdi ta has cold and repuls ive manners because she grew up in 
p over ty , negle cted and unloved , and she responded to this l ack of 
k .  d . h d "  d " 1  
15 1n ness w1 t 1s trus t an s 1  ence . The fulles t dis cus s i on o f  
education occur s i n  the narrator ' s  des cript ion of hims el f . He , 
Lionel Verney , was employed as a shepherd and learned to accep t 
hardship and responsibi lity . He organi zed a friendless group o f  
shepherd boys into a b and and alone endured the punishment for many 
o f  their pranks . " In such a s chool my dis pos ition became rugged , 
but firm" (p . 9 ) . When the young crown prince , Adrian , carne to 
vis i t  his es tate in the vicinity o f  Verney ' s  home , Verney ' s  
j ealousy of him was like th at o f  Charles Mandevi lle for Lionel 
Clif ford . But when Verney was caugh t  poaching on the royal es tate , 
Adrian was s o  humane and unders t anding that Verney ' s  outlook on l i fe 
completely changed . His pover ty and lack o f  opportunity had made 
him more like a s avage young animal than a man . From this s tate , 
the love and understanding of Adr i an res cued him .  H e  no longer 
hated the world or hims e l f .  
I n  this novel Mary again p i cks up a maj or theme of Valperga--
the harmful effects of poli t i cal p ar ties , and in so doing introduces 
Godwinian ideas on education . By the time Verney reached manhood , 
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Mary Shelley , The L as t Man , ed . Hugh J .  Luke , Jr . (Lincoln : Uni­
vers i ty of Neb raska Press , 1 9 6 5 ) , p .  10 . Hereaf ter cited in the text . 
England had be come a repub l i c  through the voluntary ab di cation o f  
Adrian ' s  father a t  the peacab le suggestion of h i s  sub j ects . England 
was ruled by Parliament and a Lord Protector elected by Parliamen t .  
Al though the two hous es o f  Parliamen t had mer ged , there we re three 
f a c tions wi thin it : royalis ts , ar istocrats , and repub l i cans , each 
o f  wh i ch was "violen t ,  acrimonious , and unyieldin g . " Many member s  
were eager to res tore the monarchy because they longed f or the 
t ins el and false show of royal ty they had learned to love in their 
youth . The leader of this group was Lord Raymond , " the sole 
r emnan t o f  a nob le but impover ished family . From early youth he 
had considered his pedigree wi th complacency , and bi tterly lamented 
his wan t  of wealth . His f ir s t  wish was aggrandisement ; and the means 
tha t  led towards this end were s e condary cons iderations " (p . 2 7 ) . 
I f  the monarchy were res tored , he though t , he would b ecome weal thy 
b e caus e the poorer nob les would be given preferments to increase 
their fortunes . The pover ty and ob s cur i ty o f  his childhood had 
t au gh t  him to put wealth b efore every thing e ls e .  In tracin g  mo tiva­
tions in this manner education b e comes an underlying inf luence 
throughout the nove l , but it is taken for gran ted and the emphas is 
placed upon o ther mat ters . 
Mary wrote only two his tori cal novels , and the s econd of these , 
The Fortunes of Perkin Warbeck , was pub l ished in 1830 . I t  is to b e  
noted a t  the outs e t  that the author exp lains i n  her Pr eface " that 
P erkin was , in reality , the los t Duke of York . " She eviden tly was 
convin ced that her hero was Edward the Four th ' s  younger s on ,  Richard ,  
Duke of York , who was imprisoned in the Tower wi th his brother , b o th 
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of whom were repor ted to have been murdered s o  that their uncle could 
as cend the throne as Richard the Third . Perkin is reared in Spain 
by a middle- class mo ther , a Fleming ,  whose Moorish husband DeFaro , 
is a seafaring man . The members of the fami ly present in Spain are 
the mo ther , her beauti ful daughter , and Ri chard ' s  older cousin , 
Edmund Plantagene t ,  s on of Ri chard the Third . Edmund , a model of 
goodnes s ,  unsel fishnes s ,  cour tesy , and kindness , had been reared 
far from court in an is ola ted priory by a pries t who had formerly 
b een a knigh t .  This rus ti c , devou t atmosphere and the comp anionship 
of the brave , dedicated pries t had produced a young man who was a 
p aragon o f  vir tue and b ravery . In the modes t  DeFaro home in Spain , 
young Richard had also been brough t  up to value the s imple virtues 
and the s imple , honest life . Plan tagene t had taught him the art o f  
war and the noblesse ob lige o f  ar istocracy and royalty . Neither of 
these two young men ever forgo t that the ir ultimate duty was to 
reins tate Ri chard as the heir to the throne o f  England , a commitmen t 
whi ch was to prove disas trous f or b o th o f  them . Godwin held that 
"every king is , by unavoidab le ne ces s i ty , the enemy of the human 
r ace" (PJ , I I , 2 3 ) . He did not cons ider the life of  a king to b e  
an enviab le or happy one , and the more power a monar ch a cquired , 
the more corrup t he b e came . Had Perkin b een older and wiser , he would 
have lived out his life as a s imp le , private ci tizen .  However , Mary 
Shelley does no t emphas ize this point , perhaps because it would make 
her novel unp opul ar or it would make Perkin less heroi c , but she 
provides him with the lovely commoner Monina de Faro , whom he cannot 
marry and for whom he longs all the rest o f  his life . The crown , 
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needless to say , was not worth the sacrifice Richard made in his 
efforts to ob tain it ; but this is a Godwinian point that Mary fails 
to bring out in the work . 
Godwin ' s  last novel , Deloraine (1833) , concerns the tragic 
life of a man of  feeling who , because of his unwise marriage to 
a young girl whom he knows does no t love him , commits a crime of 
violence . Al though there is little here that is new , there is one 
emphasis , new in his fiction , to which he devoted one chapter in 
Political Jus tice : "promises and compacts are in no sense the 
foundation of morality . The foundation o f  morality is j ustice "  
(PJ , I ,  194-195 ) .  The keeping of  promises " tends t o  the welfare o f  
intelligent beings , "  b u t  i t  should not blindly b e  adhered to if it  
will be injurious to either par ty .  The effect o f  this lack o f  
knowledge upon individuals provides Godwin with an opportunity to 
introduce an intricate interweaving of  a tremendous variety of 
promises between individuals which results in much trouble and 
suf fering .  
Two years later , Mary ' s  fifth novel appeared , bear ing through­
out the marks of her father ' s  influence . Lodore (the American title 
was The Beautiful Widow) deals with a man of feeling , is set in 
contemporary London , and is remarkably simi lar to Godwin ' s  Flee twood 
(1805 ) . Young Lord Lodore , a high spirited man , had been indulged 
and spoiled in his youth and had lit tle concern for anyone ' s  wishes 
but his own . He learned from a s chool friend of calm and gentle 
disposition to disregard the opinion of the public , but it was an 
attitude that his nature was no t sui ted to bear . After wandering 
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through Europe seeking a reason for living , he returned to his country 
estate at age thir ty- two and married a beautiful , unsophisti.cated 
young girl , whom he thought was also mature and sincerely in love with 
him . "And here his error began ; he had married one s.o young , that 
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her education , even if its foundation had been good , required finishing , 
16 and who , as i t  was , had everything to learn . "  She was a shallow , 
thoughtless social but terfly , who was emo tionally dependen t on her 
mother and cared lit tle for her husband or infant daughter . Af ter a 
complicated ser ies of dis tress ing events caused by his wif e ' s  youth 
and his excess ive s ens ibility , he left for America with his three-year-
old daughter , where he lived for twelve years in solitude . Here he 
carried out a plan " to educate his daugh ter to all the perfection 
o f  which the feminine charac ter is sus cep tible . "  Vanity and petty 
p assion , he wished to prevent :  sweetness ,  honor , and in telligent 
unders tanding he worked to cultivate . His chief ideas were drawn 
f rom Mi lton ' s  Eve (p . 28) . His success was remarkable indeed , but 
he did no t live to accompany Ethel to England . His hot temper 
caused him to figh t  a duel in which he was killed . The lovely E thel , 
however , re turned to London and under the beni gn influence of her aun t 
was happily mar ried and united wi th her mother , now a wiser and a be tter 
woman . Many more aspects o f  Godwin ' s  ideas on education are explored 
here than are set  for th in any of Mary ' s  o ther novels .  Individuals 
of all dif ferent ages--from three to sixty- three--are depicted in the 
process of acquiring knowledge that is benef icial to them . The change 
16Mrs . Percy B .  Shelley , The Beau tiful Widow (Philadelphia :  T .  B .  
Pe terson and Bro thers , n . d . ) ,  p .  4 8 .  Hereafter cited in the text as 
Lodore . 
in Lady Lodore is worked out more carefully than that o f  the o ther 
characters , and her reunion wi th her daughter does no t take p lace 
until the closing p ages of the book . This novel resemb les Mandeville 
in that every character is dep icted as being as he is because of his 
education .  
Falkner was begun before the death of Godwin , whi ch occurred 
in 1836 , but Mary did not f inish it until 1 83 7 .  I t  was the las t 
o f  her novels . The set ting is primarily rural eighteenth-century 
England . The later novels o f  both Mary and Godwin introduce lit tle 
tha t is new but tend to be variations on old themes and old tech­
niques . The idea of continuing education is emphas ized in the re­
gener ation o f  a man who has commit ted a crime and in the forgive-
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ness o f  his vengeful pursuer . The author painstakingly reveals each 
character to be the result of either good or b ad elements in his educa­
tion and exper ience . Again she presents a large variety of charac- . 
ters of many different ages . 
Mary ' s  ideas concerning education dif fered very li ttle at 
any period o f  her life from thos e  of her father . Her emphas is upon 
the law of necess i ty is no t so persis ten t as Godwin ' s ,  however ,  excep t 
in the development of her young characters who are growing into maturity . 
Mary seems to imply in her novels after Valperga that a mature individual 
should exercise some con trol over his act ions in spite of the law 
o f  necessity .  Her Verney , in The Las t Man , sees his weaknesses in 
education and character and reforms under the influence of Adr ian ; 
but even though Godwin ' s  Charles Mandevi lle in Mandeville s ees his 
weaknesses , he does no t resis t the law of necess ity and reform under 
the good influences available to him , but submi ts to a permanently 
miserable and psycho tic existence . In her character Lodore Mary 
demons t rates that some personalities are so badly damaged by their 
education that they never free themselves from i ts influence , but 
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there are few maj or characters in her later novels who do no t even tually 
manage to rise ab ove their suf fer ing to refute , to s ome extent , the 
law of ne ces s i ty .  
In working out their ideas concerning education , it becomes 
evident to the reader that Godwin and Mary drew from their personal 
experiences with each other . Euthanas ia ' s  educat ion in Valperga 
and Ethel ' s  in Lodore are analogues of Mary ' s  education under Godwin . 
And Godwin ' s  Fleetwood and Deloraine learn valuable less ons concerning 
love and human unders tanding from women young enough to be their 
daughters j us t  as Godwin himself came to be influenced by Mary ' s  ideas 
about necess ity from Cloudesley , in whom the law did no t operate , 
on to Deloraine . I t  is also evident that they worked and conferred 
clos ely toge ther in their trea tment of education af ter 1830 , for they 
learned that their readers were no t fully comprehending the message 
they were trying so hard to impart-- that education was only the first 
step toward per fectib ility , which was a life-long pursui t .  For this 
reason , the las t two novels of ea ch author emphasize charac ters of  
a more mature age in the process of acquiring s till more education in 
order to correct their errors and bring greater jus tice and happiness 
to themselves and to o thers . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ROLES OF REASON , BENEVOLENCE ,  AND JUSTICE IN THE NOVELS 
Of all the Godwinian concepts , reason is probably the most 
complex , and , as pointed out earlier , Godwin cons idered it  the key 
to perfectibility .  To Godwin , i t  meant the ab ility to  see " things . 
as they are . "  This definition , however , is an overs implif ication · 
that requires exp lanation . One def ini tion o f  reason subs cr ib ed to , 
more or less , by many philosophers is th at i t  is " the capacity to 
b ehave cons ciously in terms of fhe nature o f  what is no t ourselves . 
. . . reas on is the capacity to behave in terms of  the nature of  the 
obj ect , that is to say , to behave obj ectively . Reason is thus our 
capacity for obj e ctivi ty . "
! 
Reason ' s  task is to tes t thinking by 
all the knowledge that can be brought to bear upon a given subj ec t .  
A vivid example o f  the reasoning process is provided by Caleb 
Williams when Caleb , in an effort to educate himself , inqui red 
of his honorable and highly educated mas ter , Mr. Falkland , "how 
came Alexander of Macedon to be surnamed the Great ? "  Falkland 
replied : "How came it ? Did you never read his his tory ? "  
[ Caleb ] : Yes , s i r .  
[ Falkland ] :  Well , Williams , and could you f ind n o  reason there ?  
[ Caleb ] : Why , I d o  no t know , sir . I could f ind reason why he 
should b e  so  famous ; but every man that is talked of is no t 
admired . Judges di ffer ab out the merits of Alexander . 
Doctor Prideaux says in his Conne ctions that he deserves 
only to be called the Grea t Cut throat ; and the author o f  
Tom Jones has wr i tten a volume , t o  prove that h e  and all o ther 
conquerors ought to be classed wi th Jonathan Wild . 
1 John MacMurray , Reason and Emotion ( London : D. Appleton 
Century Co . ,  1938) , p .  19 . 
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[ Falkland ] :  Accursed blasphemy ! . . .  Was ever mortal s o  com­
pletely the reverse of everything engross ing and selfish? 
He formed to himself a sublime image of excellence , and his 
only amb i tion was to realize it in his own s tory . Remember 
his giving away every thing when he set out upon his grand 
expedi tion , . . .  reserving for himself nothing but hope . 
. . . Examine for yourself , and you will f ind Alexander a 
model o f  honour , generos i ty , and disinteres tedness ,  a man 
who for the cul tivated liberality of his mind and the 
unparalleled grandeur o f  his projects mus t  stand alone the 
spec tacle and admira tion o f  all ages of the world . 
[ Caleb ] : Ah ,  s ir !  . . .  Was not he the common dis turber of 
mankind ? Did not he overrun nations that would never 
have heard o f  him , but for his devas tations ? How many 
hundreds o f  lives did he s acrifice in his career ? What mus t 
I thirik o f  his cruelties ; a whole tribe mass acred f or a crime 
commi t ted by their ances tors one hundred and f if ty years 
be fore ; fifty thousand sold into slavery ; two thousand 
crucif ied for their gallant defense of their country ? Man 
is surely a s trange sort o f  creature , who never praises any 
one more hear tily than him who has spread des truction and 
ruin over the face o f  nations ! 
[ Falkland ] :  The way of  thinking you express , Williams , is 
natural enough , and I cannot b lame you for it . But let me 
hope that you will become more lib eral . The death o f  a 
hundred thousand men is at firs t s i ght very shocking ; 
but what in reality are a hundred thous and such men more 
than a hundred thousand sheep ? It is mind , Williams , the 
generation of knowledge and virtue that we ought to love . 
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This was the proj ect o f  Alexander ; h e  set out in a great 
undertaking to civilise mankind . . .  and , though he was cu t o ff 
in the midst of his career , we may eas ily per ceive the vas t effects 
of his proj ec t .  Grecian literature and cul tivation . . .  followed , 
in nations which be fore had been sunk to the condition of  brutes . 
Alexander was the builder as no toriously as the des troyer of ci ties . 
[ Caleb ] :  And yet , sir , I am afraid that the pike and the bat tle 
axe are not the right ins trumen ts for making men wise 
( Caleb Williams , pp . 110-111 ) . 
As they dis cussed the character of  Alexander , i t  becomes evident that 
Falkland ' s  code of honor prejudiced his opinion and made him unab le to 
view Alexander obj ec tively . Falkland ' s  des ire to retain a belief to 
whi ch he has a strong emo tional attachment has blinded him and pre-
vented him from seeing Alexander as he was . 
Caleb ' s  final j udgment , that Alexander ' s  purpose was good but 
his me thod of  achieving i t  diabolic , illus trates ano ther process 
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involved in reasoning-- the ab ility t o  see the general in the p articular . 
When Caleb cites Dr . Prideaux and Henry Fieldin g ,  he points to two 
generalizations that are no t completely valid and which illus trate 
Godwin ' s  theory that all generali zations are only part ially true . 
Human nature and cir cums tance are so diverse that no two individuals 
can be accurately placed in the s ame general category . Certainly 
Alexander was a great cut- throat and deserved to be classed with 
Jonathan Wild , but these clever and amusing s tatements ignore the 
fact that Alexander had a worthy , if mis gui ded , purpose . 
There is yet another important connect ion be tween reas on and 
Falkland ' s  prej udice : his prej udice was a necessity because i t  
has been ins tilled in him b y  his education . The. en tire chain of 
the thoughts of  an individual and of the resulting chain of ac tions-­
whe ther good or bad , wise or unwise--are the produc t of necessity .  
" Trace back the chain as far as you please , every act a t  which you 
arrive is necessary" (PJ , I ,  378) . 
In his las t novel , Deloraine , Godwin makes a significant 
demonstration concerning this doctrine which he may have felt was 
indispens able to a more complete under standing of the law . Deloraine , 
a widower in his fort ies , had marr ied a beautiful you�g girl whos e  
parents had preven ted her marriage to  a young man in their neighbor­
hood in order to restore fhe fami ly honor and for tune . The daugh ter , 
Margare t ,  was so hear t  broken that the p arents relented at the las t 
moment and called off the marriage . They also wro te to William ,  
Margaret ' s  choice , t o  re1:urp. to EIJ.gland from Canada , where h e  had 
gone to seek a new life and forget Margare t .  He returned , bu t his 
ship was wrecked as i t  approached the English coas t .  In fac t , Mar-
garet and her paren ts watched the s inking of the ship . Although 
William was res cued by ano ther ship and survived , Margaret and her 
p aren ts thought he had drowned . Some time later , Deloraine met 
Mar garet and married her , even though he knew that she did no t love 
him. William finally succeeded in ge tting back to England , lo cated 
Margare t ,  and learned of her marriage . Before leaving her forever , 
he was at temp ting to ge t one las t glimpse of her without her knowledge 
when they accidentally came face to face . Margaret dropped senseless 
to the ground and William knelt bes ide her to revive her . When 
Deloraine arrived on the s cene , the two were sit ting on the grass 
gazing happily at each other and talking .  He leaped from h i s  horse 
and sho t William fatally . Margaret exp ired immediately , and Deloraine 
was haunted by this crime and chased by English authori ties and 
William ' s vengeful friend until the end of the novel . He eventually 
f ound peace and securi ty in Holland , where his young friend Thornton 
a ttemp ted to persuade him that his crime was no crime at all because 
i t  was 
an irres is t ible ne ces s i ty , and f lowed from an uncontrolable 
impulse . There was no alloy of malice or forethought . I t  
had in it n o  mixture of infirmi ty o r  weakness ,  but merely 
s t amped me a man in the truest and mos t  honourable sense . 
Deloraine , however , was not deceived by this ar gument .  
It  is no t that I was for a momen t dece ived by the generous 
sophis try of Thornton [his friend and s on-in-law ] . . . .  I 
knew that the state o f  a moral being admits not of an excuse 
founded on the idea of his being hurried into an act perni­
cious and des tructive , wi thout the power of resis tance . This 
doctrine I was we ll aware would open th e door to endless and 
profligate abuse .  An accountable crea ture mus t learn to be 
wat chful over his s teps , to  be dis trus t ful of himself , and to 
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be at all times upon his guard as against an enemy eager to 
lead him astray . . . .  It is incredible how much may be effect­
ed by a habit  o f  vigilance and distrus t ; and he who does no t 
practice this habit , mus t  expect to fall into deplorable and 
unpardonable errors . He who allows himself to talk or  to  
dream of a resistless temp tation , by so doing enters at once 
in the catalogue of living beings for a beas t , rather than 
a man . 2 
As Deloraine ponders his conversation with Thornton , we are made 
aware that Thornton ' s  kind and tolerant view of the crime has made 
i t  easier for Deloraine to live wi th i ts memory , but he maintains 
until the very end that no enlightened man of reason should of 
necess i ty commi t a crime against his fellow man . 
Benevolence , the next s tep in Godwin ' s  s cheme , is also 
governed by the law of necess i ty .  Reason , in i tself , can no t be 
trans lated in to action since it is merely a comparison and balancing 
o f  differen t  feelings . However ,  by the force of the emotion aroused 
by the recognition of the true s tate of things , the reasoning 
individual is inherently compelled to unders tand and love his fellow 
beings . When this love and unders tanding move the individual to take 
benevolen t action in behalf o f  his fellowman , he has arrived at the 
3 
s tate o f  benevolence . Disinteres ted benevolence ("disin terested" 
meaning the lack of selfish motives ) is thus the immediate result 
of reas on .  Once an individual is in possession of knowledge and has 
learned to view life without undue concern for himself , he is on the 
high road to pe rfec tibili ty . 
2
william Godwin , Deloraine , a Tale , III (London : T .  Thomas , 
1833) , 231-235 . Hereafter cited in the text .  
3John Middleton Murry , Heroes of  Thought (N .Y . : Julian 
Messner , Inc . , 1938) , pp . 249-250 . 
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An excep tionally clear example of this process occurs in 
Mary ' s  Fortunes of Perkin Warbeck . Richard , the pretender , was 
in England , pursued by Henry IV ' s  agents . He had j us t  escaped the 
tower and was wandering on foo t  near London when he came upon the 
hut o f  Jane Shore . Three o ther friends who were plo tting to free 
him from the Tower were in the hut when he arrived . The sound of the 
dawn p atrol was heard approaching , and they all urged Richard to 
take the one available horse and es cape to the sea where a ship was 
waiting to take him away from England . Richard took the horse , but 
instead of going toward the sea he went toward the sound of the horse-
men . He at temp ted to reveal himself to the King ' s  forces and be 
taken so that they would no t continue searching and capture his 
f riends in the hut . In spite of his efforts , the sound died away 
and he was no t cap tured until later in the day . As a result o f  this 
benevolent action , he was not able to reach the ship and eventually 
lost his life . 
The s tate of Godwinian benevolence is one of the mos t  diffi-
cul t  s t ates to at tain because  i t  involves man ' s  ambivalent at titude 
toward his fellowman . "If self-in terest and benevolence pull him 
4 in different directions , how is he to de cide between them? " Godwin 
readi ly acknowledges that all men are interested in thems elves and 
that this is natural and normal . But when self-interes t is dominant 
and greatly exceeds a man ' s interest in the welfare o f  o ther men , 
i t  is damaging to the character and endangers the happiness o f  those 
4n .  H. Munro ,  Godwin ' s  Moral Philosophy : an Interpretation o f  
William Godwin (London : Oxford University Press , 1953) , p .  40 .  
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with whom he comes in contact . Some men may even be benevolent in 
order to give themselves pleasure by ob taining the approval of 
s ociety . They are also able to avoid the anguish of a guilty con­
s cience . Mr . Falkland in Caleb Williams is a case in point here . 
He was thought by nearly all who knew him to be the most benevolent 
of men . His kindness of spirit  originated from two mo tives : his 
s incere love for his fellowman and his intens e love for his own 
honor . Since his self-love was the s tronger of the two , he was thrown 
into a blind rage whenever his honor was threatened . Had Deloraine 
arrived at a s tate of dis in terested benevolence , he would never have 
commit ted his crime and hastened the death o f  his wife . When he 
f ound William and Margaret together , he would have dismounted and 
inquired calmly into the mat ter . He would have learned the identity 
of William and would have remembered that thes e two young people had 
been separated by Margare t ' s  proud and ambitious parents . Whatever 
the outcome of the tale from this point on , Deloraine would have 
taken a toleran t  and benevolen t  attitude toward this compromis ing 
episode had he thought of Margaret ' s  welfare before he thought of 
his own . 
Again and again bo th Godwin and Mary show that pass ion and 
sel f-love are two of the maj or barriers to reason and benevolence . 
Every maj or male character in Godwin ' s  novels , wi th the excep tion 
o f  S t .  Leon , commits a crime caused by his pass ionate self-love . 
Mary ' s  Frankens tein was also del4ded by passion , but his was a 
p assion for knowledge . He wished to benefit  the world , i t  is true , 
but his passionate devo tion to learning the secre t o f  life emanated 
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from his desire to bring glory and honor to himself . He tells his 
sad and horrifying tale to Robert Walton , who is searching for the 
Northwest Passage , in an effort to warn Walton agains t the over­
zealous pursuit of knowledge . Frankenstein also exercised Godwinian 
benevolence when he destroyed the monster ' s  mate . Perhaps the two 
unsigh tly creatures might have brought good , not ill , to mankind , 
as Frankenstein intended they would ; but s ince he was not assured 
of this happy outcome , his benevolence cons is ted in the fact that 
he refused to risk the safety and happiness of the whole human race 
for the happiness of the unfor tunate being he had created . Les t  a 
race of malevolent ti tans be unleashed upon the world , he did not 
give life to  the mate and sank her body in the o cean .  
Once reas on has been put in to effect by an act o f  disin terested 
benevolence , j us t i ce immediately follows ; and the individual who has 
progressed this far finds j oy ,  peace , and self approval in knowing 
that he has done a kindness and made a s tep toward perfection . 
Although the dest ruction of the monster ' s  mate enabled Frankenstein 
to deal j us tly with the world , he was never to know this j oy because 
his injus tice to the mons ter , the mons ter ' s  vict ims , and himself was 
irrevocable . The moment of truth for Frankens tein came when he saw 
the creature come to life . He himself , the creator , was filled wi th 
horror and fled . From this time on he realized tha t  the poor being 
would be hunted , reviled , and treated worse than an animal . When he 
firs t beheld its ugliness ,  he did not realize that the outs ide 
appearance did no t indicate its real nature . No t until af ter the 
murder of li ttle William and the fiend ' s  accoun t  of his own life and 
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development did the s cientist unders tand that his crea tion was indeed 
like man , longing for human companionship and earnestly des iring 
to be a good and useful member of society . The more Frankenstein 
learned of his creation , the more his agony increas ed ;  for he had 
thoughtlessly put into motion a living force he could no t control . 
He alone was responsible for the welfare of this being , and he had 
no t had the foresight or the power to p rovide for i ts future . "In 
a f i t  of en thus ias tic madness I created a rational creature , and 
was bound towards him , to assure , as far as was in my power , his 
happiness and well-being" (p . 217 )  . This terrible tragedy for the 
monster and all his victims had to be enacted before Frankenstein 
had sufficient knowledge to see the situation as it  was . The truth 
gradually pene trated his thinking : his pride had led him to at tempt 
more than was humanly possible , and in so doing he had brought 
suffering and death to all those he loved . Nevertheless he took a 
further s tep toward perfe ction in attempting to show his fatal 
mist ake to ano ther man very like himself , the explorer Robert 
Walton , who was about to sacrifice the lives of his crew by going 
on to the North Pole . The men obj e cted to proceeding any further 
in the search , and had Walton continued , he would not only have 
violated their right of private judgment but all would probably 
have lost their lives . Frankenstein , in a thoroughly perfectible 
s t ate j us t  before his death , was success ful in enabling Walton to 
make the decision to deal j ustly with his crew by turning the ship 
toward England and home . 
Concerning j us tice , Godwin held that society ' s ins titutions 
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are the greates t enemy of j us t ice . Of these ins titutions the mos t 
damaging is government .  In their novels bo th Godwin and Mary deal 
primarily with the evils of monarchy and aris tocracy , but Godwin 
maintained that no form of government is good and only the mos t  
necessary laws should b e  enacted and enforced . We have seen that 
the maj or weakness  of many of the characters in these novels is a 
highly developed sense of aristocratic honor . A sense of honor is 
desirable and necessary , but to be obsessed by it and defend i t  at 
any cos t brings to his des truction one charac ter af ter ano ther in 
the novels . Monarchy and its accompanying aris tocracy are responsible 
for this unreasonab le striving af ter honor . 
Duellin g ,  which Godwin deplored , was one method that privileged 
men used to defend their honor . Falkland , in Caleb Williams , had 
cultivated his character to such a high s tate that he refused to 
fight a duel during his stay in Italy . Because of his refusal , 
tragedy was aver ted and happiness and friendship were the outcome 
for all concerned . But such was no t the case with Lodore in Mary ' s  
Lodore , or  The Beautiful Widow . The maj or reason for Lodore ' s  
flight to America with his daughter , E thel , was his dis grace for 
having refused a challenge to duel . He would no t fight because his 
challenger was his own unacknowledged son , Coun t  Cas imir . Lodore 
thus withdrew for twelve years into " the wi lderness of the Illinois" 
before deciding to return to England.  On the return trip , Lodore 
and E thel s topped in New York , where a crude , blus tering army 
officer recognized Lodore and shamed him publicly for refus ing the 
challenge . Af te r striking the officer , Lodore was killed in the duel 
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which followed . In this particular instance the principal victim 
was Lodore himself . His only years of happiness were those spent 
in his fores t co ttage wi th Ethel , his books , and three black s ervants . 
Because o f  his pass ionate nature and overwrought sensibility , another 
resul t of aris tocratic tradition , he was no t fit ted for life in 
society . He was , in f act , incapable of dealing j us tly with himself . 
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Godwin.' s fifth novel ,  Cloudesley , is a s tudy of the evil ef fects 
of the aris tocratic sys tem on the aristocrats themselves . The open-
ing remarks in Political Jus tice to the chapter entitled " The Moral 
Effects of Aris tocracy" are relevant here . 
The features of aris tocratical ins titution are principally 
two : privilege , and an aggravated monopoly o f  wealth 
(P J ,  II , 93 ) . 
The maj or  portion o f  Cloudesley concerns the life of Lord 
Danvers , a younger son who came into the family title and es tates 
upon the death of his elder brother , Ar thur . Like Prince Ar thur of 
old , this Arthur was from childhood a paragon of virtue , wisdom, 
and manly trai ts . Richard , the younger bro ther , did no t hate or 
envy him because o f  the mutual love and respect they shared . But 
Richard was made cruelly aware of the difference between them , whi ch 
he explains to his secretary , Meadows . 
My father and mother directed all their atten tion to the 
welfare and advantage o f  their eldes t son .  I was seldom j udged 
worthy to be made the subj ect of a smile , a caress , the small­
est encouragement .  I seemed only t o  s tand in the way , t o  be a 
being that had intruded himself into a world where he was not 
wanted . 
It  seemed as if we [ the two brothers ] were born of different 
cas tes . He was to be the lord of the palaces ; I was to be 
launched in life at the expens e of two or three thous and 
pounds , or to languish out my exis tence on an annuity o f  a few 
hundreds ; and even that reluctantly torn from the vas t heaps , 
which were carefully laid up for this exclusive favouri te 
of my parents and o f  fortune . S 
Both young men went with Lord Marborough to aid Prince Eugene of 
Aus tria defend his country from the Turkish invaders . Arthur 
married at the end of the campaign , but was killed in a duel before 
the b irth of his s on .  The mo ther , Irene , also died . Richard now 
saw his opportunity to inherit the title and es tates o f  his family . 
He persuaded Cloudesley , their manager and Irene ' s  guard , to marry 
Irene ' s  maid , Eudo cia , and accept the responsibility for Julian , 
Arthur ' s  infan t  s on .  Richard then returned to England and inher-
i ted the title and properties of his brother , but mis for tune and 
guilt made him miserable to the end of his days . Primogeni ture 
is the maj or obj ect of Godwin ' s  attack .  
In the meantime , Cloudes ley and Eudocia proved to b e  excellent 
parents to Julian . They lived the simple life of farmers , but when 
Julian grew older Cloudesley moved the family in order to place 
Julian in a more appropriate s chool environment and give him a 
better education . Julian is one of the few Godwinian characters to 
receive an education that fitted him for life . His tutor was a 
university s tudent , but his friends came from all walks of life.  
When Cloudesley firs t came on the s cene , he was in prison for 
a deb t no t his  own , and he had been released through Arthur ' s  in-
f luence . Cloudesley ' s  only backward s tep away from perfectib ility 
o ccurred when he conspired wi th Richard to cheat the infant son o f  
5william Godwin ,  Cloudesley : A Tale , I (London : Henry Colburn 
and Richard Bentley , 1830) , 118 , 121 . 
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Ar thur out of his birthright . As Julian approached manhood and showed 
signs of being a splendid and admirable young man , Cloudesley returned 
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to  England to try to  persuade Richard to  res tore the title and proper ty 
to Julian . Richard no t only refused but endeavored to place the blame 
for the crime on Cloudesley . Af ter Cloudesley ' s  return to I taly , 
Richard relented and sent Meadows , his secretary , to inform Julian 
o f  his identity .  In his efforts to find Julian , Cloudesley was 
killed ; but he had brought j us tice to Julian , repentance to Richard , 
and new love and hope to Borromeo , a blunt , uncompromis ing , middle-
class misanthrope , who declared : 
Yes , the true sys tem for governing the world , for fashioning 
the tender spirits of youth , for smoothing the pillow of age , 
is love . Nothing else could have made a Cloudesley ; nothing 
else could have made a Julian . I and Lord Danver s  have been 
the delinquents ; he for b ase and selfish ends ; I from an 
erroneous j udgment (III , 342-343 ) . 
This novel provides one o f  the cleares t examples o f  the 
operation of all the s teps in Godwin ' s  s cheme of perfectibility . 
The suf fering and hardships of these individuals was s e t  in motion 
by the injus tice done to Richard by his parents and by the law o f  
primogeni tur e .  But goodness i s  made to come out o f  evil  through 
the development of Cloudesley ' s  charac ter . His quie t ,  consis tent 
benevolen ce , p racticed over a long period of years , b rought happi-
ness into the lives of all those who were close to him. 
If monarchy and aris tocrary were inj urious to the aris tocrats , 
how much more damaging were they to  the common people ! Becau$e he 
was a commoner , Caleb Williams was seldom given an honest hearing 
when he was brought into court . The poor farmer Hawkins and his 
son were exe cuted for Falkland ' s  crimes on the f lims ie s t  of 
circums tantial eviden ce . The evils of an aristocratic society are an 
ever-recurring theme in Godwin ' s  novels . But it  was Mary who dealt 
wi th the idea of inj us tice on a broad and comprehensive s cale . Her 
novel The Las t  Man , written primarily as a tribute to Shelley , p re-
sents the fullest portrait of Shelley in her novels in the character 
Adrian . The s tory begins in England at a t ime of great political 
unres t and at a t ime when rumors of plague come from various par ts 
of the world . The fir s t  vic tim of the plague to die on English 
soil arrived on an American vessel shipwrecked j us t  off the coas t .  
" I t  was whispered that he had died o f  the plague" (p . 1 5 7 ) . The 
nature of the p lague is , at first , enigmatic ; but as it moves from 
the far Eas t ,  to the Mediterranean , to America , to Ireland , to 
Fran ce , and finally to  England , the reader realizes that this plague 
is inj us tice , especially political injustice . The American who 
perished on the English coast represen ts England ' s  oppression of 
America and war with her colonis ts . 
This interpre tation o f  the plague is not immediately obvious 
and requires explanation .  The disease , we are told , was no t 
communicable but was caused by infection in the air . When Lionel 
Verney , the narrator of The Las t  Man , was preparing to go to the 
aid o f  a man who was dying of the plague , the by-s tanders warned 
him against it because they thought it was con tagious . Verney 
replied : 
"Do you not know , my friends , . . .  that the Ear l  himself , now 
Lord Pro tector , vis its daily , no t only those probably infected 
by this disease , but the hospitals and pest houses , going 
near , and even touching the sick? yet he was never in better 
heal th . You labour under an entire mis take as to the nature 
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of the p lague ; but do not fear , I do not ask any o f  you to 
accompany me , nor to believe me , until I return safe  and sound 
from my patient" (p . 187 ) . 
In Valperga , the novel preceding The Las t Man , the dis illusioned 
prophetess makes the following speech to Euthanasia : 
Lis ten to me , while I announce to you the eternal and victo­
rious influence of evil , whi ch circulates like air about us , 
clinging to our flesh like a poisonous garment ,  eating into  
us , and des troying us . Are you blind , that you s ee it no t?  
. Look around . Is  there not  war , violation of treaties , 
and hard-hear ted cruelty?  Look at the societies of men ; 
are no t our fellow creatures tormen ted one by the other in 
an endless cir cle of pain ?  Some shut up in iron cages , s tarved 
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and des troyed ; ci ties float in blood , and the hopes of the husband­
man are manured by his own mangled limbs . . .  ( III , 44) . 
Of the many incidents in the book that confirm this inter-
p re tation of the plague , the mos t  s triking one takes p lace in 
London , where Verney has gone to aid Adrian to comfort and help 
the stricken people . He had worked tireless ly until late at night . 
Upon returning home , he found a frightened crowd gathered before 
his door . 
With swif t  alarm , afraid to ask a single ques tion , I leapt 
from my horse ; the spectators s aw me , knew me , and in awful 
silence divided to make way for me . I snatched a light , and 
rushing up s tairs , and hearing a groan , without reflection I 
threw open the door of the firs t room that presented itse l f .  
It  was quite dark ; but , as I s tep t within , a pernicious s cent 
ass ailed my senses , producing sickening qualms , which made their 
way to my very heart , while I felt my leg clasped , and a groan 
repeated by the person that held me . I lowered my lamp , and 
saw a negro half  clad , wri thing under the agony of disease , 
while he held me wi th a convulsive grasp . With mixed horror 
and impatience I s trove to disengage mysel f ,  and fell on 
the sufferer ; he wound his naked fes tering arms round 
me , his face was close to mine , and his breath , death-laden , 
entered my vi tals . For a moment I was overcome , my head was 
bowed wi th aching nausea . . .  (pp . 244-245 ) .  
British humanitarians had fought for many years to abolish slavery . 
In 1 80 7 , the British slave trade was made illegal , but it was no t 
until 1833 , seven years after the publi cation of The Las t  Man , that 
slavery was offi cially abolished in England and all its possessions . 
The above excerp t  clearly demons trates the loathing with which 
Mary viewed the ens lavement of the black people . The pollution 
in the air which caused the p lague was injustice--evil . 
Throughout the novel , almost  every form of inj us tice is ex-
posed , among all classes . The inhumane conditions of the prisons 
and hospitals are des cribed , and a compar ison of injus tice in the 
city is made with that in the country . 
The plague was no t in London alone , it  was every where . . . .  
When once the disease was introduced into the rural districts , 
i ts effects appeared more horrible , more exigent , and more 
difficult to cure , than in towns . There was a companionship 
in suffering there , and , the neighbours keeping constant 
watch on each o ther , and inspired by the active benevolence 
of Adrian , succour was afforded , and the path of des truction 
smoothed . But in the country , among the s cat tered farm­
houses , in lone cot tages , in fields , and barns , tragedies 
were acted harrowing to the soul , unseen , unheard , unnoticed 
(p . 193) . 
The attitudes of the people toward injus tice are briefly ex-
p lained as falling into three categories . The firs t group was com-
posed of thos e  "who bowed their heads in res ignation , or at least 
in obedience" to P rovidence . The next grot>.p treated i t  casually 
and sought to harden themselves to it by indulging in enter tain-
ment or licentiousness . The members of the las t group--the good , 
the prudent , and the wise--labored benevolently to relive suffering 
and inj us tice (p . 19 7 ) . 
As the tale draws to a close , all the principal characters 
s till alive and a few other survivors begin their j ourney to I taly , 
where they feel they will have a better chance to live . In France , 
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however , religious dissent causes a division between them , fight ing , 
and further loss of life . "During the whole progress o f  the p lague , 
the teachers of religion were in possession o f  great power ; a power 
o f  good , if r ightly directed , or of incalculable mis chief ,  if 
fanaticism or intolerance guided their ef forts " (p . 2 73) . On the way 
to Switzerland and I taly , all the members of the little group 
perish , one by one , except Verney and Adrian , who are immune to the 
p lague . Adrian , however , was drowned , and Verney alone was left to 
tell the tale . 
The Last Man is by far the most comprehens ive and impressive 
treatment of the subj ect of j ustice to be found in any of the novels 
of either author .  Godwin , however , opened the way to this theme in 
Caleb Williams . His great concern to show the fallibility of all 
men and the need for j us tice at all levels of society is evident 
throughout the work , and especially in the fact that he wrote two 
conclus ions for the novel .  In  one , Caleb was defeated in  his 
confrontation in cour t wi th Falkland , In prison Caleb finally los t  
his memory and could no t unders tand why s o  many people came t o  tell 
him that Falkland was dead . The conclus ion that Godwin evidently 
preferred and used depicts Falkland ' s  confess ion of his crime , 
his repentan ce , and death . But Caleb lives on , tor tured by the 
realization that his curiosi ty and des ire to dis tinguish himself 
have caused the death of a man who is more benevolent and j us t  than 
himsel f .  Caleb considered Falkland a great man , who swerved from 
the p ath of perfectibility only once . His guil ty cons cience alone 
was sufficient punishment , and Caleb ' s  pursui t of him had des troyed 
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one of the finest agents of j us tice in the land.  
Godwin lamented the deaths of all truly great men and felt 
that the graves o f  such persons should have s ome inexpensive but 
dis tinguishing mark to remind thos e who passed by to remember and 
imitate their goodness . 
I t  is impossible to calculate how much o f  good perishes , when 
a great and excellent man dies . I t  is owing to this calami ty 
o f  death , that the world for ever is , and in some degree for 
ever mus t be , in i ts infancy . 6 
It is impossible to es timate how much Mary learned from her 
father about life and human personality , but her deb t to him was 
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very great . Both were dedicated and commit ted to the purpose of trying 
to bring about j us tice in the land.  Godwin felt that the key to the 
problem of j us tice was reason . He himself had the same relentless 
curiosi ty tha t  mo tivated young Caleb Williams to attemp t to uncover 
Falkland ' s  secre t .  Godwin was possessed by passionate desire to 
know the mo tivations behind the actions of men , and he felt  that once 
these mot ivations were unders tood , benevolence would be the inevi table 
result since individuals themse lves are seldom respons ible for their 
motivations because of the law o f  necessity .  
Take , for example , Mary ' s  Lodore , who was killed in a duel 
by an American army officer . This officer had been educated to 
treat all cowardly individuals with violence and disrespect , and he 
cons idered Lodore a coward . The officer did not know , however ,  that 
Lodore s truck the young man who challenged him to a duel f or flir ting 
6william Godwin , Ess ay on Sepulchres (London : W. Miller , 1809 ) , 
p .  10 . 
with his wife . Furthermore , the officer did not know that the young 
man was Lodore ' s  own son , a suf ficient reason for Lodore ' s  rej ection 
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of the challenge . Both Lodore and the off icer were men who could not 
control their pass ions , so they fought and Lodore was killed . Godwin ' s  
pronouncement on this si tuation would have been that they fought 
because neither unders tood the o ther or his mo tivations . Had they 
unders tood or s topped to consider that there might be o ther reasons 
than those immediately obvious , they would no t have f ought . 
On the other hand , Mary ' s  response to her characters would have 
b een different . She would have reasoned that i t  is seldom possib le 
for people to unders tand each other well enough to act j us tly , 
especially upon short  acquaintance . Because of tqis ever-present 
lack of knowledge , love mus t come before reason , not af ter it . In 
o ther words , man mus t learn to love his fellowman even when he 
canno t unders tand the reasons for his actions . If Lodore had 
possessed the spirit  of brotherly love , he would have ignored the 
r idiculous insult of this petty , ho t-headed officer and refused to 
fight him since the duel endangered the lives of both .  Some critics 
might sugges t that this aspect o f  Mary ' s  philosophy was derived. from 
Shelley ' s  influence , but I do no t think this is a fair es timate of 
her mind and spirit . Mary did not have the logical , rational 
mental set of her father ; she would not require an explanation before 
she felt benevolence for her fellowman nor would she require i t  of her 
characters . To put love before reason was a thoroughly natural position 
for her to t ake and one which was also implicit in her mother ' s  
wri tings . In this regard only did Mary ' s  philosophy concerning reason 
and benevolence differ from her father ' s .  She did not dis count 
reason ; she simply felt that it was no t the key to per fectibility-­
the ult imate goal of both the f ather and daughter . 
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CHAPTER V 
AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS OF GENRE , POINT OF VIEW, 
SETTING , AND PLOT 
It has been demons trated that both Godwin and Mary wrote 
their novels wi th a definite purpose in mind which Godwin exp ressed 
in his preface to Caleb Williams • 
. . . it  was proposed in . . .  the following work , to comprehend , 
as far as the progressive nature o f  a single story would allow , 
a general review o f  the modes o f  domestic and unrecorded 
despotism by which man becomes the des troyer of man . If  the 
author shall have taught a valuable lesson , without sub tracting 
from the interest  and pass ion by which per formances for this 
sort ought to be characterized , he will have reason to congratu­
late himself upon the vehicle he has chosen . l 
As a widely read man , Godwin was well aware what the requirements 
for a novel , " a performance of this sor t , " ought to be . The idea 
was no t new , for his friend Thomas Holcrof t  had illus trated his 
political ideas in a novel Anna S t .  Ives in 1792 , and there were 
few novels writ ten up to this t ime which were not to some degree 
novels of purpos e .  But Godwin and his daughter were unique in 
that their basic ideas had been stated f irs t in a formal treatise 
and much later in the highly imaginative poetry of Shelley . Bo th 
father and daughter cons cious ly aimed at a more democratic form 
in making a s incere , though not always success ful , effort to appeal 
to " the corrnnon reader . "  Since Godwin ' s  earlies t novels , written ten 
years before Caleb Williams , had had lit tle success , Political Jus tice 
1William Godwin , Caleb Williams (London : Henry Colburn and 
Richard Bentley , 1831) , pp . xix-xx. 
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was his first  success ful work other than articles and columns he had 
wri t ten for periodicals . His s truggle for success as a writer had 
b een long and hard . Bo th he and Mary had als o been witnesses to 
Shelley ' s  sear ch for an audience2 and were keenly aware of the difficulty 
o f  commanding a large reading pub lic . Thus , from the beginning , they 
were highly cons cious artists who r ealized that their techniques were 
as important as their themes in attracting readers . By the time Mary 
b egan to write Frankenstein in 1 816 , Godwin had three successful 
novels in print and was at work on a four th .  He had already developed 
his own aes thetic values regarding fiction and had attempted many 
techniques to accomplish his ends . 
Godwin lef t no work especially des igned to explain his tech-
niques as a writer of fiction o ther than the prefaces to his novels , 
comments in letters , and o ther prose works . However , Edward Bulwer-
Lytton , a younger contemporary who owes much to the novel techniques 
of Godwin , wrote in 1838 "On Art in Fiction , "  an ess ay dealing ex-
plici tly with the various par ts of the novelis t ' s  craf t , s ome of 
which he had obviously observed in the works of Godwin . 
Ar t in fiction , as Lytton saw it , was for the sake of making 
the wri ter ' s  intention clear to the reader . Such an atti tude 
towards the art of fiction as is found in Per cy Lubbo ck ' s  
Craft of Fiction would be  incomprehensible to  Lytton . In The 
Craft of Fiction , though the author tries to avoid it , the 
emphasis leads one to believe that Madame Bovary is a greater 
book than War and Peace because the French novel is superior 
in form to the great Russ ian one . 3 
2 
Ian Jack , "The Poe t  and his Public--I I I :  Shelley ' s  Search 
for Readers , "  The Lis tener , 5 8  (June 6 ,  1957 ) , pp . 917�918 , 
3
Harold M. Wat ts , "Lytton ' s  Theories of Pros e Fiction , "  PMLA , 
50 (1935 ) , 274-2 7 5 . 
Godwin ' s  j udgment in this ins tance would have been the same as 
Lytton ' s .  Since Godwin believed that virtue was virtue only so 
long as the motive prompting it was virtuous and moral , he excluded 
from the realm of art any imaginative efforts that did not serve the 
ideal-- that did not have the r ight moral tendency . 
But i t  is to Flee twood that we mus t turn in order to see what 
a careful , cons cious literary artis t Godwin was . When Fleetwood 
was fir s t  published in 1805 , it contained a preface in which the 
author classifies his three existing novels in three different 
categories . He s ta tes that his reason f or writing these different 
types of novels was to avoid repeating himsel f .  
Caleb Williams was a s tory o f  very surpr1s 1ng and uncommon 
events , but which were supposed to be  entirely within the laws · 
and es tablished course of nature . • . . The s tory of S t .  Leon 
is of the miraculous class ; and its design to "mix human 
feelings and pass ion with incredib le situations , and thus 
render them impressive and interesting . "4 
During the five-year interval be tween S t .  Leon and Fleetwood , he 
had learned from some "fas tidious readers " 
. . . that both these tales are in a vicious s tyle of wri ting;  
. . .  that the story we  cannot believe , we are . . .  called 
upon to hate ; and that even the adventures of the honest 
secre tary , who was fir s t  heard of ten years ago , are so much 
out o f  the usual road , that not one reader in a million can 
ever fear they will happen to himself .  
The third category , Fleetwood , " consis ts of such adventures , as for 
the mos t part have occurred to at leas t one half of the Englishmen 
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now exis ting , who are of the same rank of life as my hero" (pp . xiv-xv) . 
4 Godwin ' s  quo tation marks prob ably indicate a quotation from a 
conversation wi th Coleridge , who was a f requent vis itor in the Godwin 
home , or from a lecture he had heard Coleridge deliver . 
The one category omit ted from Godwin ' s  classifica tion s cheme 
is that which he had not yet attempted and into which Mandeville 
and Cloudsley fit--the his torical novel .  His preface to Cloudesley 
(1830) contains a statement regarding his tory in which he main­
tains that men undoub tedly ob tain s ome knowledge of nations from 
his tory but "of the character of individuals almost no thing . "  
Furthermore ,  "individual his tory and biography are mer ely guesses 
in the dark . " His torical fiction is more truthful and dependable 
than that which is "drawn from s tatements , documents and letters 
writ ten by those who were actually engaged in the scene , "  expecially 
when the fiction is writ ten by a "mas terly hand " (I , vi-vii ) .  
Mary ' s  novels fall into similar categories , al though she com­
b ined Godwin ' s  types a t  the outset of  her career . Frankens tein 
not only belongs to the miraculous class o f  St . Leon , but it is 
also , like Caleb Williams , a surprising s tory of uncommon events 
operating according to the laws of nature . Once we have accepted 
the fact that Frankens tein has fashioned and given life to a 
mons trous human being , we are no longer called upon to exer cise "a 
willing suspension of disbelief " because the forces affecting the 
characters are all too true to life . The Las t  Man follows a sim­
ilar pattern : after we admit the setting of  the twenty-f irs t 
century and a plague that is to exterminate the human race , the 
natural and social laws o f  nineteenth- century England determine 
nearly all other aspects of the nove l .  Valperga and Perkin Warbeck , 
b o th his torical novels ,  are more nearly what is today called 
fictionalized biography than Godwin ' s  Mandeville and Cloudesley , 
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which represen t  their his torical periods faithfully but do not include 
any his torical figures among their maj or characters . Mary ' s  las t  
two novels , Lodore and Falkner , are o f  the same type as Godwin ' s  
Fleetwood and Deloraine , which deal with the contemporary s ocial 
s cene of England ' s  upper classes developed by " common and ordinary 
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adventures"  that "mul titudes of readers of his own day have experienced . " 
In classifying the works of Godwin and Mary in twentieth-century 
cri tical terms , Northrop Frye ' s  dis cuss ion of prose fict ion is 
expecially relevant . 5 The term novel , he says , has become a cat ch-
all term designating a work having a plot and dialogue that is no t 
"on" s omething . Three dis tinct types--confession , anatomy , romance--
combine with each o ther and make possible six different novel forms . 
Pure examples of any one type do not exis t ;  in fact , as Frye s ays 
and Godwin knew , " the popular demand in fiction is always for a 
mixed form . . .  II The confession , according to Frye , is voiced by 
s tylized rather than naturalis tic char acters who are the mouth-
pieces o f  the ideas they represent--a definition which can be 
applied to Godwin ' s  novels , all of which are confessions of this 
sort . His novels also meet Fry ' s  requirements for the anatomy 
s ince they dissect or analyze human socie ty in terms of a given 
intellectual pattern--in Godwin ' s  case , the principles of Political 
Jus tice . " The romancer , "  Frye tells us , "does no t at temp t to 
create ' real people ' s o  much as s tylized figures which expand into 
psychological ar chetypes . It  is in the romance that we find Jung ' s  
5Northrop Frye , Anatomy of Criticism : Four Essays (Pr inceton : 
Prince ton University Press , 195 7 ) , pp . 303-314 . 
libido , amina , and shadow reflected in the hero , heroine , and villain 
respectively . "  The characters in a romance are idealized ; they are 
extreme examples of the arche types they represen t .  Although Godwin 
calls Caleb Williams a novel wi thout a hero , both Falkland and Caleb 
are highly idealized , exaggerated character types ; and while Falkland 
is no t a romantic hero , he is a tragic hero whose sense o f  honor 
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is his hamar tia.  In this sense , therefore , Caleb Williams is a romance 
as are S t .  Leon , Fleetwood , and all the res t .  We have now come full 
cir cle and mus t conclude that Godwin ' s  novels fulfill all the dis­
tinctions of Frye ' s  types , as Godwin probably intended they should 
so that his novels would be at tractive to a variety of tas tes . 
Mary ' s  novels also fulfill the same requirements with the exception 
o f  her his torical romances Perkin Warbeck and Valperga , which canno t 
be  classed as confess ions . In fact , the confessional element in all 
of Mary ' s  works , excluding Frankens tein and The Las t Man , receives 
much less emphasis than it does in Godwin ' s  novels . In summary , then , 
we mus t use the cat chall term novel as the only label for the prose 
f iction of Godwin and Mary Shelley . 
On every hand Godwin s ought help in the compos ition of his 
novels . When a new edi tion o f  Fleetwood was to be published in The 
Standard Novels Series (1832) , the editor and publisher , Richard 
Bentley , reques ted Godwin to write an account of the composi tion of 
Caleb Williams , which explains his method in considerable detail . 
Before beginning the novel , he dis cussed his purpose and plans 
with friends whose opinions he valued . Once he had determined on 
the main purpos e of his s tory , he gathered about hims elf productions 
of former authors that were relevant to his subj e c t .  He never feared 
the accusation o f  plagiarism because he felt that his vein of think­
ing was unique and would preserve him from "servile copying . "  In 
preparation for the writing of Caleb Williams , "no works of fiction 
came amiss to [him ] , provided they were wri tten with energy"  (pp . xi­
xii) . 
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The novel , as  a literary genre , was s till in a period of experi­
ment when Godwin began to write toward the end of the eigh teenth 
century . The p ress was flooded with novels o f  many types from which 
Godwin borrowed techniques , modifying and adapting them to his own 
use . His borrowing was s o  widespread and diverse that it can be 
treated only in summary form. But this diversity o f  s ources led him 
to write novels that are composi tes of many types . Following his 
example , Mary borrowed from many s our ces , among which Godwin figures 
mos t prominently . Both Caleb Williams and Frankens tein , for example , 
can be labeled as s ociological , psychological , and sentiment al . 
There are also s trong gothic elements in both . In addition , Caleb 
Williams has been called the firs t detective s tory , and Frankens tein 
marks the beginning of s cience fiction . 
To the generation of great writers of fiction immediately 
preceding his own--Swif t ,  Defoe , Richardson , Smollett , and Fielding-­
Godwin owed many of the bes t traits of his literary art .  Other 
treasured sour ces o f  inspiration were English folk ballads and 
Charles Perrault ' s  tales o f  Ma Mere L ' Oie (Mo ther Goose ) ; Shake­
speare , whose tragedies Godwin read and re-read ; and the classic 
writers o f  " the Greek and Roman Republics . "  Nor did he neglect 
the literature o f  his own day . His Journal entries indicate that 
he was frequently reading two or more works simul taneous ly--one 
contemporary , the other a famous work from the pas t .  On February 
1 7 , 1793  he was reading Horace ' s  Odes and Mackenzie ' s  The Man of 
Feeling (1771) . He was familiar with the works of Wordswor th , 
Coleridge , Lamb , and Hazli tt , who were his personal friends ; he had 
read the go thic novels of Anne Radcliffe , Matthew Gregory Lewis , 
and Charles Brockden Brown ; and he knew well the sociological novels 
and dramas of Thomas Holcrof t and the satiric romances of Robert 
Bage . I t  was , in fact , to Man as He Is and Man as He is Not ,  or 
Hermsprong that Godwin was indeb ted for the sub ti tle o f  The Adventures 
o f  Caleb Williams , or Things as They Are .  A sincere admirer of both 
the man and his works , Godwin made a special trip to the village where 
Bage lived in order to visit him . In a letter to his firs t wife , 
Godwin des cribes Bage as "A very remarkable ins tance , in my opinion , 
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of great intellectual refinement ,  attained in the bosom of rus ticity . "6 
In summary " Godwin gathered in all the techniques of novel wri ting 
that had been developed to his time , . he is above all represen-
tative of his age , . . .  the contributions that he made to the 
novelis t ' s  profession were o f  genuine value and impor tance . 
success as a novelist was the product less o f  temperament than of 
intellectual endeavour . " 7 
When the actual writing of a novel began , Godwin recognized 
very quickly the impor tance of point of view .  In his short  fiction 
6 Paul , I ,  261-263 . 
7 Weekes , p .  7 3 .  
his 
(1 783) he had experimented with the third person in Imogene and the 
epis tolary technique in I talian Le tters . He began Caleb Williams 
in the third person but very soon changed to the firs t when he had 
difficulty in achieving his purpose wi th the third .  In all subse­
quent works o f  fiction , he used a firs t person narrator . With the 
excep tion of Cloudesley , each narrator examined his own life and 
actions to assess and atone for his mis takes , a sort of Rousseauistic 
confession of a guilt ridden "hero" who has come to see the error o f  
his ways . This point of view permits a loose s tructure that is , 
at  the s ame time , unif ied because no thing is included that does no t 
in some way relate to the pro tagonist and his problems . These 
gloomy spirits , wro te John Wilson Croker in reviewing Mandeville , 
are "not only unamus ing but painful . . ' Falkland , ' ' S t .  Leon , ' 
and ' Mandeville ' are members of the same family , and their portraits 
are painted with the same melancholy force and dis gus ting 
accuracy . .  " 8 Mary also used the first  person in Frankenstein , 
but Frankenstein is not himself the narrator . The author created 
a frame for the narration , which is done in the first  person through 
Robert Walton ' s  letters to his sis ter . The epistolary technique 
is no t consis tently maintained throughout the novel , but it enabled 
the narrator to survive both of the maj or characters , to des cribe 
the confession and death of Frankenstein , and the impending end 
of the mons ter . In this manner ,  Mary brought her story to a closed 
ending so far as the maj or characters are concerned and Frankenstein ' s 
8 Croker , 18 , 1 7 6-1 7 7 . 
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tragic tale puts him in the same family with Falkland , S t .  Leon , 
and Mandeville . 
Godwin ' s  one departure from his favorite point of view is in 
Cloudesley.  Here , as  in Caleb Williams , the narrator is a young 
man who b ecomes the secretary of Lord Danvers , usurper o f  the title 
and fortune of his nephew , Julian . But the adventures o f  the young 
secre tary , Meadows , fill nearly half a volume before he mee ts Lord 
Danvers , and the maj or plot , in which Meadows p lays a minor role , 
begins . The narra tion of Cloudesley appears to be  an adaptation o f  
Mary ' s point o f  view in Frankenstein since the plot necessitates 
that someone survive Lord Danvers and Cloudes ley and conduct young 
Julian to England , to his inheritance , and to further perfectib ility . 
Af ter The Las t Man (1826 ) Mary never again used the first­
person narrator . The novel , frankly autob iographical , is told by 
Lionel Verney , one of the characters representing Mary herself .  
He is not guilt  ridden over s ome mistake o r  crime , as are Godwin ' s  
characters , but he has their gloomy sense of isolation . After his 
dear friend (Shelley)  is drowned ,  he is alone in the world writing 
his memoirs and hoping that somewhere on earth another human being 
survives who will eventually come to relieve his loneliness . Since 
none of Godwin ' s  mature works were writ ten in the third person , 
Mary had to look elsewhere for examples . In her historical fiction 
and las t two novels , she used a third person narrator with omnis cience 
enough to penetrate the thoughts and motives of the characters . 
One further po int concerning the narrators of the Godwin and 
Shelley novels is that neither author hesit ated to stop to permit his 
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narrator to explain a moral or to argue either for or agains t an issue 
facing the characters . Their didacticism is omnipresent , though i t  
i s  shorter and more restrained in Mary ' s  fiction than in her father ' s .  
Neither Godwin nor Mary was as skillful in handling point o f  
view as they were in choosing the set ting for their tales . But what­
ever period of time they chose  and whatever location , they were almost 
always writing of nineteenth-century Englishmen . They wrote of 
contemporary England set  in London , in the Wes t Country , in various 
small towns and rural locations , or they selected a par ticular cen­
tury in the pas t .  They covered a large portion of wes tern Europe 
and the British Isles . Godwin also included Russia during the time 
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o f  Peter the Grea t , and Mary explored the r egions of the North Pole . 
Her I talian and Swiss settings are particularly well done since they 
are des crip tions o f  actual places where she had lived , such as Florence 
and Lucca , the locations for Valperga . Godwin had visited Ireland , 
which he describes in the opening chap ters of Mandeville . But in 
all this variety of place and time , they appeared to have two obj ectives 
in mind : firs t , to give accurate descrip tions ; and second , to make the 
r eader cons cious that human beings and their ins titutions are relatively 
the same in any place and at any given period in his tory . Godwin ' s  
S t .  Leon lives in seven different countries during the sixteenth 
c entury , while Mary ' s  Perkin Warbeck lives in five during the fif teenth 
century ; yet both these pro tagonists encounter war , all the evils o f  
aristocratic sys tems of government ,  and the cunning and murderous 
tactics of ambitious pr inces and monarchs . 
I t  is very probable that Godvlin chose his time periods for 
political reasons as well as for maneuverab ility of plot . For 
example , Mandeville was set in the seventeenth century when the 
rela tionship between England and Ireland was not unlike that of the 
two countries in the early nine teenth century . Mandeville opens with 
one of the upris ing of 1641 , when the Irish catholics s ought to 
recover their proper ty and social position which had been taken f rom 
them by the English. Charles Mandeville ' s  father , an English officer 
s tationed in Ireland , and his family were massacred . Only two small 
children of the family es caped . In Godwin ' s  day , late eighteenth 
and early nine teenth centuries , there was little figlLting between the 
English and Irish , but there was much unres t ,  especially among the 
catholics , who were demanding comp lete emancipation which Pitt  had 
virtually promised them in 1800 but had failed to put into effect . 
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I t  was another means , as pointed out ear lier , of  giving univers.al 
meaning to a work by showing that  no age is exempt from the destructive 
and corrup ting influence of outmoded or unj us t situa tions of society .  
A s imilar situation prevails in Mary ' s  Valperga , when the Italians 
are torn by the fourteenth-century s truggle between the Guelphs , who 
advocated cons titutional monarchy , and the Ghibelines , who were led 
by the tyrant Cas truccid and s tood for absolute monarchy . While 
the outcome in the novel is the reverse of that in English his tory , 
the Regency Period in England saw a contest between the king and 
parliament which resulted in more power for parliament and less for the 
king.  It  is the reader ' s  task to make the analogy.  
But the choice of the twenty-first century for The Las t Man is of 
unique and symbolic impor tance . The plague that des troyed all inhabi tants 
of the world except the narrator was injus tice , and one o f  the maj or 
purposes of this novel was to refute a proposal of Mal thus ' s  theory 
of population . In Political Jus tice Godwin commented on Robert 
Wallace ' s  views concerning population . Wallace had recommended in 
Various ProSpects of Mankind , Nature and Providence (1761)  the holding 
o f  common property to remedy social evils , but he was forced to 
abandon this recommendation when he calculated that the population of 
his ideal society would increas e so rapidly that eventually there 
would not be enough food for all . Godwin proposed two arguments 
agains t Wallace ' s  opinion : Firs t , the period when the ear th might 
b ecome too populous for the support of its inhabitan ts was too 
dis tan t  to cause serious concern since only three-four ths of the 
habitable globe was under cultivation and many par ts under cultivation 
were capable of more intens ive cultivation . Second , since the 
problem lay so far in the future , remedies migh t  be devised "of which 
we may yet at this time have no t the smalles t idea 11 (PJ , II , 5 18-5 19 ) . 
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Th e  Enquirer : Reflections on Education , Manners , and Literature (179 7 )  
contained an essay entitled "Of Avarice and Profusion" in which 
Godwin s tated : "Mechanical and daily labour is the deadliest foe 
to all that is great and admirable in the human mind . "9 Therefore , 
he recommended a sys tem that maintained an equit able balance in the 
distribution of both money and labour to all members of the s tate . 
This system--"a s tate of cultivated equality"--"s trikes at the root 
of a deception that has long been continued , and long proved a 
9
william Godwin , The Enquirer (179 7 ;  rpt . New York : Augus tus M. 
Kelley , 1965 ) , p .  1 7 1 .  
curse to all the civilized nations of the earth . "
10 I t  was this essay 
that promp ted Thomas Robert Malthus to write his Essay on Population , 
published the following year (1798) . 11 
Mal thus ' s  thesis was that since population tended to  increase 
in a geometric ratio and the food supply increased in an arithmetic 
ratio , war , crime , poverty , and disease were necessary to keep the 
population down to the level of human subsis tence . He further 
maintained that the society Godwin proposed would be reduced to 
vice and misery by overpopulation . Six of the nineteen chapters in 
Mal thus ' s  Essay a ttacked Godwin ' s  theory of perfectibility , on which 
Godwin ' s  remedy for the problem res ted : that men in an advanced 
s tage of per fectibility would exercise moral res traint as a reason-
able check to population . Mal thus later endorsed this remedy as 
being one means of solving the problem , but by 1 819 he also advocated 
the withdrawal of poor relief and a repeal of the Poor Laws as a more 
effective check .  Both Godwin and Shelley were adamant in their 
12 opposition to this mos t  recent proposal . Godwin ' s  long delayed 
second reply to Malthus , Of Population , appeared in 1820 and the 
controversy that had continued for over twenty years immediately 
became heated as more and more men contributed to the debate . In 
10Ib id . , p .  1 84 .  
11  In An Ess ay on the Prj nciple of Population ,  ed . James Bonar 
(179 8 ;  rpt .  London : Macmillan and Co . , 1926) , p .  1 ,  Malthus s tates : 
"The following Ess ay owes i ts origin to a convers ation with a friend , 
on the subject  of Mr .  Godwin ' s  Essay on avarice and profus ion , in his 
Enquirer . " 
12 W.  P. Albrecht and C. E. Pulos , "Godwin and Malthus , "  PMLA , 
7 0  ( 1955) , 554 . 
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1 822  Francis Place openly advocated bir th control in his reply to 
Godwin . Godwin ' s  attack upon Malthus ' s  proposal was politically 
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effective , being praised in Parliament and quo ted favorably by various 
bl . . 13  pu 1.cat1ons . "In a time unfavorable to liberal reform , both 
Shelley and Godwin felt that merely keeping the Poor Laws would be 
a victory . "14 
In the light of the population controversy , The Las t Man can be 
r ead as another reply to Malthus . Inj us tice not only checked the 
population , it  eliminated the population al toge ther . The twenty� 
first century setting was necessary to provide time for the increas e 
in population and make the t ale seem credible . Though tful , informed 
readers o f  the day would have unders tood the symbol of the plague 
immediately as being inj us tice . Mary knew of Shelley ' s  deep interest 
in this ques tion , and it was a theme that would do honor to his memory . 
In the character o f  Adrian , modeled on Shelley , she shows a perfect 
human being , dedicated to the service of his fellowman . The moral 
res traint , whi ch both Godwin and Shelley advoca ted , is illus trated 
in the fact that Adrian , having been refused by his first  and only 
love , did not marry . Mary ' s  use of the population theme also reveals 
her support of her father ' s  convi ctions and his earlier works on the 
s ame subj ect . Yet Malthus carried the day in spite of the brief 
popularity of Godwin ' s  reply to him and the publication of Mary ' s  
novel in 182 6 .  " This [ the population controversy ] ,  probab ly more than 
13Kenneth Smith , The Malthus ian Controversy (London : Routledge 
and Kegan Paul , 195 1) , pp . 152-15 3 .  
14 Albrecht and Pulos , p .  555 . 
any other single cause , b rought about the eclipse of Godwin . "15 
It  has been said that "liter ature in every age presents itself 
under one of two forms : "  as a clear reflection o f  everyday life 
or as a j ourney into the unusual , away from the circums tances which 
16 surround the reader ; and we have seen that Godwin and Mary alter-
nated between these two in order to create an appropriate world for 
their characters and carry their point . Ano ther way in which they 
created their worlds was through the s tock techniques of setting 
and des cription such as thos e used in the go thic novel , a very 
popular literary trend of the day . The dominant atmosphere o f  their 
novels is go thic , yet they made use of this atmosphere in an unusual 
manner that is noticeable in the works of Anne Radcliffe , a prominent 
p redecessor in this s tyle . The atmosphere is first  introduced by 
the s tate of mind of a maj or character such as Caleb Williams or 
Frankens tein , who has been subj ected over a period of years to the 
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pursui t of some relentless fiend or his own cons cience . The atmosphere 
is then further developed by the setting . Caleb was virtually a prisoner 
in the gloomy home of his mas ter which contained the mys ter ious iron 
ches t .  When he es caped and fled from place to p lace , he was shut up in 
damp , hideous prisons with rats and condemned prisoners , in the b izarre 
residence of the fr iendly outlaws in the ruined cas tle ; he travels through 
dark fores ts , and hides in tiny apartments in run-down sections of 
London . The s tate of his mind is reflected symbolically in the setting .  
15Kenneth Smith , p .  279 . 
16 
Montague Summers , The Gothic Ques t (London : The Fortune Press , 
1938) , pp . 17-18 .  
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I t  is not until he has resided for some time as a decent and respectable 
citi zen in a remo te section of England that he decides to turn and face 
Falkland ins tead of fleeing.  
Mary , too , appropriated much of the popular tale of terror in 
Frankens tein . The travels of Rober t  Walton take him farther and 
farther away from civilization ; he is alone , in spirit , on the icy 
northern seas because he has no fr iend . The vas tness of the ocean , 
the gloom , the ice are but phys ical reflections of the s ituation of 
plot and character . From the beginning the predicament o f  Franken­
s tein and his mons ter are hopeless ; what bet ter way to emphasize 
this hopelessness than through the setting ! The two solitary years 
Frankens tein spent in graveyards , charnel houses , and his laboratory 
also contribute to horror bu t not so powerfully as the appearance 
o f  the mons ter . The Mandeville estate in Godwin ' s  Mandeville is 
symbolic of the mental s tate o f  the family . The hous e ,  s i tuated 
near a barren s tretch of seashore , was surrounded by mis ts , fog , and 
the turbulent sea . One wing of the house was in ruins , and the o ther 
inhabi ted by solemn unfriendly servants who imitated the gloom of 
their mas ter , a mis an thropi c recluse . In contras t with this aris­
tocratic ruin , the pleasant cottage where Mandeville ' s  sis ter was 
reared is modes t and neat , with well-trimmed vines and hedges and 
f lowers blooming everywhere .  Beaulieu Cottage is yet another symbol 
for the cheerful , well-ordered s ta te of mind of its inhabit ants . 
The same can be said for Mary ' s  Valperga . Euthanasia' s cas tle , 
Valperga , was an ancient and magnif icent for tress built upon a rock . 
I t  was completely invulnerable , except from one approach that 
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Cas truccio and Euthanasia had dis covered in their childhood as they 
p layed together . Many years later when Cas truccio ' s  knowledge of this 
hidden access enabled him to s torm and take the cas tle , we see tha t  
the s et ting and des crip tion are n o  accident . The cas tle is a symbol 
of Euthanasia herself--the peerlessly beautiful and per fect  woman , 
vulnerable only to love and memory . Examples o f  this kind are many : 
each of their novels reveals that both Godwin and Mary were exper t 
in handling setting and us ing it in many different ways . 
Godwin ' s  plan for the plot of Caleb Williams , as set  forth in 
the second preface to Fleetwood , has been o f  great interes t to 
critics (pp . iii�xiv) . He planned the volumes in reverse order--three , 
two , one--and spent two or three weeks thinking and j ot ting down notes 
for his s tory , but  at the end of that period he " then sat down to 
write [his ] s tory from �he beginning . "  Before his planning period 
took place , he tells us that he read over 
"The Adventures of Mademoiselle de St . Phale , "  a French Protes tant 
in the times of the fier ces t persecu tion of the Hugenots , who 
fled through France in the utmos t  terror , in the mids t  of eternal 
alarms and hair-breadth es capes , having her quar ters perpetually 
beaten up , and by scarcely any chance finding a moment ' s  inter­
val of security .  I turned over the pages o f  a tremendous compila­
tion entitled "God ' s  Revenge agains t Murder , "  where the beam of 
the eye of Omnis cence was represented as perpe tually pursuing the 
guilty , and lay ing open his mos t hidden retreats to the light 
of day . I was extremely conversant with the "Newgate Calendar" 
and "The Lives of the Pirates . "  
Th is me thod of plo tting indicates the great care with which he worked 
and his intens e concern for the maj or moral theme of his novel .  There 
is s carcely any s ingle portion of a novel that is of such critical 
importance . to its total significance and aes thetic imp ac t  as i ts 
ending , and i t  has only recently been brought to the at tention of 
the public that Godwin wrote two endings to Caleb Williams . 1 7  The 
author o f  this dis covery sugges ts numerous reasons why Godwin may 
have re turned to his completed manus cript after a few days to 
write ano ther ending , the one which he ul timately used . The ending 
which he preferred reveals more optimism and subs tantiates his belief 
in the principles s e t  for th in Political Jus tice . Had he used the 
fir s t  ending , j us tice would not have been done and neither Caleb or 
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Falkland , after all their years of suffering , would have taken another 
s tep toward perfectibility .  Although the rej ec ted ending may be 
more realis tic , Godwin ' s  biographers s tress the fact that he was 
always an optimis tic man who believed until the end of his days in his 
doctrine of perfectibility . Following this line of thought i t  seems 
likely that he either thought his way through a new ending that had 
no t previously o ccurred to him ,  or his faith in his philosophy would 
no t permit him to us e any o ther . At any rate , both endings show 
perspicacious workmanship , and the change indicates his determination 
to validate his philosophy . 
By his for tunate choice o f  the flight-pursuit theme and the 
momentum , interes t , and suspense with which it is wri tten , Caleb 
Williams became an exciting adventure of which Hazlitt declared : 
"We conceive no one ever began Caleb Williams that did no t read i t  
through . • . 1 1 18 The feeling of guilt , the "eye of Omnis cience , "  
17
n .  Gilber t Dumas , "Things as They Were : The Original Ending 
o f  Caleb Williams , "  S tudies in English Li terature , 6 (1966 ) , 5 75-5 9 7 .  
18The Complete Works o f  William Hazlitt ,  ed . P .  P .  Howe , 11 
(London : J .  M.  Dent and Sons , Ltd . , 1930) , p .  2 4 .  
pursues Falkland almos t as relentlessly as he pursues Caleb . Toward 
the end of the novel Caleb f inally determines to s tand his ground . 
He refuses to flee and goes to the courts demanding that Falkland ' s  
case be re-opened and a new trial conducted . When this new hearing 
takes place , Falkland confesses , repents , and dies three days later . 
Caleb is next as tounded and horrif ied when he recognizes what he has 
done : he has brought about , through his morbid curiosity , the 
des truction of a man much better than himself . He , like Coleridge ' s  
Ancient Mariner , mus t tell his tale to atone for his error . 
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In fashioning his plo t , Godwin combined with the flight-pursui t 
p attern and the omnis cient eye much that he had learned from Aris totle 
and the writers of Greek tragedy and comedy . (Early in 1792  he was 
read ing Oedipus and Antigone . )  All of his novels except Cloudesley 
have , barring their digressions , what we call organic unity . This 
uni ty Caleb Williams possesses in an extreme degree as does Deloraine , 
which follows a similar s tructural pattern . As a writer and s tudent 
o f  drama (Godwin wrote two unsuccess ful tragedies and at tended the 
theatre frequently) , he was familiar with the revers al and recogni tion 
o f  Ar is totle ' s  Poetics , both of which he carried out in the thoughts 
and actions of Caleb and Falkland in the closing chap ters of the novel .  
Caleb f led from Falkland throughout the novel until he finally came , 
af ter a period of ten years , to recognize that he would never have peace 
or happiness unless he brought Falkland to j us tice.  In passion . and 
anger , he reverses his posi tion , returns to his home town , exposes 
Falkland to the local magis trate , and is exonerated of guilt . The 
recognition and reversal , however , prove false when he dis covers that 
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he has brought death to Falkland , a man superior to himself , and a f ar 
greater sorrow to himself than he has previously known . Falkland also 
experienced recognition in the final s cene before the magis trate : 
"I  see too late the greatness and elevation of your mind . I confess 
that it is to my fault and no t yours , . • .  that I owe my ruin . 
• . . My name will be consecrated to infamy , while your heroism , 
your patience and your vir tues will be forever admired " (p . 324) . 
The real change in fortune was not , however , greatness for Caleb 
and ruin for Falkland--it was death for b oth . Caleb ' s  was a living 
death while Falkland ' s  was a f inal release in physical death . 
Mary adopted nearly all these techniques in her novels . The 
f light-pursui t theme is obvious in Frankens tein : the mons ter pur­
sues the s teps of his creator until the creator turns and pursues 
the mons ter to the arctic was teland . In his anger over the mons ter ' s  
murder of his b ride , Frankens tein was temporarily blinded to his own 
p art  in the mons ter ' s  guilt ; but as he grows weaker and calmer , 
recognition comes . He had a ttempted to  do more than man was able 
to do-- to create a human being . When he sees his error , or crime , 
he  is successful in revealing i t  to Wal ton and preventing him from 
making a similar mis take . Wal ton and the mons ter undergo recognition 
and the course of the plot  is reversed when Walton turns the ship south 
and the mons ter goes north to cons truct his own funeral pyre . For 
b o th Falkland and Frankens tein there is no real revers al of plo t ,  but 
b oth have gained knowledge of  themselves before death , and their 
deaths have affected the plot so far as the other characters are con­
cerned .  The plot  s tructure of  Frankens tein is indeed close to  that of 
Caleb Williams . 
Another way in which Mary ' s  plots resemble her father ' s  is in 
her cons tant us e of improbable incidents and unlikely coincidences , 
one of the weaknesses mos t frequently ci ted by their critics . It  
passes the bounds of believability that poor , young Caleb should 
mee t  so many mis fortunes , so many disas trous , accidental encounters 
wi th enemies . Godwin anticipa ted Thomas Hardy by three quarters o f  
a century . In S t . Leon Godwin was not attempting to be realis tic 
and the improbable is mul tiplied . S t .  Leon cannot walk the s treets 
of any city of wes tern Europe without being recognized or suspected 
of some crime . But Godwin attempted to supply a mo tivating force 
behind each incident and f i t  it naturally into his tale , whereas 
Mary was no t always so successful in this regar d .  In Frankens tein , 
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for example, the sudden flight of the DeLacey family from the cottage 
adj oining the mons ter ' s  peep-hole is incons is ten t  with their character , 
especially since the creature had explained his s i tuat ion to the blind 
father . They were intelligent , benevolent people who could surely 
remember that some kind , unknown being had helped them cul tivate 
their crops , supply their wood , and shovel their paths through the 
snow . The mons ter ' s  education through the chink in his hut is another 
impossibility as well as the p resence of " the fair Syrian" ( the title 
of one o f  Bage ' s  novels) in the DeLacey cot tage . The DeLacey episode 
is one of the mos t interest ing in the novel , but it is also one of 
the mos t improbable . 
Mary ' s  Perkin Warbeck provides the mos t flagrant example of 
the improbable contrived to f i t  the controlling purpose o f  the novel . 
The youthful pretender Richard sent word to Henry IV on the eve of 
battle that he has no desire to become King of England.  His only 
motive in re turning to England was to es tablish his identity and 
his hono r .  I f  Henry will acknowledge that he (Perkin Warbeck) is 
the Duke of York , he will re turn to Spain for the duration of his 
life . This incident occurs in Volume Three , and up to this point 
the reader has been led to  believe that Richard ' s  obj ec t  in returning 
to England was to claim his throne . The message to Henry does , 
however , mark Richard as a more perfect man whose weakness is his 
honor . 
The numerous digress ions in the novels of both father and 
daughter were characteris tic of many novels of the day , but they 
are exceedingly numerous and lengthy in the Godwin and Mary Shelley 
novels . Godwin ' s  Cloudesley opens with a digress ion , nearly one 
hundred pages in length , which accomplishes only two ends : the 
characteri zation of Meadows and the analysis of an absolute monarchy . 
Th is latter accomplishment was later touched on in the des crip tion 
of the Turkish government and its officials and might have been 
elaborated to take the place of Meadows ' experiences in Russia . 
Every new character who makes his appearance mus t have the s tory of 
his life told in great det ai l .  Since the minor characters are numer­
ous and f requently unnecessary , these digressions mar the effect and 
make the works tedious . In The Las t Man , by Mary , the return of 
Verney and his wife Idris , to the neighborhood of Windsor , j us t  when 
they were on the point of embarking for France , is unnecessary and 
dis tracting . However , Mary may have devised this incident for per­
s onal reasons in that Idris appears to resemble Fanny Imlay , Mary ' s  
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half sis ter who commit ted suicide . Since Godwin did not dare claim 
her b ody and give it a proper burial , the interment of Idris in the 
magnificent family vault at Windsor may have provided the sis ter 
and s tep-father with some s tr ange sort of comfort .  
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Even though both Godwin and Mary were prone to belabor portions 
of their novels wi th too much explanation or too many examples , it  
is interesting that Godwin removed sec tions of Valperga as being 
unnecessary before having it published . When the novel came out , 
Godwin wrote to Mary : 
I need no t tell you that all the merit of the book is conclu­
sively your own . The whole o f  wha t I have done is nearly con­
fined to the taking away things that mus t have prevented its 
success . I s carcely ever saw anything more unfortunately out 
of taste , than the long detail of battles and campaigning , 
after the death of Beatrice , & when the reader is impat ient 
for the conclusion . l9 
In these novels there are doub tles s many o ther simil arities in 
plot that could be cons idered , but one final characteristic deserves 
to be mentioned--the us e of unusual or highly dramatic materials , 
roughly corresponding to Aris totle ' s  requirement of spectacle in the 
tragedy . Godwin ' s  S t .  Leon , based on a bizarre concept ,  is unusual 
in another way , for Godwin sear ched the his tories of the countries 
in which S t .  Leon travelled for authentic his torical events wi th 
dramatic intensity . S t .  Leon was imprisoned by the Spanish Inquisi-
tion , which was not officially abolished until 1 820 . In honor of 
the re turn of Philip the Second from England and the Netherlands , 
an Auto de Fe was to be held on August 29 , 1559 in which S t .  Leon 
19william Godwin , Let ters , February 14 , 1823 . 
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and twenty-nine other prisoners were to be pub licly burned unless they 
renounced their religion and accepted Catholicism. S t .  Leon was 
ab le to forego this ordeal by using the elixir of life . This form 
of execution was frequently held in Spain , but it was vir tually unknown 
in other coun tries during the sixteenth century . 20 Deloraine , the 
hero of Godwin ' s  las t novel , used a small teles cope to identify the 
men who were following him and his daughter up the Danube River .  
In Mary ' s  Valperga , Cas truccio was present when the Ponte alla Carraia 
collapsed in Florence on May 1s t ,  1304 . A great May-day celebration 
depic ting Dante ' s  hell was held on the Arno River , and the crowd 
which gathered on the bridge to see it was s o  great that it broke in 
21 s ever al places . Many people were killed , and the s creams and con-
f usion frigh tened the four teen-year-old Cas truccio so that he ran 
into a nearby cathedral for sanctuary . And in The Las t Man the narrator , 
Verney , flew in a balloon to the north o f  England , not an impossible 
feat since the f irs t sea voyage in a balloon was made across the English 
channel in 1785 . This use of uncommon but authentic material is now 
a s tock charac teris tic  of the novel , but it was s omething o f  an inno-
vation in Godwin ' s  day . 
Whether Mary adop ted Godwin ' s  me thod of  planning her novels 
by beginning wi th the las t  volume and going in reverse order to the 
f irs t is now known . We do know , however , that she had Shelley ob tain 
20Henry Kamen , The Spanish Inquisition (London : Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson , 1965 ) , pp . 17 7-19 6 .  
21 Edmund G.  Gardener , The S tory of Florence , rev .  ed . (London : 
J .  M. Dent , Ltd. , 1910 ) , pp . 342-345 . 
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Godwin ' s  plan for Valperga from him before she began work on it . Each 
of her novels also carries out a dominant moral theme , which she 
undoub tedly had in mind from the beginning and developed her plot  and 
all o ther parts  of the novel to carry out this theme . Her command 
of plot is no t as grea t as Godwin ' s  because she lacked his energy and 
abili ty to carry the action forward . On the other hand , the plot of 
almost  every novel of Mary ' s  resembles a p revious one or ones of 
Godwin ' s .  The similarity between Frankens tein and Caleb Williams 
is no greater than that between Mary ' s  Falkner and Godwin ' s  Deloraine , 
b o th of which are composed of an interminable series of globe-trotting 
incidents . Mary does not ins is t on her theme as persis tently as Godwin 
does in repeating it over and over , yet in all the aspects of the novel 
dis cussed here , she was heavily indeb ted to her father ' s  works and 
advice . 
CHAPTER VI 
AESTHETIC CONS IDERATIONS OF CHARACTER ,  
STYLE , AND TONE 
In beginning a s tudy of the characters created by  Godwin and 
Mary , it is important to make a few generalizations before p roceeding 
to a closer examination . Although there are relatively few maj or 
characters in any of the novels , the fictions of both authors are 
literally swarming with minor characters , far more than are necess ary 
to accomplish their purposes . The one excep tion to this over­
population in the novels is Frankens tein . Among the maj or figures , 
there is no true hero in Godwin ' s  works , for he never attempted to 
create one and maintained that his idol Shakespeare " could not make 
a hero . "  I t  is also well to  remember that Godwin ' s  aes thetic theory 
was , like his political ones , a comp romise between the extremes o f  
romanticism an d  realism.  The same might be  s aid of  Mary were i t  not 
for two qualifications : one , she did at temp t to create heroes in 
Adrian of The Las t Man and in Perkin Warbeck ;  and second , she had a 
much s tronger tendency to wri te in a romantic s train than her father .  
The maj or characters in all of Godwin ' s  novels and mos t o f  those in 
Mary ' s  are not heroic but are developing pers onalities undergoing 
change . The minor characters , on the other hand , are frequently non­
developing and possessed o f  heroic quali ties in the manner of Clifford 
and Henrietta in Godwin ' s  Mandeville , the male and female coun terparts 
of perfection from the beginning to the end of the novel . In Frankens tein 
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few of the minor figures such as Clerval , Elizabeth , and Frankens tein ' s  
p arents appear to have any faults or weaknesses . The theory on which 
such characterization rest s  is that to be human is to be  imperfect ,  
and a close s tudy of character will inevitab ly reveal these imperfec­
tions . All of Godwin ' s  maj or characters are , in the Aris totelian 
s ense , a combination of the tragi c and the comic . Falklan,d , o f  
Caleb Williams , more nearly app roaches the s tature of a tragi c hero 
than any of Godwin ' s  other characters . Mary follows the s ame pat tern , 
but with less thoroughness and intensity than her father . Perkin 
Warbeck ,  the young P re tender , is her mos t  success ful attemp t to mold 
a hero . In depicting character Godwin ' s  ins ights into  human personality 
are far deeper and are executed with more thoroughness and precision 
than Mary ' s .  At no t ime does she ever approach the excellence o f  
Godwin ' s  psychological study o f  Audley and Charles Mandeville . But 
she does follow in the path of Godwin in attempting to  convey an 
impression of the mental s t ate of her characters , with varying degrees 
of success . The state of mind of her Falkner greatly resemb les the 
s t ate o f  mind of Godwin ' s  Falkland . 
In developing their characters , b o th Godwin and Mary made 
extensive use of literary foils . The complexity of these  contras ts 
in Caleb Williams is impress ive . Falkland and Tyrell are p roud and 
fearless country squires whose primary motivation for action is the 
approval of their fellowmen , but here the resemb lance ends . Falkland 
is educated , Tyrell uneducated ; Falkland is a refined man of sensi­
b ility ,  Tyrell b oorish and insensi tive to any of the finer aspects o f  
life ; Falkland is reasonab le and self- controlled , Tyrell is neither . 
Mr . Forester,  Falkland ' s  elder half-brothe r ,  is also provided as 
a con tras t  with Falkland . "The character of Mr . Fores ter was in 
many respects the reverse o f  that o f  my mas ter , "  wrote Caleb of this 
b lunt , kind man , who resemb les Godwin himself . One foil for Caleb 
is  Gines , who possesses the s ame curiosity and perseverance as Caleb 
but who lacks the virtuous motives and intellectual qualities of his 
opposite . The p rincipal foils , however , are the protagonist  and 
antagonis t  ( Caleb and Falkland) . They are similar in that they b oth 
have benevolent at titudes and wish to be  honored and respe cted , but 
they are opposites in that Caleb , the commoner who has committed 
no crime , mus t  flee from Falkland , the p rivileged aris tocrat who 
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fears his grandiose reputation will be des troyed by Caleb . Although 
Mary p laces no emphas is on contras ting characters in Frankens tein , 
Valperga ownes much of its appeal and interes t to the fact that 
C as truccio and Euthanasia are the alter-egos of each other in child­
hood , but the political persecution and banishment of Cas truccio ' s  
f amily change his character until he becomes her opposite . Beatri ce 
and Euthanasis are effective foils as are the parents of Cas truccio 
and Euthanasi a .  I n  The Las t Man Adrian provides an effective contras t 
with all the o ther male characters in that he is a sel fless human 
being , completely untouched by motives of pers onal greed . 
Wayne C .  Booth ,  in his Rhe toric of Fiction , attaches considerab le 
s ignificance to the difference between " telling" and " showing" and 
1 its  effe ct on the novel . He maintains that the skillful comb ination 
o f  the two will accomplish more than emphasis on " showing , "  which 
so many twentie th- century critics prefer .  Even though Godwin and 
Mary " tell" much more than they " show , "  they would have agreed with 
Mr . Booth that the comb ination of these two methods is more effective 
than either one used singly . Godwin sometimes prefers to show rather 
than tell when he bui lds suspense and surprises the reader . The 
colorful , dynamic character Bethlem Gabor has been thoroughly analyzed 
by the narrator , S t .  Leon . When the final episode b e tween them 
o ccurs , however , S t .  Leon does not explain that Bethlem is going 
insane . The reader becomes more and more apprehensive over Bethlem' s 
mental s t ate as his behavior becomes more and more errat ic . I t  is  
not until after S t . Leon has es caped from the cas tle and Bethlem is 
dead that the reader is informed of the Hungarian ' s  madness . One 
of Mary ' s  best moments as a bui lder of minor characters occurs in 
her des crip tion o f  the two professors Frankens tein meets at the 
universi ty at Ingols t adt . M. Waldman listened attentively to Franken-
s tein ' s  account of his studies up to that time , smiling tolerantly 
at the information which M. Krempe had insultingly mocked . The 
contras ting attitudes of the two professors toward their students 
and their subj ects are vividly portrayed in this account of their 
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actions and speech , and Mary does very lit tle telling on this occas ion . 
S ince mos t of the maj or characters o f  both authors were created 
to represent a particular idea and perform a didactic function , they 
�ayne C .  Boo th , The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago : Univers ity 
o f  Chi cago Press , 1961) , pp . 3-20 . 
canno t be  expected to be  realistic in the shaping hands of novelis ts 
o f  mode s t  talents . The ideas they represent are sometimes revealed 
by their names . Caleb , a biblical name meaning " dog , "  labels Caleb 
Williams as an inquisitive busybody who " dogs" the s teps o f  his 
master until he finally becomes a dog in a lower sense by caus ing the 
death of a great and good man . Mandeville indicates the dual nature 
o f  Charles Mandeville , who is part  man and part devil . Mary ' s  
Frankens tein might be  trans lated literally , a frank or open man , and 
more freely , a con fesso r .  A name which can be  made to form a metaphor 
or symbol is a signal to the reader to notice that a special p oint 
is being made . The names of the two professors above s uggest their 
b asic qualities as p rofessional men . Mr . Waldman is the genuinely 
p repared and dedicated teacher ( a  real fores ter or woodsman) , while 
Mr . Krempe has only the surface requirements of his positi on ( a  man 
who touches only the edge or rim o f  the fores t)  . The use o f  this 
traditional , s to ck device indicates that Godwin and Mary used every 
means at their disposal to interpret their characters , once they 
introduced them. 
Contemporary critics of  Godwin and Mary noted wi th regret the 
l arge number of  sentimental , misanthropic characters who populate 
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their novels . Of the maj or figures , those  few who es cape this category 
are Godwin ' s  Cloudes ley and Mary ' s  Castruccio and Perkin Warbeck .  
The cultivation o f  extreme sensibility s o  fashionab le during this 
p eriod was a ridiculous hypocrisy to Godwin , who exp osed it in mos t 
of his novels by making it the main source of misery for at leas t 
one well-developed character who is ab le to overcome many o f  his 
difficulties when he recognizes their origin . Mary ' s  Lodore and 
Falkner are very nearly as ridiculous in their extreme sensib ility 
as Godwin ' s  Fleetwood , who resemb les Mr . Harley , Henry Mackenzie ' s  
Man of Feeling . Although one critic attributes Godwin ' s  popularity 
to the sentimental quality of his novels , 2 they were intended as 
an attack on the cult of sensib ility that flourished s o  long among 
the middle classes in England . In the development o f  youthful 
characters , both God win and Mary call attention to noble sentiments 
which exercise benign influences on Godwin ' s  Julian in Cloudes ley 
and Mary ' s  E thel in Lodore : sensitivity to the needs and feelings 
o f  others ; to beauty in nature , art ,  and life ; to the mis carriage o f  
j ustice and the need for j ustice . "Sens ib ility was p roperly to  b e  
valued as long as it  enab led its possessor to  experience life more 
fully than could the common man , but it becomes dangerous when it 
d evelopes into  a sort of masochism or , on the other hand , a s ickly 
3 voluptuousness . "  
Godwin trans formed the character who became a victim o f  sensi-
b ility into what was later called the Byronic hero . S t .  Leon ( 1799)  
was cas t  to  some extent in this mold , b ut the Hungarian noble in the 
s ame novel meets the requirements more adequately . A military leader 
and a p assionate , taciturn man by nature , Bethlem Gabor was more than 
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six feet in s t ature , "and yet he was built as if  it had b een a colossus , 
2sprague Allen , ''William Godwin as a Sentimentalis t , "  PMLA , 
3 3 ( 19 1 8) ' 1-29 . 
3 Weekes , p .  5 8 .  
des tined to susta:!.n the weigh t  of the heavens . "  After his wife and 
children had been murdered by a b and of marauders , "He cursed their 
murderers , he cursed mankind ,  he rose up in fierce defiance of eternal 
p rovidence ; and your b lood curdled within you as he spoke . . . In 
the s chool of Bethlem Gabor , I became acquainted wi th the delights 
of melancholy . of  a melancho ly that looked down upon the world 
with indignation , and that relieved its secret load with curses and 
execration. We frequently continued whole nights in the participation 
o f  these bitter j oys . . . .  " Gab or even came to hate his friend S t .  
L eon because he turned the o ther cheek and would not figh t  and hate . 
When Gabor ' s  end came , he refused to be  taken prisoner and died 
fightin g .  "His self-b alanced and mighty soul could not s ubmit to the 
condition of a p risoner ; he was nothing , if he were not free as air , 
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and wild as winds" ( IV ,  115-131) . Frankens tein ' s  mons ter also develops 
Byronic trai ts when he rebels against his creator and his crimes in-
crease his sense o f  allienation and guilt . His final speech finds him 
in such a Faus tian agony that he cries : 
. I shall die , and what I now feel b e  no longer felt . Soon 
these burning miseries wi ll be  extinct .  I shall ascend my funeral 
pile triumphantly , and exult in the agony of the torturing flames . 
The light of that conflagration will fade away ; my ashes will be  
swep t into the sea  by  the winds (p . 223) . 
After S t . Leon , a misan thropic , Byronic character makes his 
appearance in all Godwin ' s  novels ; and after 1 816 both Godwin and Mary 
frequently used Lord Byron himself as a model for men o f  this type . 
Godwin ' s  Charles Mandeville and Mary ' s  Lodore are p arti cularly represen-
tative of this group , and Mary ' s  Beatrice in S t .  Leon may very well be 
one of the first Byronic heroines in prose fic tion . 
I t  is no t easy to trace the influence of Godwin ' s  portrayal 
of women in Mary ' s  works excep t in Frankenstein , where each portrait 
is  high ly ideali zed and unrealis t i c ,  clearly resemb ling the ladies 
in S t .  Leon and Fleetwood . For in writ ing Valperga and later novels , 
Mary introduced elements o f  realism in her characterization , and 
her women no longer "become insensib le" at the slightes t s ign of 
s tress . From Godwin she inherited the woman who is a p aragon of 
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virtue and beauty . Bo th of the maj or female characters in Frankens tein , 
for example , are modeled after Godwin ' s  Marguerite de Damville in 
S t .  Leon , that "mos t excellent of women" and a highly idealized portrait 
o f  Mary Wollstonecraft .  But Mary went beyond him in this aspect of 
her art .  Lady Bramp ton in Perkin Warbeck is a woman of good character , 
but clever , daring , and interes ted in politics . Beatrice in Valperga 
o f fers herself to Cas truccio , becomes his mis tress , and suffers the 
t ragi c consequences of her youthful indis cretion . But the mos t  
realistic  portrayal i s  that of Cornelia S anterre , the beautiful sixteen­
year-old girl whom Lodore married .  She changes f rom a frivolous 
s o ci al b utterfly , dependent on her mother and inattentive to her 
husb and and infant daughter , into a charming , mature woman who is 
finally re-united with her daughter after a separation of twelve 
years . No such women as these inhabit the p ages of Godwin ' s  fiction . 
Mary excelled him in her portrayal of women j us t  as he excelled her 
in the portrayal of men . 
Fictional characters are derived from three s ources : his tory , 
works of other au thors , and ob servations of real life . In writing 
his b iographies and his tories , Godwin had learned the importance of 
accuracy and the necessity for careful research . Professor F .  E .  L .  
Pries tley , edi tor o f  the only complete edition of Political Jus tice , 
pointed out that : "He [ Godwin ] was the first  biographer o f  Chaucer 
to dig out original documents , and added more documents than any 
o ther before or since , especially the S crope-Grosvenor documents . " 4 
While Godwin was at work on his His tory o f  the Commonwealth , Crabb 
Robinson recorded in his j ournal on July 8 ,  1824 : "Godwin called to 
inquire where he could ob tain information about the appointment of 
5 the Judges during the Commonwealth . "  These research techniques 
Godwin passed down to Mary , who used them especially when working 
on her historical novels . In a le tter to Peacock in November 1820 , 
Shelley wrote :  
Mary is writing a novel [Valperga ] , illus trative of the manners 
of the Middle Ages in I t aly , which she has raked out of fifty 
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old books . I promise myslef success from it ; and certainly , if 
6 what is wholly original will succeed , I shall not be disappointed . 
In re- creating the lives o f  the tyrant  Cas truccio and the P retender , 
Perkin Warbeck , she did not find enough historical information to 
develop their characters , s o  she drew from the characters o f  other 
literary works and from her own observations of life . These varied 
s ources she filtered through the alembic  of her imagination to produce 
each character as she conceived him to be . Because of the variety o f  
4Ibid . , p .  29 . 
5niary , Reminiscences , and Correspondence of Henry Crabb 
Robinson , ed . Thomas S adler , I (London : Macmillan and Co . , 1 869 ) , 311 . 
6 Comp lete Works of Percy B .  Shelley , e d .  
Walter E .  Peck , The Julian Edition , 1 0  (London : 
1926) , 223 . 
Roger Ingpen and 
Ernes t Benn Limi ted , 
sour ces that she and all novelists use , it  is  unreliab le and specula-
tive to  maintain that Byron was the exclusive model for Cas truccio 
or Shelley the only model for Perkin Warb eck .  Each i s  a synthesis 
of many models . The mons ter in Frankens tein has the s ame power and 
s avage anger of Godwin ' s  Bethlem Gabor , but the unfortunate creature 
has other characteri stics that Gabor does not possess . 
Despi te the fact that Mary never developed any character 
s olely from the original , her cri tics at temp t to  ass ociate her 
characters wi th persons that she knew . I t  has only recently b een 
shown that Godwin ' s  novels might b e  approached from the same view-
point . In 1955 P .  N .  Furb ank wrote : 
To put i t  b riefly , the novel [ Caleb Williams ] is a highly 
dramati zed symb olical picture o f  Godwin hims elf in the act of 
writing Political Justice . I think it is important to p oint 
this out at once , for some of the brilliance and originality 
o f  the concep tion is missed if  we fail to  realize i t . 7 
In 1963 James T .  Boul ton proposed that Godwin ' s  novels are intimately 
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connected with Edmund Burke and his Reflections on the French Revo lution 
( 1790) , a work which cal led forth such responses as Mary Wolls tonecraf t ' s  
Vindication of the Rights of Men ( 1791)  and Thomas P aine ' s  Rights of 
Man ( 17 9 1) . P rofessor Boulton also ci tes D .  H .  Monro ' s  interpretation 
that the character Falkland symbolizes the idea of honor : "He is the 
spirit of Monarchy made visib le . " 8 While b o th Monro and Furbank made 
excellent j udgments , Boulton pushes the argument further by suggesting 
7P .  N .  Furb ank , " Godwin ' s  Novels , "  Essays in Criticism , 5 ( 19 55 ) , 
215 . 
8 James T .  Boulton , The Language of Poli tics in the Age of 
Wilkes and Burke (London : Routledge and Kegan P aul , 19 63) , pp . 226-232 . 
that the original inspiration for Falkland was Edmund Burke , who , in 
his Reflections betrayed the rights of the common man . The tone o f  
both Caleb Williams and Political Jus ti ce , h e  argues , i s  the s ame : 
"p ro found admiration for certain qualities and regret for their 
misus e . "  Godwin directed the following p assage in Poli tical Jus tice 
to  Burke : "We know • . .  that truth will  be  triumphan t , even though 
you refuse to  be her ally . We do not fear your enmi ty . But our 
hearts b leed to  see such gallantry , talents and virtue employed in 
p erpe tuating the calamities of mankind . "  While the 1796 edi tion o f  
Political Jus tice was in the p ress , Godwin received news o f  Burke ' s  
death and added a note t� this passage indicating that Burke was the 
man to whom these  words were addressed . 
In all that is  mos t exalted in talents , I regard him as the 
inferior of no man that ever adorned the face of earth ; 
His excellencies however were somewhat tin ctured with a vein 
of dark and s aturnine temper ; so that the same man s trangely 
uni ted a degree o f  the rude character of his native island , 
with an urb ani ty and suscep tib ility of the kinder affections , 
that have rarely been paralleled . But his princip al defect 
consisted in this ; that the false estimate as to the things 
entitled to our deference and admiration , which could alone 
render the aristocracy with whom he lived , unj us t  to his worth , 
in some degree infected his own mind . (PJ , II , 5 45-546) . 
Several admirab le attemp ts have been made to interpret Mary 
Shelley ' s  minor classic Frankens tein , to explain the roles o f  
Frankens tein and his mons ter . All throw some light on the novel 
but fail to find in the rich undercurrent of its famous antecedents--
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the b iblical s tory of creation , Paradise Los t ,  Faus t , and the Promethean 
myth--li ttle more than a highly significant archetypal si tuation o f  
modern man caught i n  the eternal b attle b etween good and evil . I t  is 
my purpose here to sugges t ano ther sour ce and interpretation for 
Frankens tein that resemb les those worked out for Caleb Williams by 
P ro fessors Boulton and Furbank . 
The introduction Mary prepared for the 1831 edition of Franken-
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s tein explains that her main inspiration came from a dream .  "Everything 
mus t be l inked to something that went b efore . The Hindoos give 
the world an Elephant to support i t , but they make the elephan t  
s tand upon a tortoise" (p . 8) . This s tatement causes the reader to 
recall that the tortoise on which Caleb Williams s tood was the s tory 
9 o f  B lue Beard , whose wife ' s  curios i ty nearly b rought her to her death . 
Godwin explained that he amused himsel f with thinking o f  Caleb as 
the curious wife who could not refrain from opening the forb idden 
door in the absence o f  her husb and . Godwin ' s  genius enabled him to 
s ee the strong element of suspense and univers al appeal o f  violence 
which the fairy tale "Blue Beard" s atis fies symbolically . He took 
the tale and made the raw and primitive actions of B lue Beard compatible 
w ith the so cial and moral s tandards of his own culture by p i tting 
Falkland ' s  authority and eminence agains t Caleb ' s  curiosi ty .  When 
B lue Beard was absent from home for a few weeks , the wife 
was so much pressed by her curiosity , . . .  she went down a 
back pair o f  s t airs , and with such an excessive has te , that 
she had like to have b roken her neck two or three times . 
Upon opening the door , she could not see clearly : 
after some moments she began to observe that the floor was all 
covered over with clotted blood , on which lay the b odies o f  
9"When I wrote Caleb Wi lliams , I cons idered i t  as in some 
measure a paraphrase on the s tory of Bluebeard by Charles Perrault . "  
Godwin , Cloudes ley , I ,  iv . 
several dead women ranged agains t the walls . (These were all 
wives that the B lue Beard had married and murder ' d  one after 
another . )  She though t  that she should have died for fear , and 
the key she pulled out of the lo ck fell out o f  her hand : . . .  1.0 
Godwin has changed the incident narrated above into Caleb ' s  dis covery 
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o f  the chest and his assump tion that it contained evidence o f  Falkland ' s  
guilt . In the fairy tale , Blue Beard ' s  wife sent word t o  her brothers 
o f  her dilemma , and when her husband returned she fled to the roof of 
the house until the brothers arrived , slew B lue Beard , and saved her . 
Here , then , is the fairy tale plot of Caleb Williams , with the brothers 
filling the role of the law and courts of England . 
The dis cussion of these  combined elements of p lot and character 
in Caleb Williams have been withheld up to this point because of their 
relevance to character . Mary was influenced by a character in a German 
ghos t s tory in much the s ame way that Godwin was influenced by "Blue 
B eard ."  
There was the tale of the sinful founder o f  his race , whose 
miserab le doom it was to bestow the kis s o f  death on all the 
younger sons of his fated house , j us t  when they reached the 
age of p romise . His giganti c ,  shadowy form , clo thed like the 
ghos t in Hamlet • • . was seen at midnigh t , by the moon ' s  fitful 
beams , to advance slowly along the gloomy avenue . The shape 
was los t beneath the shadow o f  the cas tle walls ; bu t soon . 
he advanced to the couch of the blooming youths , cradled in 
healthy sleep . E ternal sorrow sat upon his face as he bent down 
and kissed the forehead o f  the boys , who from that hour wi thered 
like flowers snap t upon the s talk . I have not s een these s tories 
since then ; but their incidents are as fresh in my mind as if I 
had read them yesterday (p . 7 ) . 
10 [ charles ] Perraul t , Histories or  Tales of Pas t  Times , 1729 ; rpt . 
in Jacques Barchilon and Henry Petit , eds . , The Authentic Mother Goose 
Fairy Tales and Nursery Rhymes (Denver : Alan Swallow ,  19 60) , pp . 22-23 . 
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The tale of " the s inful founder of his race" is the one to which Mary 
directs mos t  atten tion and which requires ours . Although her summaries 
of the s tories are s aid to be inaccurate , 11 the impress ion they left 
upon her is the formative substance of her tale , and the accuracy 
or inaccuracy of the summaries is no t important . Frankenstein , the 
creator of the mons ter , is the founder of his race . He is sinful 
because he has given physical life to a being to whom he cannot  
also give so cial and spiritual li fe . In order to prepare the creature 
for the spon taneous generation o f  life which Shelley and Byron had 
discussed on the nigh t  of Mary ' s  dream ,  Frankens tein had given up 
all other activities and withdrawn into his laboratory . Erasmus 
Darwin , o f  whom they spoke , believed in " the spontaneous generation of 
life when conditions were sui tab le and nutrients availab le .  "12 Two 
years were required for Frankenstein to  produce these sui tab le condi-
tions and b ring life to his creature . The position toward which this 
line of inquiry leads is the identification of Frankens tein laboring 
for two years in his laboratory as Godwin writing Political Jus tice 
for two years in his s tudy . The beginning o f  life in the mons ter is 
the pub li cation of Political Jus tice and its effects on the lives o f  
Godwin and those closest t o  him.  Probab ly clos er to the tru th than 
any o ther interpretation we migh t make , the mons ter is Shelley . The 
maj or influence on Shelley ' s  life and thought after 1810 was Godwin 
11 Shelley , Frankenstein , "Explanatory Notes , p .  7 , " p .  235 . 
12 Desmond King-Hele , ed . ,  The Essential Writings o f  Erasmus 
Darwin (London : MacGibbon and Kee , L t c . , 1968) , p .  9 2n .  
and his Political Jus tice . On January 10 , 1 812 Shelley wro te of 
Godwin :  
I t  is now • . • two years since firs t I s aw your ines timable 
book on "Political Jus tice" ; it  opened to my mind fresh and 
more extensive views ; it materially influenced my character , 
and I ros e  from its persual a wiser and a b e tter man . I was 
no longer the votary o f  romance ; till then I had exis ted in 
an ideal world--now I found that in this universe o f  ours was 
enough to excite the interes t of the hear t ,  enough to employ 
the discussions of reason ; I beheld , in short , that I had 
duties to perform. l3 
Two years later ( 1814) Shelley maintained that in eloping with Mary , 
he was putting Godwin ' s  ideas concerning love into p ractice . The 
elopement b rought down upon Godwin , Shelley , and all concerned another 
s torm o f  abus e .  An ugly rumor that Godwin had sold Mary and Claire 
to Shelley circulated in London.  Ladies who recognized Mary even 
drew their long skirts aside as they p assed her on the s t reet . The 
kiss of death that Godwin gave to Shelley was his philosophy which 
Shelley attempted to put into practice . In several letters Mary 
mentioned that Godwin did not love Shelley ' s  memory b ecaus e he felt 
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Shelley had inj ured him and Fanny Imlay ; and we recall that Frankens tein 
abhorred his creature , became terrified of it , and fled his responsi-
b ilities . The crimes of which the mons ter was guilty cannot ,  o f  
course ,  b e  duplicated in the lives of the originals , y e t  a sense o f  
guilt  and financial harrassment pursued both Mary and Shelley . 
Evidence of this sense is contained in another ghos t s tory that s tood 
out in Mary ' s  memory : "the His tory of the Incons tant Lover , who , when 
he thought to clasp the b ride to  whom he had p ledged his vows , found 
13 Comple te Works o f  Percy B .  Shelley , VIII , 240 . 
himself in the arms o f  the pale ghos t  of her whom he had diserted11 
(p . 7 ) . Although Harriet Shelley was alive at this time , the s tory 
had made its impact . 
"The monster is at once more intellectual and more emotional 
than his maker ,  indeed he excels Frankenstein as much ( and in the 
s ame ways) as Milton ' s  Adam excels Milton ' s  God in P aradise Los t . "  
The creature i s ,  in addition , more imaginative . "The greates t 
p aradox and mos t as tonishing achievement o f  Mary Shelley ' s  novel 
14 is that the mons ter is more human than his creator . "  Each o f  these 
1 2 7  
contras ts could very apt ly apply to Godwin and Shelley . Frankens tein ' s  
reliance upon s cience and Godwin ' s  upon reason is the error both 
make when they assume that knowledge is a higher good than love and 
that it can be independent of the feeling o f  brotherhood afforded by 
a comp assionate so ciety . Reason and the s cientific approach was 
the credo of Frankenstein-Godwin , but love was the plea o f  the mons ter-
Shelley , a contras t which estab lishes one of the primary differences 
b e tween the early Godwin and the late Shelley . In Godwin ' s  work i t  
is not until 1 830 at the conclus ion of Cloudesley that we hear love 
extolled to the exclus ion of everything else as the answer to the 
world ' s  p roblems . 
O ther cri tics , such as Miss Muriel Spark , might wish to see 
the mons ter as Mary suffering in her isolation from polite , conventional 
s o ciety ; and this view can also be read into the novel . But Frankens tein 
14Harold B loom , 11Frankens tein , or the New Prometheus , "  Partisan 
Review , 3 2  ( 1965) , 613 . 
denies the mons ter his mate , fearing their offspring might terrorize 
the world . I f  we assume that Godwin is Frankens tein , his dis truction 
of the mate is his obj ection to the union of Shelley and Mary and 
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his attemp t to p revent it . Few of Godwin ' s  letters to Shelley survive , 
but enough evidence remains to  indicate that his resentment agains t 
Shelley was deep and las ting . 
Ano ther and certainly feas ible view is that the mons ter is 
Godwin himsel f .  The account o f  public reaction against Godwin is 
t ragic . He , like the mons ter , was filled wi th a benevolent desire 
to know and love his fellowman , but society misunders tood and mis-
interpreted his motives . His too-revealing Memoir o f  Mary Wollstonecraft 
began a hos tile reaction in 179 8 which continued with increasing 
momentum . In 1800 Godwin declared in his reply to Dr . P arr ' s  Spi tal 
sermon : 
I have now continued for some years a silent , not an inat tentive , 
spectator of the flood o f  ribaldry , invective and intolerance 
whi ch has been poured out agains t me and my wri tings . The work 
whi ch has p rincipally afforded a topic for the exercise of this 
malignity , has been the Enquiry Concerning Political Jus t ice . 
. • . its reception with the public was favourab le much b eyond 
my conception of its merits ; it was the specific and avowed 
occasion of procuring me the favour and countenance of many 
persons of the highes t note in society and literature . . . 
Yet i t  is now that these persons come forth to sound the alarm ; 
now they tread upon the neck of the mons ter whom they regard as 
exp�r�ng ; now they hold it necessary to show themselves intemp erate 15 and incessan t  in their hos tilities agains t the spirit of innovation . 
To b e  sure , some o f  the theories of Political Jus tice which were 
que s tionab le then are still ques tionab le today , b ut the irony o f  
15william Godwin , Uncollected Writings ( 1 7 85-1822) , ed . Jack 
W .  Marken and Burton R .  Pol lin (Gainesville , Fla . : S cholars ' Facsimiles 
& Reprints , 196 8) , pp . 283 , 293-29 4 .  
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the situation is that the work was created to do good , and in Godwin ' s  
lifetime it served to produce the radi cal thinking and tragically 
erratic behavior of Shelley , the lack of financial success o f  the 
novels and the sorrows of Godwin and Mary , and i t  may even have 
contributed to the suicide o f  Fanny Imlay . 
"The myth exp resses the Romantic awareness of duality in man 
as i t  was to be  echoed again in Dorian Gray and Dr . Jekyll and Mr . Hyde , 
not to mention the theories of psychoanalys ts . " 16 Professor B loom 
s ees Frankenstein and his monster as " the solipsistic and generous 
halves of the one self . " 17  In fit ting this concept int o my theory 
I view the s cientist as the rationalis t thinker and his mons ter as 
the natural man who agonizes over his rej ection by the world . If 
this analogy is extended , Frankenstein and his mons ter might b e  s aid 
to represent two different philosophies--the rationalist and the 
romanti c ,  b oth of which are implicit in Godwin ' s  moral philosophy . In 
the closing paragraph of her preface to Frankens tein , Mary b egins 
"And now , once again I bid my hideous pro geny go forth and p rosper . "  
She refers , o f  course , to the 1831 edition o f  the work in which she 
p resented Political Jus ti ce as the hideous progeny of Godwin . Whether 
cons ciously or unconscious ly , Mary fashioned Frankenstein as Godwin 
and the mons ter as a combinat ion of Shelley , Godwin , and herself . 
1 8  "The mons ter has n o  name . "  
16 D .  J .  Palmer and R.  E .  Dowse ,  "Frankens tein : A Moral Fab le , "  
The Listener , 6 8  (Augus t ,  1962) , 2 84 .  
1 7  Bloom ,  p .  613 . 
1 8  Palmer and Dowse ,  p .  2 84 .  
Numerous novels , such as the anonymous traves ty S t .  Godwin , 
pub lished at the turn of the century were written to condemn or  
ridicule Godwin . Others represent a cons cientious man of good 
intentions who comes to see the error of his ways . But more often 
he is a cold-b looded philosopher and a Machiavellian villain : proud 
of his intellectual powers , contemp tuous of his vi ctims , and doing 
19 evil sys tematically . The following excerpt from Charles Lloyd ' s  
"Lines S uggested by the Fas t" ( 1 799)  are re-echoed in the final 
confessions of Frankens tein to Walton : 
a spirit evil and foul , 
Who under fair pretense o f  modern lights , 
And vain philosophy , parcels the dole 
Of human happiness • • . 
With lavish distribution � who , with speech 
Drest up in metaphysic eloquence , 
Arid eked out plausibly with abs tract phrase , 
Would snatch from God himself the agency 
O f  good and ill � 20 
Godwin , the " father" o f  his race , had made mons ters o f  them all .  
I f  this interpretation of the characters o f  the novel has 
validity , how remarkab le it is that Mary Shelley should have written 
in the s ame vein as her father and over s uch a long period of years . 
Two pos sibilities sugges t a solution . Firs t , the novel should no t 
be  read as a comp lete denial of her faith in the theories o f  Godwin 
and Shelley , as Muriel Spark sugges ts , bu t s imply as a fict ional 
repres en tation of what took place in the lives of Godwin and those 
19B .  Sprague Allen , "The Reaction agains t William Godwin , "  
Modern Philology , 16  ( 19 18) , 64 . 
2°Ford K .  Brown , The Life of William Godwin (New York : E .  P .  
Dut t on and Co . ,  1926) , p .  160 . 
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close to him as a result of Political Jus ti ce . Second , Mary , writing 
perhaps from the depths of her uncons cious , was not fully aware of 
what she had wri tten , and , as the years passed , Godwin ' s  growing 
conservatism made it possib le for them to work in harmony with each 
o ther . 
From the foregoing dis cussion , it  becomes apparent that both 
Godwin and Mary looked for the univers al in proj ecting character 
types , that they were s trongly attracted by Jungian archetypes which , 
as expressions of the collective uncons cious , were bet ter suited to 
reflect the cul tural forces o f  the age . In this connection it is 
interesting to p oint b riefly to another example in Godwin ' s  work . 
P rofessor Boulton notes that Godwin ' s  second novel , S t .  Leon , "bears 
some marks of a symbolic purpose" s imil ar to that of Caleb Williams . 21  
He  refers here to  the fact that S t .  Leon is  a symbol o f  aris tocratic 
honor to which he s acrifices , one by one , every human tie that is 
dear to him . Pro fessor Boulton also implies that Burke may have b een 
the inspiration for the character S t .  Leon . However , s ince Godwin 
s t ated in his preface to Fleetwood (1805) that he wished to avoid 
repeating himself , i t  seems unlikely that he would use the same 
original in an obvious way . S t .  Leon possesses many o f  the same 
characteris tics as King George the Third , a type of character bes t 
fitted to carry the themes o f  honor and weal th which dominate this 
novel . Many facts in S t .  Leon ' s  life also mat ch thos e in the life 
of George the Third , whose reign ( 1760-1820) was one of the longes t 
21  Boulton , pp . 2 30-231 . 
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in English his tory and , in a sens e ,  comparab le to  the extreme length 
of S t .  Leon ' s  life extended by his use o f  the elixier vitae . S t .  
Leon los t his es tates and his fortunes in gamb ling . This loss , 
followed by his humiliation and the des titution of himself and his 
family , brought on an episode o f  insanity from which he did not 
recover for many months . Through the political chances the King 
took , he gambled and los t the American Colonies , and in 1765  the 
firs t illness  associ ated with his insanity o ccurred , followed in 
1788-1789 by a more serious attack in which he became mentally 
deranged . S t .  Leon was published in 1799 b efore the King ' s  illnesses 
of 1801 , 1804 , and final illness which las ted from 1810-1820 . The 
King • s  madness , in the light of present day medical knowledge , is 
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now recognized as a type of ins anity b rough t  on by a rare phys iological 
diso rder not unders tood in Godwin ' s  day . 2 2  S t .  Leon was a very 
active , humane man and an enthus ias tic patron of s cience and the 
arts--as was George the Third , and both were devoted to agricul ture . 
At the t ime George the Third los t his reason (1788) and suffered 
permanent damage from which he never completely recovered , he was 
fifty years of age--the age at which S t .  Leon turned himself into a 
young man . The King continued to reign , however , with the assistance 
of his son until 1810 , when his son became regen t .  S t .  Leon , now in 
his early twenties , met his son Charles in Hungary and was confined 
in p rison at the close of the novel , while Charles was p romoted to high 
military command . Another link is the name " S t .  Leon . "  The House o f  
22Ida Macalpine and Richard Hunter , Geor ge III and the Mad­
Bus iness (New York : Pantheon Books , 1969) , pp . xi-xv . 
Hanover to which George the Third belonged , was descended from the 
Guelphs , a repub lican branch of which controlled the medieval city 
of Florence and took for its symbol the lion . For many years the 
city maint ained a p rize collection of a hundred of these beas ts . 
S ince the lion and the unicorn are the two principal animal symbols 
of the Hanover crest ,  they link S t .  Leon with the Guelph dynas ty which 
2 3  figures so p rominent ly in Mary ' s  Valperga . 
There is also another tie between the novels o f  these two 
authors and George the Third . In The Las t  Man the father o f  Adrian , 
who abdicated in favor of parliamentary control ,  reveals the Regency 
Period of England when great cons titutional b attles led to the 
ascendency of parliamentary over monarchial power . Mary does a b it 
of j uggling of historical facts here and has Adrian ' s  insanity b rought 
on by th e Turkish girl Evadne ' s  re fus al to marry him , when in fact 
George the Third ' s  firs t illness in 1765 was attributed by his con-
temporaries to the fact that he was not permitted t o  marry an English 
girl whom he loved , but was advised to wed the Aus trian Princess 
Charlotte Sophia . But in The L as t  Man ( 1826) Adrian is the s on ,  no t 
the husb and of Queen Charlot te , a fictional expediency necess ary to 
Mary ' s  plot . Her inclusion of Queen Charlotte (died 1818) in the 
cast of characters was meant to increase the awareness of the readers 
of the e fforts of Metternich and the Emperor Francis the First  to 
crush the spread of revolutionary principles with the help of the 
23 John Brown , Memoirs o f  George the Third , Late King of Great 
Britain (Liverpool : The Caxton Press , 1820) , pp . 39-64 . 
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Roman Catholic Church , which formed an extensive police sys tem ,  or  
Spy International , necessary to maintain the absolutism o f  the Hapsburg 
Empire . Part of the intelle ctual quarantine imposed on the Aus trian 
people was literary censorship which excluded thirty-two English 
novels published between 1820 and 1847 , even though few Aus trians 
could read English . Included in this number were nine o f  S ir Walter 
S cot t ' s  novels , Ann Radcliffe ' s  Gas ton de Blondeville , and Mary 
Shelley ' s  The Las t  Man . Any work containing accounts o f  rebellion 
agains t established authority in any of its forms was suspect and 
b anned by Met ternich and his censors . 24  Even though b oth Godwin 
and Mary did use the Royal Family of their day ,  they wrote no thing 
to contradic t  each o ther or to point to a clear identificat ion o f  
the family . I t  is not at all unlikely that many of the characters 
in b o th these novels and others could be identified . 25 Lionel Verney 
in The Las t  Man is clearly cas t as the son , whom Mary invented , o f  
the dis tinguished I rish peer and politician Ralph Verney , who was 
financially ruined and died in poverty without heirs in 1 79 1 . 26 
24s ibyl White 
Reaction (New York : 
a lis t of the b anned 
Wyat t , The English Romantic Novel and Austrian 
Exposition Press , 1967) , pp . 7-8 ,  1 34-1 3 8 . For 
novels see pp . 175-176 . 
25For a comp rehensive survey of the names Godwin uses see : 
Burton R .  Follin , "The Significance of Names in the Fiction o f  William 
Godwin , "  Revue Des Langues Vivantes , 37 ( 19 7 1) , 388-399 . S ince I had 
already noticed and verified my remarks concerning the names in Godwin ' s  
novels before Mr . Follin ' s  article was b rough t  to my attention , I am 
not indeb ted to him for these observations . However ,  I am greatly 
indeb ted to him for corrob oration o f  my speculation that many of the 
characters can be  linked wi th actual pers ons . 
26M[ argare t ] M [ aria ] ,  [Lady ] V [ erney ] , "Verney , Ralph , "  DNB , 20 
( 1917) , 265-266 . 
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The father-and-daugh ter relationships in the novels of Godwin 
and Mary are my final evidence that these two exercised a great influence 
on each other in their portrayal of character . Caleb Williams and 
Frankenstein do not contain relationships between fathers and daughters , 
but S t . Leon had three daugh ters , the youngest o f  whom was Julia , 
about the same age as Fanny Imlay when the book was written in 1799 . 
Little Julia,  the darling of the entire household and especially 
devoted to her father , was undoub tedly drawn from Godwin ' s  obs erva-
tions of both Mary and Fanny , who were two and six years o f  age , 
respectively . Many years later when S t .  Leon visited his daughters , 
he found , ironical ly , that Julia was dead . The first s ignificant 
father-daughter relationship in Mary ' s  work appears in Valperga 
between Euthanasia and her father . (See Chap ter I I , pp . 5 6-57  for a 
dis cussion o f  Euthanasia ' s  education . )  Since the name Euthanasia 
means a gentle , p ainless death , there are several references to its 
use which suggest  an interpretation . In 1742 Hume employed i t : 
"Death is  unavoidab le to the po litical as well as to the animal body . 
Absolute monarchy . . .  is the eas iest death , the true Euthanasia of 
the British cons titution . "  And in 179 7 , S ir Francis Burde tt was 
quoted in the Annual Regis ter as saying : " . . . wi thout a reform 
o f  P arliament corrup tion would b ecome the euthanas ia o f  the cons t itu-
t .  .,2 7 1.on . Euthanas ia ' s  death in Valperga is the symb olic death of the 
people ' s  hope for a cons titutional monarchy . The relationship between 
Euthanasia and her father was surely inspired to a great degree by 
27"Euthanasi a , "  NED ,  III  ( 189 7) , 325 . 
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Mary ' s  life with her father : they talked together , they read together , 
they spent whole days in each o ther ' s  company . But she is perhaps  
the mos t  ambivalent of all Mary ' s  characters , and the reader wonders 
if Mary ' s  uncons cious was operating again to draw her both away from 
and toward her father ' s  teachings . Euthanas ia revered her father ' s  
memory and his que s t  for perfection , but when she carried out his 
teachings in her own life , they b rough t her only misery and death . 
The autobiographical element is highly enigmati c  here , and the 
motivations of Euthanas ia are no t convincing . Godwin ' s  Cloudesley 
does not contain a well-developed father and daughter , but Mary ' s  
Perkin Warbeck ,  published the s ame year (1830) does . The Spanish 
moor Hernan de Faro , is the father of the beautiful Monina , but he 
only appears on the s cene in moments of extreme emergency to res cue 
Monina or one of her friends . After the execution o f  Perkin Warbeck ,  
Monina emb arked with her father on a trip around the world but died 
b efore the year was out of a broken heart . There is a certain likeness 
here to the dual nature expressed by Frankens tein and the mons ter . 
Monina--young , immature , and very b eautiful--lived only for Perkin 
Warbeck ,  whom she idoli zed . Perkin , recognized by James IV o f  S cotland 
as the Duke of York , married James ' s  cousin the Lady Katherine Gordon , 
a calm , controlled , mature personality and the opposite of Monina . 
After the death of Perkin , Katherine went sorrowfully b ack to S cotland 
and her father , a composed and cap able woman . This contras t in 
personalities implies the change that took place in Mary ' s  character 
after Shelley ' s  death : the death of the spiri t of impulsive , youthful 
love and the b eginning of a more adult period of her life . In Mary ' s  
Lodore there are two father-daughter pairs , one pair involving the 
maj or characters and ano ther involving the minor characters . Godwin ' s  
las t  novel Deloraine reveals an aging man coming at las t to be  
dependent on  his daughter and her  husband . He has followed Mary ' s  
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Lodore in creating two fathers and two daughters ,  and there are sketchy 
indications of autob iographical allegory here , but they are s o  care-
fully disguised that the clarification of them would be l ong and 
tedious . Mary ' s  last nove l ,  Falkner ,  comp leted after her father ' s  
death , contains s till  ano ther father and daughter , with the father 
aged and dying . Their persis tence in including in their cas t  of 
characters a father and dau ghter shows them employing a relationship 
they understood and on which they themselves relied in actual life . 
Catherine in Deloraine , the mos t matur e  o f  Godwin 's fictional daughters , 
is largely responsib le for her father ' s  peace and happiness in the 
waning years of his life . It  is a genuine tribute which Godwin makes 
to Mary in his seventy-s eventh year . 
Godwin ' s  formal s tyle of writing was much admired by many o f  
h i s  contemporaries for its clarity , precis ion , and power . Formal 
dis course was , o f  course , the order of the day . His was a deliberate , 
unhurried s tyle which Mary also used in her writing . The kind of 
s tyle that is right for a literary work depends upon the intention of 
the write r , 2 8  and s ince we have established that Godwin ' s  aim was 
didactic and his maj or characters were foreordained to a p redetermined 
end , his elevated , p re cise s tyle is appropriate to that end . The 
2 8Monroe C .  Beards ley , Aes thetics : Prob lems in the Philosophy 
of Criticism (New York : Harcourt , Brace , and Co . , 1958) , p .  227 . 
formal essay and the sermon were never far from his thoughts as he 
wrote his fic tion , although by using the firs t person he created 
the impress ion of greater informality and personal authori ty than 
he would have had he writ ten in the third person . His speakers are 
all long-winded and excess ively repetitious . Mary ' s  characters are 
also long-winded , but she avoided needless repetition better than 
her father.  Some times the repetition is used deliberately with 
good psychological effect in speeches that are confessional and 
which show the dis turbed s t ate o f  mind o f  the speakers . Charles 
Mandevil le moans over and over again how different he would have b een 
if  he had known love and kindness in childhood . Such speeches reveal 
his self-pity and his inab ility to break away from the mis anthropic 
pattern o f  his life to enj oy the friends he has finally made and 
the love of his sis ter and her husband . Frankenstein ' s  interminable 
lament to Walton is much in the s ame vein and serves an artis tic 
purpose . 
Clear as Godwin 's s tyle is , it has little emotional force 
because he disdains to us e ,  excep t on rare occasions , words with 
s t rong connot ative meaning . 29 I t  migh t also be added that Godwin ' s  
excessive concern for thoroughness and p recision exhaus ts the reader ' s  
pat ience and often fails t o  produce the sympathy o r  catharsis h e  hoped 
to evoke . While Mary ' s  s tyle lacks the vigor and power of Godwin ' s  
at his best , i t  also lacks what Croker calls " the disgust ing accuracy" 
of her father ' s . 30 In her novels written in the third person , there 
29 Boul ton , p .  2 12 .  
30 Croker,  p .  1 7 7 .  
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is  much dialogue , which is handled especially well in Perkin Warb eck . 
She employs s tyle to help her create a fifteen th-century atmosphere 
by using such archai c  exp ress ions as y ' cleped , assail , and sooth , 
and by dialogue filled with met aphor and sen tence patterns typical 
of the writings o f  Chaucer , Spenser , and Shakespeare . When Lady 
Brampton sees Sir Robert Clifford enter the room , his face whi te 
with terror and surp rise , she exclaimed : ·�oly Virgin ! . what 
had dressed your face , Sir Robert , in this pale livery? what tale 
o f  death have you heard? " 31 Godwin makes frequent references to 
l anguage not only in his essays but in his novels , a fact which 
indicates his great interest in language and its use .  S ince the 
s tyle , as well  as all other elements of the novels of Godwin and 
Mary , was determined a priori , there is little flexib ility in the 
language of either . Although nearly all characters are presented in 
much the s ame manner , there are a few exceptions such as Mary ' s  
gipsies and I rishmen in Perkin Warbeck ,  whose language is different 
from that of the English courtiers . In Caleb Williams , the language 
of Falkland is in no way comparab le with the " rude" and simple utter-
ances o f  Tyrell  and Grimes . But when Godwin tells us in S t .  Leon 
that he will not s toop to reproduce the native speech of the Negro 
Hector , we wonder if he refrains to ennoble the character or if he 
simply did not know how such a man would speak .  Mary introduces three 
Negro servants in Lodore but does not develop their characters or 
have them converse . 
3 1  
[Mary W .  Shelley ] , The Fortunes of Perkin Warbeck ,  2 (London : 
Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley , 1830) , 49 . 
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The dominant tone of the novels of b o th Godwin and Mary is 
didac tic . It is heavily and persis tently so in Godwin ' s  and therefore 
an unattractive quality to a twentieth-century reader . Little is 
left to the imagination of the reader , who is seldom called upon 
to make inferences o f  his own . The novels of both , however , are 
enriched by the frequent use o f  irony s cattered throughout all of 
them. The irony is sometimes unintentionally prophetic and tragic . 
The death of Julia in S t .  Leon anticipates the s uicide o f  Fanny 
Imlay j us t  as the death of Frankens tein ' s  li ttle brother William 
anticipates the death of the Shelleys ' child William a few years 
after the publication of Frankens tein . But b oth authors were accomp lished 
'i 
in the deliberate use of irony . � Caleb Williams and Frankens tein 
have their b as is in an ironic ques t .  Caleb was driven to expose 
Falkland to the world because he thought it j us t  and benevolent . Not 
until after the exposure did Caleb realize his action was unj us t and 
would haunt him the res t of his life . Frankens tein ' s  obsess ion to 
create a new man and a superior race was , he thought , a benevolent 
act until  it was accomplished . S t .  Leon is perhaps  the mos t  ironic  
o f  all : he wri tes of his sufferings--how terrible and how unending 
they are , never realizing that he b rings them all upon hims elf . And 
what an iron- twis t it is that the secret path into  the s tronghold 
Valperga , known only to Euthanasia and Cas truccio , is the means by 
whi ch Castruccio cap tures and des troys the cas tle . In The Las t  Man 
democratic leadership is indeed damned in the person o f  Ryland , who 
flees from London during the plague and dies in the mids t o f  his 
hoarded food , while the represen tative o f  aristo cracy dies fighting 
for Greek independence and the representative o f  monarchy remains in 
London caring for the sick and needy . 
Perhaps  the primary influence Godwin had on the tone of Mary ' s  
novels was to produce their ambivalence . Hers was a romantic tempera­
ment and she obviously wished to make a romantic hero out of Perkin 
Warbeck .  But in adhering t o  her father ' s  ideas she could not make 
Perkin glorious in b attle , a king ' s  son come to claim his throne . 
His character and identity were ruined as she reluctantly fitted them 
into the Godwinian p attern .  Mary loved her father but she did no t 
who leheartedly share his ideas . 
An ever-present thread o f  optimism runs through all o f  Godwin ' s  
novels . This thread is also in Mary ' s  works , but it comes and goes , 
s ubj ect  always to the fluctuations o f  her personal feelings . This 
f luctuation is especially dis cernib le in Falkner ,  comp le ted after 
her father ' s  death . The fact that she wrote no novels after this 
one speaks for itself as a s trong indication that her motivation to 
write prose fiction died with her father . 
Mary was not the inve terate s cholar and reader that both Godwin 
and Shelley were . Consequently she did not have the vas t s torehouse 
o f  knowledge and awareness o f  literary techniques that they both 
possessed . For this reason she not only relied rather heavily upon 
Godwin ' s  techniques in the novel but also upon many of the same 
antecedents that he imitated . Both , for example , depended upon 
Shakespeare and the contemporary theatre o f  their day , and there is 
a s t rong dramatic quali ty in their fiction . Since they were both 
aware of Aris to tle ' s  critical p rinciples for the drama--especially 
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tragedy--and attemp ted to follow many o f  these principles , it is a 
p i ty they did not heed Aris totle ' s  caution that pity and fear are 
p rodu ced more effe ctively through action rather than rhetoric .  In 
most of their novels , the catharsis for the reader is b lurred by the 
excessive comments or laments of one of the characters . Perhaps one 
reas on why Frankenstein is superior to Mary ' s  o ther novels is that 
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she did not fall  into the trap of verbos ity so completely in Franken­
s tein as in her later works . Among her mos t  moving and powerful s cenes 
are those depicting the mons ter in his suffering with little or no 
comment from him .  She produces genuine pathos as she des cribes the 
lonely mons ter watching and learning from the Delaceys , b ringing 
them firewood and doing any little chore he can for them . As he 
weeps over his dead creator , the only human being he knew and loved , and 
p lunges on to the North Pole , shrieking and howling in his agony , 
Mary app roaches real tragedy . I t  is to be  regretted that she did 
not b reak away from the rhetorical examples wi th which her father ' s  
works p rovided her .  
Perhaps the s tronges t and most revealing evidence w e  have o f  
the close relationship between the two authors and their novels is 
in the way their own lives are proj ected in disguise in the lives 
o f  their charac ters . There is not a s ingle novel  o f  either author 
that does not reflec t ,  if not embody , some phase of their own lives 
or of persons whom they knew . I t  is ironic , however , that critics 
firs t s aw  this characteristic in Mary ' s  novels and have only j us t  
begun to see that i t  o riginated in the novels o f  her father . 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The foregoing chapters have shown that the writing career o f  
Mary Shelley was developed primarily under the guiding hand of her 
father .  She was an affectionate , intelligent woman , but her intel-
lectual drive and p ower to create needed the s timulus of a more galvanic 
force than her own . This force she derived from a number o f  literary 
friends , but especi ally from Shelley and Godwin . With the death of 
Shelley , she looked chiefly to Godwin for her inspiration--and to 
the memory of Shelley and her mother , Mary Wolls tone craf t . 
In her "Criticism on the Novels of Godwin , "  written for the 
Standard Novels Edi tion of Caleb Williams ( 1831) , Mary shows her 
awareness of the maj or characteris ti cs of her father ' s  philosophy 
as developed in his novels : 
The principal obj ect of his study and contemp lation is man 
the enemy of man . Do we not remember to have seen an edition 
of " Caleb Williams" with these lines for a mot to ?  
"Amid the woods the tiger knows his kind ; 
The p anther p reys not on the panthel b rood : 
Man only is the common foe o f  man . "  
As we have seen , Godwin ' s  principal obj e ct in his novels also became 
the obj ect of Mary ' s .  The maj or portion of her short  essay deals 
with the aes thetic aspects of her father ' s  art ,  all of the comment 
1Godwin , Caleb Wil liams ( 1 831) , pp . xiv-xv . 
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being favorab le .  She compliments her father on his ability to stir 
the emotions of the reader , a quality in the writing that they would 
b o th deem essential to accomplish their purpos e .  She especially 
calls attention to techniques which she followed in her own works 
and evidently admired in his : 
One of the mos t remarkab le ways in which the faculty of Mr . Godwin 
is evidenced , is the "magnitude and wealth" of his detai l .  No 
s ingle action or event that could possib ly ,  in such circums tances 
as he imagines , heighten the effect , is omitted . In this he 
resemb les Hogarth ; but he is always tragical , --producing his 
end altoge ther without ludicrous contras ts , or the intervention 
of anything b ordering on the humorous . Mere mental imbecility 
is not to be found in the pictures of Mr . Godwin : his characters 
are people who analyse their own minds , and who never act from 
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want of unders tanding , right  or wrong . Indeed , they are too 
conscious ; like that young rogue , Charles de S t .  Leon , for inst ance , 
who seems t o  do every thing with a truly French eye to e ffect . 2 
The characters in their novels lived in the minds of bo th and underwent 
the s crutiny of both father and daughter . We find no humor in the 
works of either author and only a very little s atire in the earlier 
novels of Godwin . 
Mary ' s  second nove l ,  Valperga , reveals an amb ivalent at titude 
toward s ome of her characters , a s trong indication that she did not 
always follow her own inclinations in her writing . When the time 
came for Shelley ' s  one surviving son to at tend s chool , his mo ther 
was advised to send him to one where he could learn to think for 
himself . 
"To think for himself � "  cried the daughter of Mary Wolls tonecraft 
and William Godwin , the wife of Percy Shelley and the authoress 
of Frankens tein . "Oh my God , teach him to think like o ther 
people ! "3 
2Ib id . , p .  xvii . 
3 Murry , Heroes of Thought , p .  245 . 
And this is exactly what Mary Shelley did for her son . He became 
a model young man with such an even , undistinguished temperament 
that even his mother was at times dis couraged by his apathy . 
The amb ivalence in Mary ' s  novels result ing from her dis agree-
ment with her father ' s  ideas began to diminish after her return to 
England , as the influence they exercised on each other became mutual 
and was no longer limited to Godwin ' s  influence on Mary . She was 
instrumental in altering his convictions about both necessity and 
reas on , wi th which she did not agree . Mary was not a skeptic and 
even attended church from time to time , and Godwin ' s  references to 
a Divine Being and Creator o f  the Universe become more numerous as 
their association continued through the years . He even went so far 
in Cloudes ley as to be influenced by her use o f  the third p erson 
narrator instead of the firs t person , which he had always used in 
p revious works . S ince he was no t as successful as Mary with the 
third person poin t  of view , he returned to the firs t person , while 
she continued to wri te in the third . All of these circumst ances 
p oint to the fact that Mary had a mind of her own which she frequently 
exercised . S ince Godwin believed in the right of private j udgmen t ,  he 
surely extended this right to his own daugh ter � 
Together Mary and Godwin weathered the lean years o f  their 
lives , s upporting each other in every way they could as Godwin had 
s uggested to her following Shelley ' s  death : 
Do not , I intreat you, be cas t down about your worldly circum­
s t ances . You certainly contain within yourself the means o f  
your subsis tence . Your talents are truly extraordinary . Franken­
s tein is universally known ; and though i t  can never be a b ook 
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for vulgar reading , is everywhere respe cted . I t  is the mos t 
wonderful  work to  have been written at twenty years o f  age that 
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I ever heard of . You are now five & twenty . And mos t fortunately , 
you have pursued a course of reading , to cultivate your mind , in 
a manner the mos t  admirab ly adap ted to make you a great & suc­
cessful author . If  you cannot be independent , who should be? 
Your talen ts , as far as I can at present dis cuss , are turned for 
the wri ting of fictitious adventures . 
I f  it  shall ever happen to you to be  placed in . urgent 
wan t  of a small sum ,  I intreat you to le t me know immediately . 
We mus t  see what I can do . We mus t help one another . 4 
This mutual encouragement and aid continued throughout their lives . 
Even though they did not agree in all things , they did hold 
many ideas in common about which Mary wrote with ardor and conviction . 
These ideas are evident in the themes which run through the novels , 
s ome of which have not been mentioned in the foregoing chap ters . The 
privilege and property of aristocracy had a very personal meaning 
for them since S ir Timothy ' s  longevity and his tigh t  hold on the 
purse s trings of the family fortune deprived Mary and her s on of all 
but  the mos t meager financial support . War , poverty , slavery , and 
all of man ' s  inhumani ties to man were equal ly deplored by b o th .  
Benevolence gained their mutual support , b ut wi th Godwin i t  was 
attained through reas on .  With Mary , who despaired o f  ever thoroughly 
understanding anyone , the way to benevolence was love . Godwin ' s  firs t  
s tatement indicating that he had been swayed in his belief in reason 
by his association wi th Mary was made in Cloudesley when Borromeo 
confesses 
the true system for governing the world . • .  is love . .  
I and Lord Danvers have been the delinquents ; he for b ase  and 
selfish ends ; I from an erroneous j udgment (III , 342-343) . 
4Godwin , Letters , February 8 ,  1823 . 
In this speech Borromeo is Godwin and Lord Danvers is S ir Timothy 
Shelley . Both have wronged young Julian ,  a comp osite figure o f  
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Shelley and his son Percy .  Sir Timothy has deprived Julian o f  fatherly 
love , association with his family , and his inheritance . Borromeo 
has at temp ted to force the philosophy of reas on and dis cipline upon 
Julian and has deprived him o f  his righ t  o f  private j udgment . In 
his father ' s  absence , Julian ran away and j oined a b and of rebels in 
the mountains . When his father returned and went in search o f  Julian , 
the father , Cloudes ley , was accidentally killed . Julian himself would 
have been killed had it not been for the intervention of Meadows and 
Lord Danvers . In this novel and also in Deloraine , Godwin appears 
to ask forgiveness for the suffering he has brought down on his 
f amily . In addit ion , he assigns a much less importan t  role to reason 
than he did in his earlier works . With him,  as with Shelley , in their 
las t  days , the spirit of love was the answer to the world ' s  ills . 
The theme o f  alienation and loneliness that runs through the 
works of both Mary and Godwin reveals how profound was their suffering 
over society ' s  rej ec tion of themselves . Although both had always a 
few loyal friends and a small family circle , they felt a deep sense 
of isolation from the world . Both too were opp ressed by a s ense of 
guilt for the tragedies to which they had unintentionally contributed . 
They unders tood each o ther and supported each other as few fathers and 
daughters ever have , and each attempted to bring some j oy and p leas ure 
out of p ain for the other . How gratifying i t  mus t have b een to both o f  
them when Godwin ' s  answer to Malthus was praised in P arliament and Mary ' s  
The Las t  Man was quoted from the floor in an ardent antislavery speech 
only a few years before the abolition of s lavery in the British Emp ire . 
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